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ABSTRACT 
In the recent years, increase in consumption of energy, instability of crude oil price and 
global climate change has forced researchers to focus more on renewable energy sources. 
Though there are different renewable energy sources available (such as photovoltaic and 
wind energy), they have some major limitations. The potential techniques which can 
provide renewable energy are fuel cell technology which is better than other renewable 
sources of energy. Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is more efficient, environmental friendly 
renewable energy source. This dissertation focuses on load/grid connected fuel cell 
power system (FCPS) which can be used as a backup power source for household and 
commercial units. This backup power source will be efficient and will provide energy at 
an affordable per unit cost.   
Load/grid connected fuel cell power system mainly comprises of a fuel cell module, DC-
DC converter and DC-AC inverter. This thesis primarily focuses on solid oxide fuel cell 
(SOFC) modelling, digital control of DC-DC converter and DC-AC inverter. Extensive 
simulation results are validated by experimental results. 
Dynamic mathematical model of SOFC is developed to find out output voltage, 
efficiency, over potential loss and power density of fuel cell stack. The output voltage of 
fuel cell is fed to a DC-DC converter to step up the output voltage. Conventional 
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller and FPGA based PI controller is implemented and 
experimentally validated. The output voltage of DC-DC converter is fed to DC-AC 
inverter. Different pulse width modulation-voltage source inverter (PWM-VSI) control 
strategy (such as Hysteresis Current Controller (HCC), Adaptive-HCC, Fuzzy-HCC, 
Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC, Triangular Carrier Current Controller (TCCC) and Triangular 
Periodical Current Controller (TPCC)) for DC-AC inverter are investigated and validated 
through extensive simulations using MATLAB/SIMULINK. This work also focuses on 
number of fuel cells required for application in real time and remedy strategies when one 
or few fuel cells are malfunctioning. When the required numbers of fuel cells are not 
available, DC-DC converter is used to step up the output voltage of fuel cell. When there 
is a malfunction in fuel cell or shortage of hydrogen then a battery is used to provide 
backup power.  
The fuel cell power system based on shunt active power filter (APF) is designed for 
compensation of current harmonic and reactive power compensation in the AC power 
iii 
 
distribution system. APF based fuel cell reduces the real power flow from grid side, 
which eventually reduces the power rating of inverter. The prototype model of single 
phase fuel cell power system with Hysteresis Current Control (HCC) technique is 
developed. FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) implementation of HCC is done 
using NI (National Instruments) cRIO-9014. FPGA implementation of three phase model 
of fuel cell power system is developed using Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC using Xilinx/System 
Generator. 
Keywords: DC-DC Converter, DC-AC inverter, FPGA, NI cRIO-9014, PI Controller, 
PWM-VSI Controller, SOFC. 
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Chapter-1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
There has been a sharp rise in consumption of energy worldwide since the last decade. 
Mostly generation of energy depends on fossil fuel which has a limited supply. 
Generation of power via conventional methods also causes irreversible damage to the 
environment. In many parts of the world there is a substantial gap between demand and 
supply of energy, which leads to the energy crisis scenario. The demand of electrical 
energy is increasing every day and is likely to rise by 75% in the year 2030 compared to 
today’s demand [1], [2]. The government is spending a substantial amount of money to 
meet the ever increasing demand. So substantially energy crisis leads to economic crisis. 
To meet the demand of energy, mankind has been using renewable energy sources like 
wind power, solar power, biomass power from past few decades. Steady progress in 
market deregulation and new legislations in terms of environmental constraints and 
greenhouse gas emissions has created a significant opportunity for distributed generation. 
Rising public awareness for ecological protection and continuously increasing energy 
consumption, coupled with the shortage of power generation due to constraints imposed 
on new construction have further resulted in a steady rise in interest in renewable and 
clean power generation. The switch to renewable energy has been proved beneficial for 
both mankind and environment. So researchers are working towards new ways to 
generate energy from renewable sources. India is one of the first country to set up the 
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department of non-conventional energy sources way back in 1982 and ministry of non-
conventional energy sources (MNES) in 1992. MNES was renamed as Ministry of new 
and renewable energy (MNRE) in 2006. According to ministry sources [3], till 30th Sep 
2013, the grid connected power from different renewable energy sources is 29464.51 
MW and off grid power from renewable energy sources in 921.3 MW. The major part of 
the renewable energy comes from wind power. Solar power comes a distant second. One 
drawback of wind and solar energy sources is their variability. Wind tends to blow 
intermittently and solar power is only available during the daytime. Ideally, excess 
renewable energy generated during times of plenty can be stored for use during periods 
when sufficient electricity is not available. But storing this energy is also a difficult task. 
Due to the practical limitation of wind and solar energy, chemical energy is widely used 
for generation of electricity. A fuel cell is a device which converts stored chemical 
energy (hydrogen, oxygen) to electrical energy. The conversion of the fuel to energy 
takes place via an electrochemical process which is non-polluting and efficient. One of 
the major advantages of a fuel cell system is that it can be placed at any site in a 
distribution system without geographic limitations to provide optimal benefit, and they 
are not intermittent in nature. Whereas for solar and wind energy generation proper 
geographical survey has to be carried out to find the best possible place for their 
installation. Fuel cells offer numerous advantages over conventional power plants to help 
them achieve that goal and widespread adoption, such as: 
 High efficiency, even at part-load 
 Few moving parts resulting in quiet operation, higher reliability, lower 
maintenance and longer operating life 
 Fuel diversity 
 Zero or low emission of greenhouse gases 
 Combined Heat and Power (CHP) capability, without the need for additional 
systems (i.e., low temperature fuel cells can provide district heating while high 
temperature fuel cells can provide high-quality industrial steam) 
 Flexible, modular structure 
 Increased energy security by reducing reliance on large central power plants and 
oil imports 
Some of the agencies involved in the research and development of fuel cells in India are 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy Sources (MNES), Delhi Transport Corporation 
(DTC), Indian Railways, Indian Institute of Science and Central Glass & Ceramic 
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Research Institute, Tata Energy Research Institute (TERI), Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. 
(BHEL), and Reva Electric Car Company. Ministry of New and Renewable Energy 
Sources (MNES) has established programmes named chemical sources energy 
programme for research and development and National Hydrogen energy roadmap for 
fuel cell technology.  
 Fuel cell is widely used in space, military and vehicular applications. In space 
applications, fuel cell is used in launch vehicles, earth orbiting space craft, space shuttle, 
crew return vehicles, astronaut equipment, planetary, spacecraft, landers, rovers, and 
penetrators. The power sources used in a space mission has to meet some of the hardest 
performance requirements such as the power source should provide more power and it 
should also be compact in size and weight. The power source should operate in hard 
vacuum for 30,000 life cycles with a long active shelf life of 10 years. The power source 
should provide reliable power despite harsh environmental conditions including 
vibration, shock, and sub-zero temperature. Conventional power sources such as batteries 
are unable to meet these stringent requirements, so scientists have rested their faith on 
fuel cells. For the first time in August 21, 1962, PEM fuel cells were successfully used in 
Gemini space craft. Apollo space craft used alkaline fuel cells [4].      
Fuel cells are widely used in military applications such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAV), Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV), solider portable power, warships, and 
submarines. Navy of German, Greek, South Korea, Italy and Poland have extensively 
used fuel cells in submarines.  
Fuel cell is used to drive hybrid electric vehicles [5]. Designing a standalone fuel cell 
unit for hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) to meet all the steady state and transient demand 
will make the system bulky and costly. The standalone fuel cell unit can’t recycle power 
in HEV so the energy dissipated during braking is wasted which increases the 
consumption of fuel. To reduce the cost of the fuel cell unit in HEV conventional 
batteries are used along with the fuel cell unit but the conventional battery has several 
limitations such as low power density, low cycle and calendar life and incapability to 
meet the requirement of transient load profile. So, batteries are replaced by ultra-
capacitor (super capacitor). Ultra-capacitor has higher power density, high cycling 
capacity and provide clean and maintenance free operation. When used in parallel with 
fuel cell unit, ultra-capacitor provides sudden power required for acceleration in HEV. 
Ultra-capacitor module stores excess energy and helps in recycle of energy. Parallel 
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connection of fuel cell unit and ultra-capacitor unit provides an economical solution to 
meet the required power demand for transient and steady state load demand of an HEV 
[6], [7].  
1.2 Shortcomings 
Despite investment in fuel cell technology and a good amount of expertise among the 
academic community, India remains a relatively small market for fuel cells at present. 
The biggest challenges to fuel cell commercialisation remain affordability and the 
shortage of skills in manufacturing and maintaining fuel cells. Indian companies are 
procuring fuel cell stacks from manufacturers of North America and European Union and 
tailor the stacks to the customer requirements. However, with the potential for vast 
economies of scale and a history of technological advancing, the outlook for fuel cells is 
optimistic in the longer term. Most of the companies are working to develop fuel cell 
based application for energy backup, distributed generation and automobile. 
1.3 Motivation of Research 
Indian companies import fuel cell stack from North America and European Union and 
modify the stack to the requirement. In order to commercialize the fuel cell as an 
affordable medium of renewable energy sources, research has to be concentrated to 
develop fuel cell based low cost energy management system which will provide backup 
energy to household and commercial establishments at an affordable energy per unit 
cost. Digital control of DC/DC converter and DC/AC inverter plays a vital role in 
providing reliable supply to load/grid connected system. So, research has to be 
concentrated on state of art control techniques of the converter-inverter topology. 
Though there are several digital processors to implement the control law, the ideal 
processor has to be reliable, modular and low cost. The primary motivation of this thesis 
is to develop a modular, low cost digital control scheme for converter-inverter topology 
which will eventually lead to a fuel cell based energy management system, which 
provides backup energy to household and commercial units at a reasonable energy per 
unit cost.  
1.4 Problem Formulation 
Research is going on to develop load/grid connected fuel cell based energy management 
system. A household or commercial unit is connected by a grid for 24 hour power supply. 
When due to any unwanted circumstances, the grid ceases to function; the fuel cell units 
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need backup power for energy. Due to the advancement of technology, different 
renewable sources like photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy system are used as backup 
power units. But these systems have several drawbacks. Photovoltaic array based backup 
power operates in its peak only during day time. Efficiency of PV array is low and the 
energy per unit cost of PV array based backup power is considerably high. Wind energy 
based system is not suitable for every rural household. So fuel cell is emerging as an 
alternate medium for backup power supply.  
Ideally fuel cell provides low output voltage and has to be stepped up by a power 
electronic converter for further processing. During any kind of unavoidable 
circumstances when fuel cell units are not working properly due to shortage of hydrogen 
then a battery can be used to get backup power. A fuel cell has an output voltage that 
depends on the number of cells connected in series or parallel. When there are sufficient 
numbers of fuel cell units available, then it provides sufficient output voltage and power 
electronic converter is not required. This thesis focuses on the above mentioned aspects. 
The converter output is fed to an inverter which converts DC to AC. Inverter control 
strategy also plays a vital role to provide backup power. So this thesis focuses to develop 
low cost digital control strategy for DC-DC converter and DC-AC inverter which will 
subsequently lead to design of load/grid connected fuel cell power system.  
1.5 Literature Reviews 
Limited fossil fuel and increasing environmental hazards have forced the scientists to 
work on renewable energy sources. One of the promising renewable energy sources is 
fuel cell where chemical energy is converted into electrical energy. Fuel cells are gaining 
much attention because of their light weight, compact size, low maintenance, low 
acoustic and chemical emission. They can serve as a source for electric power generation 
for stand-alone as well as grid tied applications. This section reviews relevant literature 
of fuel cell modelling, power conditioning circuits and the power quality aspect of fuel 
cell power system.  
1.5.1 Modeling of Fuel Cell 
To develop a fuel cell based power system, mathematical modelling of a fuel cell is an 
important aspect to gain insight about the fuel cell. Recently, significant amount of 
research is being conducted to develop an accurate mathematical model of fuel cell. Fuel 
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cell comes in three geometric configurations such as tubular, planar and monolithic. This 
section reviews some relevant modelling approach of different types of fuel cell. 
Numerical modelling of different types and configurations of fuel cells are reviewed 
extensively in [8]. Electro-chemical model, micro and macro modelling of different fuel 
cell types are presented in this paper. Three dimensional time dependent numerical model 
of SOFC is reported in [9]. All the equations are written in a partial differential form, 
thus the model is independent of the cell geometry (planar, tubular, monolithic) and the 
modelling approach is time-dependent (i.e. 3D, 2D). In the literature [10], modelling of 
solid oxide fuel cell is carried out using lumped and distributed modelling approaches. 
The performance of this model is compared with a detailed distributed model and 
experimental results. One of the recent papers [11] presents the development of dynamic 
models for proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells using electrical circuits. The 
models can also predict the temperature response of the fuel-cell stack and show the 
potential to be useful in external controller design applications for PEM fuel cells. 
To develop a fuel cell power system, an accurate mathematical model of fuel cell along 
with power conditioning circuits is required. The modelling of fuel cell is non-linear in 
nature as depicted in the polarization curve (V-I curve) of fuel cell discussed in detail 
later in Chapter 2. As observed almost all fuel cell models along with power conditioning 
units only consider ohmic losses. However, it is also quite important to consider 
activation loss and concentration losses. While we develop models for the fuel cell along 
DC-DC and DC-AC converters we have taken into consideration of the activation loss 
and concentration losses. When these effects are considered, a better and more accurate 
model of the fuel cell evolves; hence along with power conditioning systems this system 
would provide a closer result compared to practical/real time situations. 
1.5.2 DC-DC Converter for Fuel Cell System 
This sub-section presents different control techniques of DC-DC converter using analog 
and digital domain. A boost converter is a power converter with output DC voltage which 
is greater than its input DC voltage. A boost converter steps up the output voltage; it 
stores energy by passing current(s) through an inductor and that energy is then delivered 
at intervals by a MOSFET regulated by PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) to a capacitor 
[12]. The charged capacitor will then supply a higher voltage at lower current to the load. 
Boost converter can be isolated or non-isolated type.  
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A zero-voltage switching (ZVS) three level DC/DC resonant converter for high-power 
operation is analysed at fixed and variable frequencies in [13] . The converter operates 
with wide input voltage variations without penalizing the efficiency. As a result, the 
converter is suitable for applications in which high efficiency and high power density are 
required. Experimental results for a 2.7 kW prototype verify the operation of the 
converter performance as designed. A new high efficiency transformer less DC/DC 
converter is proposed in [14] in which large step-up rations is achieved with low duty 
cycle. The design structure integrates a multiphase voltage multiplier that allows high 
static gain with low voltage stress in all the semiconductors used. The main advantages 
include, low voltage and current stresses, reduction of the turn-on and turn-off losses, 
low input voltage and current ripples, high efficiency and design modularity. An 
experimental result confirms the basic operation of the designed converter and theoretical 
analysis developed. A current-fed full bridge boost converter with zero current switching 
(ZCS) based on constant on-time for high voltage application is presented in [15]. The 
proposed converter utilizes the leakage inductance and the winding parasitic capacitance 
resonant tank to achieve zero current switching. In order to achieve zero current 
switching under wide load range, the turn-on time of the full bridge boost converter is 
kept constant and the output voltage is regulated via frequency modulation. With careful 
design of the circuit parameters, the proposed converter can be operated with ZCS under 
wide load range without the use of series connected diodes. A laboratory prototype 
implemented verifies the ZCS performance. In [16], the principle and electrical 
characteristics of the fuel cell has been discussed. They have proposed a DC-DC 
converter scheme to combine the fuel cell with storage system. They have used shifted 
pulse width modulation technique for the DC-DC converter fuel cell. State and transfer 
function model of the set made up of a proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell and 
DC-DC converter is presented in [17]. The set is modelled as plant controlled by the 
converter duty cycle. This model describes the relationship between different electrical 
variables and is valid for any operating of fuel cell. The linearization technique is applied 
in order to obtain the entire system’s transfer function. Digital control of DC-DC 
converter on fuel cell vehicles is developed in [18]. Based on the half bridge topology, 
the control circuit adopting DSP and the control method carried out. TMS320F2812, a 
highly integrated and high performance DSP is employed as the control core chip. This 
paper has described the hardware design and control methods. Finally it represents the 
control method of main DC-DC converter and inverter of Fuel Cell Vehicles. 
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Currently, there is a trend in which embedded control is applied to most power converters 
for various applications. As a result, control circuit size is significantly reducing as entire 
control circuit is configured into a single chip, system on chip (SOC) or FPGA. 
Therefore, some researchers have initiated research work in this area for making the 
control circuit simpler, effective and reconfigurable. In literature [19] the authors 
implemented a 1 kW power conditioner for fuel cell power system with lower ripples and 
faster dynamics. Poly-phase boost converter is used for power conditioning system which 
is controlled using current mode control technique. The DC-DC converter and inverter 
topology is controlled using digital controller implemented in DSP and FPGA. A detailed 
method of Hardware-in-the-Loop real-time simulation of switch-mode converters in 
FPGA is reported in [20]. A mathematical description of DC-DC boost converter model, 
its FPGA-based implementation and debugging results are presented. The results are 
compared with Simulink model and practical converter. The presented method of 
simulation can be used for verification of discrete control in designed converters and also 
as an educational platform. Digitally controlled DC-DC buck converter performed by 
FPGA circuitry is presented in  [21]. All tasks, analog to digital conversion, control 
algorithm and pulse width modulation, were implemented in the FPGA. This approach 
enables high-speed dynamic response and programmability by the controller, without 
external passive components. In addition, the controller’s structure can be easily changed 
without external components.  
Fuel cell provides a low voltage (approx. 1.2 V DC) output at a reasonably high current. 
However, this does not suit many applications. Therefore, this voltage has to be stepped 
up using DC-DC converter. There are numerous DC-DC converter topologies available 
for this purpose. To provide a regulated DC voltage at the output a closed loop control is 
essential. Conventionally, the closed loop control is implemented in analog mode but 
there are certain limitations of analog mode control. In recent times, in most of the cases 
control law is implemented in digital domain.  
Considering the above discussion, we agree that several topologies are available for dc-
dc boost conversion. However, control laws are important as this would determine 
several performance metrics (ripple, settling time, response time) of the topology in 
general. Moreover, in the present dissertation our objective is to operate fuel cell based 
dc power system. Therefore, we do use the existing topologies, use suitable control 
structures that work well with the source. In our study we have used PI controller and 
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SMC controller. Furthermore, considering application perspective, it is also important to 
investigate implementation strategies. In our work, we have adopted digital domain; we 
have implemented PI controller and PWM control using FPGAs that provides flexibility 
for further modification through reconfigurable computing. 
1.5.3 PWM-Current Control Technique for Fuel Cell Power System 
DC-AC power converters are known as inverters. The function of an inverter is to change 
a DC input voltage to symmetric AC output voltage of desired magnitude and frequency. 
The output voltage of inverter could be fixed or variable frequency. The output 
waveforms of ideal inverters must be sinusoidal. However, the waveforms of practical 
inverters are non-sinusoidal and contain some harmonics. This section reviews different 
control techniques of DC-AC inverter using analog and digital domain. 
A novel hierarchical control architecture for a hybrid distributed generation system that 
consists of battery and a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell is proposed in [22]. The overall aim is to 
optimize the power flow of this hybrid generation system for different modes of 
operation while taking into an account component and system constraints. An advanced 
fuzzy controller has been developed for optimal power splitting between battery and fuel 
cell. Simulation results of a test system illustrate improvement in the operation efficiency 
of hybrid system and the battery state of charge has been maintained at reasonable level.  
A single phase pulse width modulation (PWM) AC-DC power converter with the 
function power factor correction and active filter is proposed in [23] to reduce the 
harmonic currents flowing into the power system and to a nearly sinusoidal current with 
unit power factor. The circuit topology of the adopted three-level PWM AC/DC 
converter is based on a conventional two level full bridge rectifier and one AC power 
switch. No additional active filter is needed, since the converter adopted can 
simultaneously as a power factor corrector and an active filter. The advantages of the 
proposed three level converters, instead of a two-level converter, are in implementing a 
high voltage application using low voltage devices and reducing the voltage contents. A 
new grid connected inverter for fuel cells system is developed by [24]. It consists of a 
current-fed push-pull DC-DC converter and H-bridge inverter. A new dedicated voltage 
mode start-up procedure has been developed in order to limit the inrush current during 
start-up. The push-pull topology is selected in order to decrease the conduction losses in 
the switches due to the low fuel cell voltage. The inverter has shown to be reliable and to 
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exhibit high efficiency. In [25], a new high efficiency grid connected single phase 
converter for fuel cells. It consists of a two stage power conversion topology. The 
proposed converter consists of an isolated DC-DC converter cascaded with a single phase 
H-bridge inverter. The DC-DC converter is a current fed push-pull converter. The 
inverter is controlled as a standard single phase power factor controller with resistor 
emulation at the output. The converter is reliable and exhibits a high efficiency over a 
wide input power range. Experimental results verify that the inverter exhibits a high 
power factor and low current total harmonics distortion (THD). In [26], a fuel cell 
inverter system that employs a three-terminal push-pull DC-DC converter to steps up the 
fuel cell voltage (28 V) to ±200 V was designed and developed. Advantages of this 
design low cost, lower parts count, protection and diagnostic features that gives safety for 
the operator. It also provides flexibility and intelligence incorporated to suit varying 
system and control requirements.  
A low cost fuel cell inverter is developed in [27]. This paper employs a three-terminal 
push-pull DC-DC converter to boost the fuel cell voltage (48 V) to ± 200 V DC. A four 
switch [insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)] inverter is designed to produce 120 
V/240 V, 60 Hz AC outputs. Experimental results have been presented to validate the 
design for linear and nonlinear loading conditions. Advantages of this design include 
lower parts counts, easy manufacturability, lower cost, protection and diagnostic features 
that provide safety and convenience for the operator. These papers [28] and [29] have 
developed a non-linear dynamic model of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). It can be used for 
dynamic and transient stability studies. The output voltage response of a stand-alone fuel 
cell plant to a step load changes, a fuel flow step change and a fast load variation. The 
proposed [30] power processing unit consists of the front-end DC-DC converter, the DC-
AC inverter and the bidirectional DC-DC converter. Practical issues such as component 
rating calculation, high frequency transformer design, heat sink design, and protection 
are detailed aiming at the cost and efficiency targets. A low cost controller design is 
discussed along with current mode control, output voltage regulation with capacitor 
balancing and state of charge (SOC) control for battery management. A 10 kW hardware 
prototype was built and tested in the steady-state as well as in the transient-state. In [31], 
a new designed topology for fuel cell energy conversion is developed. A current-source 
sine wave voltage inverter is designed in the sense of voltage-clamping and soft-
switching. This enables the use of a smaller inductor in the current source circuit and 
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compression of the voltage stress across switches about the two times of the DC bus 
voltage. Advantages include lower distortion, fast dynamic regulating speed and 
insensitivity to load variations, even under nonlinear load. An experimental and 
modelling of a proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell is described in [32] . A small 
signal model of the electrochemical generator is developed. This model is the 
extrapolated in order to predict the high signal fuel cell behaviour. The frequency 
response to small current ripple is measured and modulated through an impedance 
spectroscopy. It is shown that a fuel cell stack offers possibilities to filter high frequency 
current harmonics by the intermediary of its double layer capacitor. Active and reactive 
power output of stand-alone fuel cell (proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is 
controlled in [33]. This analysis is based on an integrated dynamic model of the entire 
power plant including reformer. The paper [34] has suggested that fuel cell plant be 
designed to be capable of delivering ancillary services as well as power in order to 
facilitate their market entry. This paper narrates the initial fuel cell stack and power 
conditioning methodologies. SOFC stack models for power system simulation (PSS) 
have been proposed, as well as a model for the PCU of the plant. This paper also reported 
on modelling of the different fuel cell plant subsystems. In [35] , it has explained the fuel 
cell output voltage at the series of stacks is uncontrolled DC voltage that fluctuates with 
load variations. It is converted to controlled DC voltage by fuzzy logic control scheme 
that adjusts the duty ratio of the converter and also protects the fuel cell against sudden 
load changes and current reversal. Here, they have taken solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) as 
a stand-alone power plant because of high output voltage and efficiency. A fuzzy logic 
based controller is designed for this purpose. The dynamic model of fuel cell and 
controllers for fuel cell based distributed generation systems (DGS) in stand-alone AC 
supply have developed in [36] . Dynamic model of fuel cell is considered. It has taken a 
unidirectional full-bridge DC to DC boost converter for the fuel cell and a bidirectional 
full-bridge DC-DC buck/boost for the battery. For three phase DC-AC inverter, a 
discrete-time state space model in the stationary dq reference frame is derived and two 
discrete time sliding mode controllers are designed. To demonstrate the proposed circuit 
model and control strategies, a simulation test bed using MATLAB/SIMULINK is 
developed. The paper [37] have used the fuel cell simulator designed and manufactured 
as electrical characteristics of fuel cell generation system uses a simple buck converter. 
Characteristics of voltage and current (V-I) curve for fuel cell is controlled by linear 
function. Fuel cell generation system performance, operation of full bridge DC-DC 
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converter and single phase DC-AC inverter are designed and manufactured for the fuel 
cell applications. The close agreement between the simulation and experimental results 
confirms the validity and usefulness of the proposed fuel cell simulator. In literature [38], 
fuel cell with DC-DC boost converter for 100W fuel cell power conditioning is 
discussed. Some topologies were tested and a boost converter was selected because of its 
best performance. This converter was made especially for a particular fuel cell 
application. Dynamic model of fuel cell is developed in [39]. This fuel cell is connected 
to DC-DC converter and electric motor. The focus of this paper is on controlling the 
power output delivered to an electric motor from a fuel cell through a DC-DC converter. 
It has not considered the control algorithms for input flows, temperature and other 
variables. They have taken PI (Proportional Integral) controller to control the duty ratio 
of DC-DC converter. Various power conversion systems (PCS) for hybrid power system 
with fuel cell and battery are explained in [40]. Theoretical explanation and informative 
and experimental results are given in this paper. The PCS plays an important role to 
deliver the generating power from fuel cells to various loads according demands. The 
PCS should be designed and operated with high efficiency, high performance and high 
reliability and especially low cost. The PCS consists of DC-DC converter, a bidirectional 
DC-DC converter and DC-AC inverter along with an energy storage unit. Proton 
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) model of fuel cell stack is developed in [41]. 
This model is used to predict the output voltage, efficiency and power of fuel cells as a 
function of the actual load current. Additionally this electrochemical model was tested on 
for the SR-12 Modular PEM Generator, a stack rated at 500 W, manufactured by Avista 
Laboratories, for the Ballard Mark V FC and for the BCS 500-W stack. The 
electrochemical model and fluid dynamic aspects of the chemical reactions inside the 
fuel cell stack is explained in [42]. It also explained the voltage losses due to ohmic, 
activation, and concentration losses are accounted for. It includes a fuel cell stack, a 
reformer model and DC-AC inverter model. Fuzzy logic control (FLC) scheme is used to 
control active and reactive power of PEM fuel cell system. The fuel flow is controlled 
simultaneously to control the active and reactive power. The paper [43] has investigated 
the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM) as an alternative power sources. They 
have presented a circuit model for fuel cell and analysed the fuel cell power systems by 
using PSPICE. In literature [44] have developed a model of polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cells (PEM) for the purpose of constructing a non-linear control strategy 
for PEMFC by using exact linearization method. The fuel cell efficiency decreases as its 
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power output increases. In order for fuel cell system to obtain highly efficient operation 
with the same power generation, more cells and other auxiliaries such as a high-capacity 
compressor system etc. are required. They have connected fuel and DC-AC PWM 
inverter to the load. The paper [45] has developed a proton exchange fuel cell (PEM). 
They have constructed a DC-DC buck converter is used to step-down the PEMFC output 
voltage. The fuel cell and power converter have different dynamics. They must be 
suitably coordinated in order to satisfy the demanded load. A sliding mode control 
(SMC) scheme is proposed for DC-DC buck converter which guarantees a low and stable 
output voltage given transient response in the output voltage of the PEMFC. Finally, fuel 
cell model is combined with DC-AC inverter with pulse width modulation (PWM) 
technique used to generate switching signal of the inverter. A control strategy for hybrid 
power generation systems including fuel cell and photovoltaic as the main sources and 
battery energy storage as the auxiliary power source is proposed in [46]. The paper has 
described the dynamic models for the fuel cell, photovoltaic and battery bank and its 
power conditioning. It has developed the control strategy of power sources, DC-DC 
converter and DC-AC inverter to manage the power flow on the DC and AC sides. Non-
linear control for fuel cell/battery/ultra-capacitor hybrid power sources (HPS) that 
improves the performance and durability of the fuel cell is proposed in [47]. The non-
linear voltage control is analysed and designed by using systematic approach. The design 
goal is to stabilise the hybrid power sources output voltage at low voltage ripples. This 
paper describes the bi-buck topology as a power interface with inverter system. Generic 
dynamic model for a grid connected fuel cell plant is presented in [48] . The steady state 
power generation characteristics of the plant are derived and analysed. Two major loops 
for voltage and power control are incorporated. The paper presents an application of the 
proposed model to study of distributed generation for a utility that employs fuel cell and 
gas turbine plants. An FPGA based SPWM generator is presented in  [49] , which is 
capable to operate at switching frequencies up to 1 MHz, thus it is capable to support the 
high switching frequency requirements of modern single-phase DC/AC power 
converters. An FPGA control of grid connected current controlled VSI is implemented in 
[50]. Various control functions and implementation methods are described. The practical 
viability of the system is evaluated in an experimental setup, where a VSI supplies 30 
kW into the local grid at 400 V. 
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To get proper utility AC power supply from a fuel cell power system, DC-AC inverter 
plays a vital role. There are different control techniques of DC-AC inverter but the most 
widely used control technique is current mode control of inverter. The current mode 
control is an ideal choice because it is faster and easy to implement. In this work, we 
discuss several current control strategies; our primary purpose is to find out the best 
control law in the context of our application. 
1.5.4 Shunt Active Power Filter for Fuel Cell Power System 
The growth of consumer electronic devices has given rise to power quality issues. To 
solve the power quality issues additional power electronic circuits are installed. In a grid 
connected fuel cell system, the use of active power filter is mandatory to maintain the 
power quality. This section provides a literature review on modelling of fuel cell and 
power conditioning circuits. 
Modelling, control and design analysis of a three-phase grid-interactive fuel cell system 
with active filter functions is designed in [51]. The main focus of this paper is to control 
the active power supplied by the fuel cell distributed generation system while 
compensating harmonics and reactive currents caused by the nonlinear loads using shunt 
active power filter. In literature [52], it presents a method for the performance 
improvement of a shunt active power filter (SAPF) using the indirect current control 
scheme. Compared to the conventional direct current control scheme, the indirect current 
control scheme gives better performance with a lower number of sensors. An 
implementation of a new control algorithm for a three-phase shunt active power filter to 
regulate load terminal voltage, eliminate harmonics, correct supply power-factor, and 
balance the nonlinear unbalanced loads is proposed in [53]. 
From the above discussion it is found that there is an increasing research interests in use 
of active power filters for improvement of power quality in a grid connected system.  
In our present investigation; we demonstrate that it is possible to have a fuel cell based 
power system. Simultaneously, if desired, this also can act as an active power filter as 
fuel cell itself is a dc source and can act as a replacement for the capacitor/battery. In a 
normal situation, cost would be an issue; however as a supplementary source it could 
always be useful. 
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Generation of electricity from renewable energy source is one of the promising areas of 
research where researchers are working to develop distributed generation system to 
provide low cost electricity to mankind. Fuel cell is one of the alternative sources which 
can generate electricity from a chemical reaction. The major issue of fuel cell is cost, fuel 
and materials. The operation of fuel cell is primary area of research of material scientists 
and chemists. The electrical engineer tries to utilize the electricity generated by fuel cell 
in house hold applications. To develop a fuel cell power system accurate modelling of 
fuel cell and proper design of power conditioning circuits and controller are essential. 
Therefore, in this dissertation we have developed a prototype to demonstrate the practical 
scenario. Keeping in view of future expansion and alternate solution, FPGA based 
reconfigurable computing is adopted. 
1.6 Objectives of the Thesis 
A wide range of literature analysis has been carried out in perspective of this research. 
Based on the literature survey presented above, the main objective of our work is to 
simulate and experimentally validate a load/grid connected fuel cell power system. It is 
observed that there exists an opportunity to develop an efficient dynamic model of solid 
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and study its performance when connected to load/grid.  
 To develop a dynamic model of SOFC in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
 Development of SOFC model which includes the activation voltage loss, 
concentration voltage loss, and ohmic voltage losses and analysis of various 
dynamic responses such as stack voltage, stack current; stack power and 
efficiency. 
 Design and development of DC–DC boost converter to step up the output voltage 
of fuel cell system to the desired voltage level. To test and verify performance of 
fuel cell with DC-DC converter with various control techniques like PI 
(Proportional Integral) controller, sliding mode controller (SMC) for output 
voltage variations of fuel cell. To validate control techniques through hardware 
set up and implement using FPGA implementations for reduction of control 
circuit size.  
  To test the FCPS (Fuel Cell Power System) system for standalone/grid supply. 
The output of DC-DC converter is to be fed to an inverter which requires accurate 
gate pulses to operate. Control of PWM-VSI is required to generate gate pulses 
for the inverter. Different PWM-VSI current control schemes namely fixed 
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hysteresis current controller, adaptive hysteresis current controller, fuzzy 
hysteresis current controller, adaptive fuzzy hysteresis current controller, 
triangular-carrier current controller; triangular-periodical current controller are  
investigated which is required to improve the system performances. 
 Design and development of shunt active power filter to improve the power quality 
using fuel cell system. 
 Experimental validation of single phase fuel cell power system with suitable 
control scheme.  
 To develop control schemes using FPGA that reduces circuit significantly also 
simplifies system development. 
 FPGA based control structure for three phase fuel cell power system using 
suitable control scheme. 
1.7 Scopes and Contributions 
This thesis contributes towards developing a load/grid connected fuel cell based power 
system which is mainly used as backup power supply unit. The mathematical model of 
fuel cell system is developed and control schemes for the grid/load connected fuel cell 
power system have been investigated.  
The main scopes of this works can be outlined as follows 
 DC-DC converter is developed to step up the fuel cell output voltage to a required 
level. Digital control of DC-DC converter using Xilinx/Spartan-3E FPGA target 
device has been implemented. 
 PWM VSI current control schemes are required to generate required gate pulses 
to the inverter with low switching losses. The following techniques are developed 
to generate the switching pulses for the inverter  
 Fixed-HCC 
 Adaptive-HCC 
 Fuzzy-HCC 
 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
 Triangular-carrier current controller 
 Triangular-periodical current controller  
 Fuel cell based shunt active power filter is developed to improve power quality 
and harmonic current compensation. 
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 Single phase fuel cell power system using hysteresis current control scheme is 
experimentally validated using NI-cRIO-9014 that includes FPGA.  
 Three phase fuel cell power system using adaptive hysteresis current control 
scheme is experimentally validated using Xilinx/System Generator. 
1.8 Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 1 introduces the need of renewable energy sources which can be used as backup 
power supply. The detailed literature review of fuel cell modelling, DC-DC converter, 
DC-AC inverter and active power filter for fuel cell is presented. The objective of the 
thesis and outline of the thesis is also presented.  
Chapter 2 presents different types of fuel cell. This chapter narrates the principles of fuel 
cell operation, advantages and disadvantages of fuel cell. A detailed dynamic model for 
SOFC fuel cell is developed. It contains the mathematical modelling and electrical 
features of the fuel cell system. It also describes the different types of stack voltages i.e. 
i) Activation voltage loss, ii) Concentration voltage loss, and iii) Ohmic voltage loss. It 
includes the calculation of the partial pressure of hydrogen, oxygen and water.  
Chapter 3 describes different control algorithms of DC-DC converters and the 
interconnection of fuel cell system with DC-DC converter. It explains the different types 
DC-DC converters and their working principles. PI controller, sliding mode controller, 
FPGA based PI controller have been developed for DC-DC converter. This chapter 
concludes development of prototype model of FPGA based controller.  
Chapter 4 describes the various PWM-VSI current control techniques for load/grid 
connected fuel cell power system. The fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC, adaptive-fuzzy-HCC, 
TPCC, and TCCC techniques are discussed that are used to generate the required 
switching signals of the PWM-inverter.  
Chapter 5 investigates the performance of the fuel cell power system by employing 
different methods of PWM-VSI control techniques. Different control strategies (HCC, 
AHCC, Fuzzy-HCC, Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC, TPCC, and TCCC) for fuel cell power 
system are validated through extensive simulation using Matlab/Simpower system tools. 
The fuel cell power system is tested under linear load in steady-state conditions.  
Chapter 6 presents an application of fuel cell based system for shunt active power 
filtering. It describes the shunt active power line conditioner topology, system 
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configuration, characteristics of harmonics as well as compensation principle. The active 
power line conditioner topology is developed with voltage source inverter that has a fuel 
cell as dc source.  
Chapter 7 focuses on the hardware set-up and experimental verification of the single-
phase fuel cell power system using fixed-HCC. DC-DC boost converter control is carried 
out using PI controller. PWM-VSI current controller (HCC) is designed and executed 
through NI-cRIO-9014. Three phase fuel cell power system using AHCC is 
experimentally validated using Xilinx/System Generator.  
Chapter 8 General conclusions are derived from the thesis. This chapter also presents 
some future directions for research in the area of fuel cell power system connected to the 
load/grid. 
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Chapter-2 
2. DESCRIPTION OF FUEL CELL SYSTEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
The principle of the fuel cell was discovered by the German Scientist Christian 
Friendrich Schonbein in 1838. The first fuel cell was demonstrated in the year 1839 by 
Welsh Scientist and Barrister Sir William Robert Grove in the philosophical magazine 
and journal of science. In 1955, W. Thomas Grubb, a chemist working for the General 
Electric Company (GE), modified the original fuel cell design by using a sulphated 
polystyrene ion-exchange membrane as the electrolyte. 
After three years, Leonard Niedrach devised a way of depositing platinum onto the 
membrane, which served as catalyst for the necessary hydrogen oxidation and oxygen 
reduction reactions. This is known as the “Grubb-Niedrach fuel cell”. It was the first 
commercial use of fuel cell. In 1959, British engineer Francis Thomas Bacon developed a 
5 kW stationary fuel cell. Later in 1959, Bacon and his colleagues showed a practical 5 
kW unit capable of powering a welding machine. In the year 1960s, Pratt and Whitency 
licensed bacon’s U.S. patents for use in the U.S Space program to supply electricity and 
drinking water. In the year 1991, the first hydrogen fuel cell based automobile was 
developed by Roger Billings. 
United Technologies Corporation’s (UTC) power was the first company to manufacture 
and commercialise a large, stationary fuel cell system for use as a co-generation power 
plant in hospitals, universities and large office buildings. The company has demonstrated 
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the first fuel cell capable of starting under freezing conditions with proton exchange 
membrane. 
2.2 Principle of Fuel Cell 
Fuel cell is a static device that converts the chemical energy of hydrogen and oxygen 
directly into electricity with by-product as water and heat. A simplified working fuel cell 
is shown in Fig.2.1 [41] . It consists of an electrolyte layer which is in contact with two 
electrodes, one fuelled with hydrogen fuel and the other with oxygen.  The electrode 
fuelled with hydrogen acts as an anode electrode and the electrode fuelled with oxygen 
acts as cathode electrode. The fuel and oxidant are to be fed continuously to fuel cell. 
The electrolyte which acts like a membrane permits only the positive ions to flow from 
anode to cathode and acts as an insulator for electrons. The electron produced from the 
hydrogen fuel electrode after decomposition tries to get stable by going to cathode side 
which is accomplished by an external circuit and this way, electricity is generated.  The 
reactions taking places in the fuel cell are described below: 
 
Fig.2.1 Basic working principle of fuel cell 
Anode reaction: 
 
2 2 2H H e
+ −⇒ +
  (2.1) 
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Cathode reaction: 
2 2
1 2 2
2
O H e H O+ −+ + ⇒
  (2.2) 
Overall reaction: 
2 2 2
1
2
H O H O+ ⇒
  (2.3) 
In a typical fuel cell, gaseous fuels and an oxidant (i.e. oxygen from air) are fed 
continuously to the anode (negative electrode) and the cathode (positive electrode) 
respectively and the electrochemical reactions take place at the electrodes to produce an 
electric current. A fuel cell, although having components and characteristics similar to 
those of a typical battery, differs in several aspects or features. The battery is an energy 
storage device and the maximum energy available is determined by the amount of 
chemical reactant stored within the battery itself. The battery will cease to produce 
electrical energy when the chemical reactants are consumed (i.e. discharged). In a 
secondary battery, the reactants are regenerated by recharging, which involves putting 
energy into the battery from an external source. The fuel cell, on the other hand, is an 
energy conversion device that theoretically has the capability of generating electrical 
energy as long as fuel and oxidant are supplied to the electrodes. In reality, degradation, 
primarily corrosion, or malfunction of components limits the practical operating life of 
fuel cells. 
An ion species and its movement direction can be different, influencing the site of water 
production and removal. The ion can be either a positive or a negative ion, meaning that 
the ion carries either a positive or negative charge (deficit or surplus of electrons). The 
fuel flows past the surface of the anode or cathode opposite the electrolyte and generate 
electrical energy by electrochemical oxidation of fuel, (usually hydrogen) and the 
electrochemical reduction of the oxidant, (usually oxygen) [54]. In order to increase the 
rates of reactions, the electrode material should be catalytic as well as conductive, porous 
rather than solid. The catalytic function of electrodes is more important in fuel cells 
having lower temperature and less important in case of high temperature fuel cells 
because rate of ionization reaction increase with respect to the temperature of the fuel 
cells. 
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2.2.1 Advantages of Fuel Cell System 
The major advantages of Fuel Cells are highlighted below: 
 High energy conversion efficiency  
 Modular design  
 Fuel flexibility 
 Cogeneration capability  
 Rapid load response, relative to conventional power generation based prime 
movers 
 Low environmental pollution and very low emissions 
 Low noise 
 High efficient power generation 
 Reusability of exhaust heat 
 Faster installation  
2.2.2 Disadvantages of Fuel Cell System 
The major disadvantages of Fuel Cells are highlighted below: 
 High Cost of Market Entry 
 Inadequate Infrastructure Support 
  Production, Transportation, Distribution and Storage of hydrogen is difficult 
2.2.3 Applications of Fuel Cell System 
Fuel Cells have got wide applications which are indicated below: 
 Stationary Power Sources  
 Portable Power Sources  
 Micro Power Sources  
 Vehicles  
 Distributed generation 
 Automotive propulsion 
 Space and other closed environmental electrical power supply 
 Auxiliary power systems 
 Derivative applications (portable units) 
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2.3 Different Types of Fuel Cell Technology 
There are five main types of fuel cells currently that has been developed and/or 
distributed.(The kind of chemical reactions that take place in the cell, the kind of catalyst 
required, the temperature range in which the cell operates, the fuel required, and other 
factors.) There are several types of fuel cells currently under development, each with its 
own advantages, limitations, and potential applications [55], [56]. These include 
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC), Direct 
Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC), Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC), and Proton Exchange 
Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC). Comparisons between these four fuel cells are outlined 
in Table 2.1.  
Table 2.1 Comparisons of different types of fuel cells 
 PAFC MCFC SOFC PEMFC 
Electrolyte 
Phosphoric 
Acid 
Molten Carbonate 
Salt 
Ceramic Polymer 
Operating 
Temperature 
190OC 650OC 1000OC 80OC 
Fuels 
Hydrogen 
Reformate 
H2/CO2 
Reformate 
H2/CO2/CH4 
Reformate 
H2 
Reformate 
Reforming External 
External 
Internal 
External 
Internal 
External 
Oxidant O2/Air CO2/O2/Air O2/Air O2/Air 
Efficiency 40-50% 50-60% 40-80% 40-50% 
 
2.3.1 Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) 
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC) are the most commercially developed type of fuel 
cell. PAFCs are being used in hospitals, nursing homes, hotels, office buildings, schools, 
utility power plants, and airport terminals. This type of fuel cell generates electricity at 
efficiency more than 40%, and if co-generated heat is used, the efficiency goes upto 85%. 
PAFCs have got both stationary and mobile applications. These cells have a wide 
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capacity range i.e. from 50 kW to 500 kW. Developers of PAFC are targeting 
commercial and light industrial applications in the 100-200 kW power range, for 
applications in generation of electrical energy and cogeneration processes. For such 
applications, PAFCs have demonstrated multiple favourable characteristics till date 
which are highlighted below:  
 Packaged systems with extremely high reliability (some have operated in the field 
for > 9,000 hours of continuous service)  
 Very low noise and vibration  
 Negligible emissions  
2.3.2 Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) 
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) promises high fuel to electricity efficiencies. 
These cells operate at about 6500C/1,2000F and can reform directly. It consists of two 
porous electrodes with good conductivity that is in contact with a molten carbonate cell. 
Due to its internal reforming capability, it separates the hydrogen from carbon monoxide 
fuel. The decomposition of hydrogen is taken through the water shift reaction to produce 
hydrogen. The major advantages of MCFC are higher efficiency as good as 50-60% and 
there is no need of metal catalyst and separate reformer due to its high operating 
temperature [57]. MCFCs are available in sizes ranging from 250 kW to 5 MW which are 
mainly static in nature. The high efficiency and high operating temperature of MCFC 
units makes it the most attractive power generation at base load, either in electric only or 
in cogeneration modes.  
Potential applications for MCFCs include: 
 Industrial  
 Government facilities  
 Universities  
2.3.3 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) 
The PEM fuel cell uses a solid polymer electrolyte (Teflon-like membrane) to exchange 
the ions between two porous electrodes, which is an excellent conductor of protons and 
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an insulator for electrons. The chemical reactions those are involved in anode and 
cathodes are discussed in [58], [59]. 
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) operate at relatively low temperatures 
(i.e., about 200 degrees Fahrenheit), have high power density, and can vary output 
quickly. PEMFCs range in size from sub-kW to 500 kW. Both stationary and vehicle 
applications are available.  
PEMFC technology development has been driven in large part by the automotive sector, 
where the PEMFCs have a compelling advantage over other fuel cell technologies in 
terms of their size and startup time, as shown in Table 2.2 below. 
Table 2.2 Comparison of size and start-up time of different fuel cells 
Fuel Cell Technology 
Peak Power Density 
(mW/cm2) 
Start-up Time 
(hours) 
PAFC ~200 1-4 
MCFC ~160 10+ 
SOFC(tubular) 150-200 5-10 
SOFC(planar) 200-500 Unknown 
PEMFC ~700 <0.1 
 
PEM fuel cells are currently being developed for a broad range of applications including:  
 Automotive 
 Residential (<10 kW), both with and without cogeneration functionality 
 Commercial (10 - 250 kW), both with and without cogeneration functionality 
 Light industrial (250 kW and below), both with and without cogeneration 
functionality 
 Portable power (several kW and small) 
 Hospitals  
2.3.4 Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) 
DMFC is the hybrid of PEMFC. DMFC still use the same polymer membrane used in the 
PEMFC, but the difference is that DMFC uses liquid methanol as fuel instead of 
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reformed hydrogen. During chemical reactions, the anode draws hydrogen by dissolving 
liquid methanol (CH3OH) in water in order to eliminate the need of external reformer. At 
the cathode, the recombination of the positive ions and negative ions takes place, which 
are supplied from anode through external circuit and it is combined with oxidized air to 
produce water as a byproduct. The anode catalyst itself draws hydrogen from liquid 
methanol. The DMFC technology is relatively new compared to the rest of the types of 
fuel cell, but it does have potential. These fuel cells can be used for portable and micro 
power applications. The advantages of DMFC are that these are simple structure and 
good for low power/long period operations. However, those cells are having poor 
efficiency and are not suitable for high power and short term operations. 
2.3.5 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) 
The SOFC’s are basically high temperature fuel cells. They use dense yttria stabilized 
zirconia, which is a solid ceramic materials as its electrolyte. Here, oxygen O2- combines 
with hydrogen H+ to generate water and heat. The SOFC produce electricity at a high 
operating temperature of about 1000 degree Celsius. The main advantages of the SOFC 
is that they are operated at high efficiency of 50-60% and a separate reformer is not 
required to extract hydrogen from the fuel due to its internal reforming capability. 
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) can be scaled from kW-size units to MW-size units for 
large high-power applications, including industrial and large-scale central electricity 
generating stations. They can also be used in vehicles. Power generating efficiencies in 
SOFCs could reach upto 60% in normal operation and where the efficiency goes upto 
80% in case of co-generation applications.  
Solid oxide fuel cells are being considered for a wide variety of applications, especially 
in the 5-250 kW size range in the following areas: 
 Residential cogeneration  
 Small commercial buildings  
 Industrial facilities  
2.4 Features of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) 
In this research SOFC has been considered for wide applications in general purposes. 
Each fuel cell has its own merits and demerits and field of applications. However, the 
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SOFC has been given due importance over other fuel cell because of the following main 
reasons: 
 Suitable for stationary power applications with step load changes. 
 Higher system efficiency and higher power density. 
 Simpler design compared a fuel cell based on liquid electrolytes. 
 Utilisation of the exhaust heat for co-generation application in industries. 
 Internal reforming of natural gas reduces the cost considerably. 
 Higher cell efficiency because of high temperature operation. 
 Flexibility in fuel choices.  
 Suitable for Distributed Generation (DG) application because of its high 
conversion efficiency. 
 Integration flexibility with other power generating systems, such as automotive 
engines or gas turbines of various sizes. 
2.5 Modeling of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
2.5.1 Mathematical Model of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
The following limitations are made in developing the mathematical model of fuel cell 
stack [60]: 
 Fuel cell is fed with hydrogen and oxygen. 
 The gases considered are ideal, that is, their chemical and physical properties are 
not co-related to the pressure. 
 Nernst equation is applicable. 
 Fuel cell temperature is stable all times. 
 The pressure drop across the electrode channels is negligible. 
 The ratio of pressure between the inside and outside of the electrode channels is 
sufficient to consider choked flow. 
 Ohmic, activation, and concentration losses are considered. 
2.5.2 Characterization of the Exhaust of the Channels in the Fuel Cell 
The development of dynamic model of the fuel cell begins with choked flow equation 
[7], [34]. 
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  (2.4) 
where, 
 fm : mass flow rate (Kg/s) 
 uP : upstream pressure 
 K : valve constant 
 M : Fluid molar mass 
The utilisation factor (Uf) is defined as the ratio of amount of hydrogen that reacts with 
oxygen to the amount of hydrogen which enters the anode. 
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where, 
 fU : Utilisation factor 
 2
r
fm H : Hydrogen which reacts with oxygen 
 2
in
fm H : Hydrogen which enters anode 
The following equations can be obtained by considering the molar flow of any gas 
through valve to be proportional to its partial pressure inside the channel [34]. 
2
2
2 2
H an
H
H H
q K
K
P M
= =
  (2.6) 
2
2
2 2
H O an
H O
H O H O
q K
K
P M
= =
  (2.7) 
where, 
 
2 2H H O
q and q  : Molar flow rate of hydrogen and water through the anode valve 
respectively. 
 
2 2H H O
P and P : Partial pressure of hydrogen and water in atm respectively. 
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 anK : anode valve constant. 
 
2 2H H O
M and M : Molecular masses of hydrogen and water respectively. 
 
2 2H H O
K and K : Valve molar constant for hydrogen and water respectively. 
By substituting equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) in (2.4), the equation can be expressed as: 
( ) 2 21f an f H f H O
an
m
K U M U M
P
 = − + 
  (2.8) 
2.5.3 Calculation of Partial Pressure of Hydrogen, Oxygen and Water 
The ideal gas law is used to calculate the partial pressure of all the gases [34]. For 
hydrogen, 
2 2H an H
P V n RT=
  (2.9) 
where, 
 anV : volume of the anode channel 
 
2Hn : hydrogen moles in the channel 
 
R and T : universal gas constant and operating temperature of the fuel cell stack 
respectively. 
From equation (2.9) 
2
2
H
H
an
n RT
P
V
=
  (2.10) 
Taking the first derivative of equation (2.10) 
( ) 22 HH
an
n RTd dP
dt dt V
 
=  
    (2.11) 
2H
an
q RT
V
=
  (2.12) 
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where, 
2Hq is the time derivative of 2Hn  and it represents the molar flow (kmol s-1) of 
hydrogen. The hydrogen molar flow is further divided into three parts and their 
relationships can be expressed as follows [34], [33]. 
( ) ( )2 2 2 2in out rH H H H
an
d RTP q q q
dt V
= − −
  (2.13) 
where, 
 
2
in
Hq
   
Molar flow rates of hydrogen in the channel 
 
2
out
Hq
   
Molar flow rate of hydrogen out of the channel 
 
2
r
Hq
   
Molar flow rate of hydrogen reacting in the channel 
According to the electrochemical relationships, the quantity of hydrogen that reacts is 
given by [34], [61]. 
2
0 2
2
r fc
r fcH
N I
K I
Fq = =   (2.14) 
where, 
 0N : number of cells connected in series in the stack 
 fcI : fuel cell stack current  
 F : Faradays constant 
 rK : modelling constant which is given as follows 
0
4r
N
K
F
=
  (2.15) 
Substituting (2.14) in (2.13), the time derivative of hydrogen partial pressure can be 
expressed as 
( ) ( )2 2 2 2in outH H H r fc
an
d RTP q q K I
dt V
= − −
  (2.16) 
Replacing the output flow by (2.6) and taking the Laplace transform both sides followed 
by isolation of hydrogen partial pressure; it gives the expression for partial pressure of 
hydrogen as 
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( )22 2
2
1
2
1
HK in
H H r fc
H
P q K I
sτ
= −
+   (2.17) 
where, 
2H
τ  is the value of system pole associated with the hydrogen flow [34], expressed 
in seconds and given as: 
2
2
an
H
H
V
K RT
τ =
  (2.18) 
In similar way, the partial pressure for the reactant, oxygen and product, water can be 
expressed as follows 
( )22 2
2
1
1
OK in
O O r fc
O
P q K I
sτ
= −
+   (2.19) 
( )22
2
1
2
1
H OK
H O r fc
H O
P K I
sτ
=
+   (2.20)
 
where, 
 
2O
K and 
2H
K : valve molar constant for oxygen and water block respectively. 
2.6  Electrical Modeling of Fuel Cell System 
The fuel cell voltage is usually very small, around 1.2 V. Due to their low output voltage 
it becomes necessary to stack many cells that need to be connected in cascaded series and 
parallel to increase its power capacity. Several sources contribute to irreversible losses in 
a practical fuel cell. The losses are called polarisation, over potential, or overvoltage, 
originate primarily from three sources:1) Activation polarisation 2) Ohmic polarisation 3) 
concentration polarisation. 
The expression for stack output voltage Vfc of a fuel cell can be obtained applying 
Nernst’s equation and also taking into account the voltage losses such as the ohmic, 
activation and mass transportation (concentration) losses as [34], [62], and [63]. 
fc fc act conc ohmicV E V V V= − − −
  (2.21) 
where, 
 Vfc: the stack voltage of the fuel cell 
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 Efc: the reversible open circuit voltage (V) 
 Vact: the activation over voltage (V) 
 Vconc: the concentration over voltage (V) 
 Vohmic: the ohmic voltage loss (V) 
The value of the Nernst voltage equation (Efc) is found from Nernst equation 
2 2
2
0.5
0
0 ln2
H O
fc
H O
P PRTE N E
F P
   
= +    
   
  (2.22) 
2.6.1 Activation Voltage Losses 
The reason for this loss in SOFC is the sluggishness of chemical reaction that takes place 
on the surface of electrodes. A certain amount of voltage produced by fuel cell is lost in 
carrying the reaction forward that transfers the electrons to or from the electrode. 
Activation losses are estimated using Tafel equation [62]. This equation was derived by 
physical experimentation on various electrochemical reactions. The MATLAB simulated 
result of activation voltage loss for a fuel cell stack which is represented in Eq. (2.23) is 
shown in Fig. 2.2. It provides a relationship between the overvoltage at the surface of an 
electrode and the natural logarithm of the current density and can be used to calculate the 
activation voltage loss for the fuel cell [62], [63]. 
ln ( )actV A i=
  (2.23) 
where 
 Vact: the activation voltage loss 
 A: the slope of Tafel line (Specific Constant for SOFC) 
 i: current density (current / electrode area) 
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Fig. 2.2 Activation loss verses current density 
2.6.2 Concentration Voltage Losses 
These losses are also known as mass transport losses and are caused due to the reduction 
in concentration of reactants in the region of electrode as the fuel is consumed. The 
consumption of reactants at respective electrodes, i.e. hydrogen at the anode and oxygen 
at the cathode leads to a slight reduction in concentrations of the reactants [64]. Due to 
the reduction in concentrations, there is a drop in partial pressure of gases which will 
result in reduction of the electrode can produce. Unfortunately this loss cannot be 
calculated analytically with enough accuracy. Therefore, experimental results are used to 
estimate the loss. Following equation (2.24) has been developed on an experimental basis 
and is accepted as a good approximation of the mass transport losses. 
exp( )concV m ni=
  (2.24) 
where, m and n are constants. 
2.6.3 Ohmic Voltage Losses 
These losses in SOFCs are caused due to the resistance both to flow of electrons through 
the electrodes and to the migration of ions through the electrolyte. In addition, the fuel 
cell interconnects or bipolar plates also contribute to the ohmic losses [62]. The 
MATLAB simulated results of ohmic voltage loss of fuel cell stack are shown in Fig 2.3.  
Ohmic loss is given as  
ohmic fcV r I=
  (2.25) 
where, r is the internal resistance and Ifc is the fuel cell stack current. 
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Fig 2.3 Ohmic loss verses fuel cell area 
Ohmic losses can be minimised by reducing the internal resistance of the cell, which can 
be done in the following ways: 
 Making electrolyte as thin as possible. 
 Using electrodes with highest possible conductivity. 
 Using appropriate materials for bipolar plates or cell interconnect. 
2.6.4 Calculation of Stack Voltage 
The output voltage of a single stack of fuel cell is represented as 
fc fc act conc ohmicV E V V V= − − −
  (2.26) 
Substituting the values of fcE , actV , concV  and ohmicV  we get 
2 2
2
0.5
0
0 ln ln( ) (exp ( ))2
H O
fc fc
H O
P PRTV N E A i m ni rI
F P
   
= + − − −   
   
 (2.27) 
The performance of a fuel cell can be expressed by the polarisation curve, which 
describes the cell voltage- current (V-I) characteristics of the fuel cell that are highly non-
linear.  
Some research paper, considers only the ohmic loss of fuel cell but here all the losses 
(ohmic loss, activation loss and concentration loss) are taken in to account. The detailed 
parameters of fuel cell are summarized in Table 5.1. The simulated result of cell voltage 
versus current density characteristic of a typical fuel cell system [65] is shown in Fig.2.4. 
It can be seen that a linear region exists because as the current density increases the 
voltage drops due to its ohmic nature. This region is called ohmic polarisation, it is 
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mainly due to internal resistance offered by various components. At low current level, the 
ohmic loss becomes less significant; the increase in output voltage is mainly due to 
activity of the chemical reactions. So this region is also called active polarisation. At very 
high current density the voltage fall down significantly because of the reduction of gas 
exchange efficiency, flooding of water in catalyst and this region is also called 
concentration polarisation.(Optimisation of fuel cell operating conditions, design of the 
power conditioning units, design of fuel cell stack systems, and design of controllers 
depend on such characteristics.) 
 
Fig.2.4 V-I Characteristic curve of single fuel cell 
The MATLAB simulation results of power output verses current (P-I) characteristics of 
the fuel cell stack is shown in Fig.2.5. It is observed that the power output increases 
continuously with the increase in load current and attains its maximum value at certain 
load current. However after this value is attained, the power output falls rapidly due to 
the sudden increase in the ohmic and concentration (mass transportation) losses. 
 
Fig.2.5 P-I characteristics of fuel cell 
The simulation results of efficiency of fuel cell stack is shown in Fig.2.6. The efficiency 
of an actual fuel cell can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the operating cell voltage to 
the ideal cell voltage. 
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Fig.2.6 Efficiency-current characteristics of fuel cell 
The actual cell voltage is less than the ideal cell voltage because of the losses associated 
with cell polarization and the iR loss, as discussed in the later section. The efficiency of 
the fuel cell can then be written in terms of the actual cell voltage, 
1.48
fc
f
V
Uη =
  (2.28) 
where, fU  is the utilisation factor and fcV  fuel cell output voltage. 
2.7 Summary 
Fuel cells can convert an unusually high proportion of chemical energy in the form of 
fuel into DC electrical energy. It approaches the efficiency upto 60%, even without co-
generation. The efficiency of fuel cell power plants is nearly twice as efficient as 
conventional power plants. The efficiency is not a function of the plant size for the fuel 
cell power plants. Fuel cells contribute significantly to the cleaner environment. The by-
products so produced are primarily hot water and carbon dioxide which are very small 
amounts. It has robust and modular structure. Due to their modularity, fuel cells can be 
placed near the load centres which results in a potential savings in transmission network 
expansion. This chapter discusses the mathematical and electrical modelling of fuel cell 
and simulates the V-I, P-I characteristics and efficiency of fuel cell.  
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Chapter-3 
3. FUEL CELL WITH DC-DC CONVERTER 
3.1  Introduction 
Chapter 2 describes the mathematical model and electrical characteristics of SOFC. For a 
fuel cell power system connected to a load, DC-DC converter is required to step up or 
step down the output voltage of fuel cell. This chapter describes control strategy of DC-
DC converter system. Both dynamic and static models of fuel cell system have been 
considered for analysis and simulation purposes. 
Modern electronic systems require DC power supplies to regulate the output at a 
specified value, reduce AC voltage ripple on the DC output voltage and achieve multiple 
outputs that may differ in voltage and currents [66]. The fuel cell power supplies are 
expected to be high quality, light weight, reliable and efficient. The principle of operation 
of linear power regulators is based on a voltage or current divider, whereas the 
semiconductor switching devices are operated in their linear (active) region. At higher 
power levels, switching regulators are employed that controls the ON and OFF states of 
power electronic semiconductor switches. Due to the low power loss in both the states 
and there is no requirement of the power devices to operate in their active region, higher 
efficiency can be achieved. Also, due to the ability of the switches to operate at high 
frequency, the transformers and filters can be made smaller and lighter. 
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To have a more efficient conversion of power from the fuel cell stack to the load, it has 
been considered the application of DC-DC converters [16]. A DC-DC converter has the 
objective of converting the power from the fuel cell to usable form. DC-DC converters 
are largely used for switch-mode power supplies. The input to these converters is 
typically an unregulated DC voltage [67] which fluctuates due to the changes in the 
operating conditions. Switch mode DC-DC converters are used to convert the 
unregulated DC input into a regulated DC output at a desired voltage level. The average 
DC output voltage must be controlled to equal a desired level despite variations in the 
input voltage and output load. This is accomplished through the control of the ON and 
OFF times of the switches present in the converters. 
One of the methods of controlling the output voltage is called Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM). It employs switching at a constant frequency and adjusts the ON-time of the 
switch to control the output voltage. The duty-cycle defined as the ratio of the ON-time 
to the switching time period, is generated by comparing a signal-level control voltage 
with a repetitive waveform, typically a saw tooth. This control voltage signal is obtained 
by amplifying the error between the reference signal and the actual signal. The frequency 
of the repetitive waveform establishes the switching frequency, which is in the few 
kilohertz to a few hundred kilohertz range. Advantages of PWM switched converters 
include low component count, constant frequency operation, relatively simple control 
and is commercial available. 
3.2  Power Switches Interface Methods 
Different methods have been discussed extensively in the literature regarding the 
utilisation of the power generated by the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC).It is obvious that 
the output power of fuel cell cannot be used directly to the load or to the grid. It needs to 
be conditioned before interfacing to the load or to the grid. So, the power conditioning 
unit (PCU) are employed which converts the power generated by fuel cell into a usable 
form. The components of PCU and the way they are connected constitute a number of 
topologies [7], [68]. The basic components of any of such topologies include 
 Power source (SOFC) 
 DC-DC Converter 
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Other additional components those may be used are as follows 
 A support battery/PV array 
 Boost/Buck converter 
 L-C filters at input or output side 
 Static switches 
3.2.1 DC to DC Converters 
Various types of design methodologies for the DC-DC converter have been suggested. 
Single stage converters do not provide isolation between the input and the output. The 
DC-DC converter either steps up or steps down the input voltage according to the 
converter used. The types of single stage DC-DC converters used are indicated as follows 
[69], [70]. 
 Boost Converter 
 Synchronous Boost Converter 
 Buck-Boost Converter 
 Cuk Converter 
 Fly–back Converter 
The other types of DC/DC converters, that have a multistage operation, first convert the 
DC power to AC power and again back to DC. The AC signal can be easily boosted with 
help of a high frequency transformer incorporated in the design. This system offers 
electrical isolation between the input and output, as the transformer uses different 
grounds. This also facilitates continuous noise filtering from the primary side, resulting 
in reduction of electrical noise produced. The converter topologies under this scheme 
include 
 Unidirectional full-bridge DC-DC power converter 
 Push-pull DC-DC boost converter 
Out of the above mentioned converters a few of them are described in brief for 
continuation purpose only. The fuel cell cannot suddenly respond to power demand 
during start-up or quick load changes due to its slow dynamics. As a result, a battery or 
flywheels deliver remaining power to the load for the transients [71]. 
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3.2.1.1 Unidirectional/Bidirectional Full Bridge Converter 
In this fuel cell, a low DC voltage output is used along with the unidirectional boost 
converter and other side bidirectional full-bridge DC-DC buck converter for battery. 
Furthermore, an isolated full-bridge DC-DC power converter is adopted to boost the low 
output DC voltage of the SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell) because its topology is suitable 
for high power application [72], [73], [74], and [75]. The circuit diagram of this topology 
is shown in Fig.3.1. 
 
Fig.3.1 Unidirectional/ Bidirectional DC-DC power converter 
The unidirectional power converter system consists of a fuel cell, an input filter, full 
bridge converter, a high frequency transformer, a bridge rectifier diode and an output 
filter [76], [77]. The bidirectional buck/boost power converter system for battery consists 
of battery, static switch, two full bridge power converters, and a high frequency 
transformer.  
The unidirectional full bridge DC-DC boost converter allows in one direction power flow 
from the fuel cell to the load as reverse current can damage the fuel cell [78]. In addition, 
response of the power converter should be slow enough to meet slow dynamics response 
of the fuel cell. The bidirectional full-bridge DC-DC power converter permits power flow 
in both directions to facilitate discharging and recharging the battery [79]. Its response 
should be fast to compensate for the slow dynamics of the fuel cell during start-up or 
sudden load changes. 
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The main purpose of the battery is to provide the instantaneous power demand of the load 
till the fuel cell reaches its full operation state. During the charging state, the battery 
absorbs the energy over flow from the fuel cell. A full-bridge converter has advantages 
over other types of DC-DC converters [80], [81]. 
3.2.1.2 Push-Pull Converter  
The DC-DC push-pull converter has simple construction in its gate drive and power 
circuits [69]. These are usually suggested for power supplies that are less than 1 kW with 
a low input voltage. The PWM DC-DC push-pull converter is shown in Fig.3.2. The 
switches S1 and S2 operate being shifted in phase by T/2 with the same duty ratio‘d’. The 
duty ratio must be smaller than 0.5. When switch S1 is ON, diode ‘D1’ conducts and 
diode ‘D2’ is OFF, the diode states are reversed when switch S2 is ON and S1 is OFF. 
When both controllable switches are OFF, the diodes are ON and share equally the filter 
inductor current [82]. The DC voltage transfer function of the push-pull converter is 
2
O
dV
n
=
  (3.1) 
where, n = N1/N2. 
 
Fig.3.2 Unidirectional push-pull converter 
3.2.1.3 Cuk Converter 
It consists of DC input voltage source Vs, input inductor L1, controllable switch S, energy 
transfer capacitor C1 and diode D, filter inductor L2, filter capacitor C, and load 
resistance R. Advantage of this topology is a continuous current at both the input and 
output of the converter [83]. Disadvantages of this converter are a high number of 
reactive components and high currents stresses on the switch, the diode and the capacitor 
C1. 
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When the switch is ON, the diode is OFF and the capacitor C1 is discharged by the 
inductor L2 current. With the switch is in the OFF state, the diode conducts currents of 
the inductor L1 and L2, whereas the capacitor C1 is charged by the inductor L1 current. 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig.3.3. 
 
Fig.3.3 Cuk converter 
To find the DC voltage transfer function of the converter, the principle is that the average 
current through a capacitor is zero for steady-state operation. Assuming inductors L1 and 
L2 are large enough to neglect their ripple current. Capacitor C1 is in steady state if 
2 1
(1 )L LI DT I D T= −
  (3.2) 
For a lossless converter 
1 2OVS S L L OP V I I P= = − =
  (3.3) 
By combining the equations (3.2) and (3.3), the DC voltage transfer function of the Cuk 
converter is 
1
O
v
S
V DM
V D
= = −
−
  (3.4) 
This voltage transfer function is the similar as that for the buck-boost converter. 
The boundaries between the CCM and DCM are determined 
1
(1 )
2b
D RL
Df
−
=
  (3.5) 
and 
2
(1 )
2b
D RL f
−
=
  (3.6) 
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The output part of the Cuk converter is identical to that of the buck converter. So, the 
expression for the filter capacitor C is   
min 2
2
(1 )
8
O
r
D VC
V L f
−
=
  (3.7) 
The peak-to-peak ripple voltage in the capacitor C1 can be estimated as  
1
1
O
r
f
DVV
C R
=
  (3.8) 
A transformed version of the Cuk converter can be obtained by splitting capacitor C1 and 
inserting a high frequency transformer between the split capacitors. 
3.3  Design of Boost Converter (Step-Up) 
A boost converter is a DC to DC power converter with an output voltage greater than its 
input voltage. It is a class of Switched-Mode Power Supply (SMPS) containing at least 
two semiconductor switches (a diode and a transistor) and at-least one energy storage 
element, a capacitor, inductor, or the two in combination [17], [84]. Filters are used to 
reduce the output voltage ripple. Fig.3.4 shows the circuit diagram of a boost converter. 
 
Fig.3.4 Boost converter circuit diagram 
In the present investigation, the boost converter has been considered for providing a 
regulated DC output voltage at its terminals. DC-DC boost converter is the integral part 
of fuel cell power conditioning unit. The design of DC-DC boost converter and their 
controller plays important role to control power regulation particularly for DC common 
bus. The converter operates in the linear region operation of the fuel cell stack. Beyond 
the linear region, the fuel cell cannot be operated as electrolyte membrane of fuel cell 
may get damaged. The main advantages of the boost converter include higher efficiency 
and reduced number of components. The duty cycle has been varied at high switching 
frequency to convert the unregulated voltage into a regulated supply. The values of 
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inductor and capacitor have been chosen accurately to reduce the ripples. However , the 
large inductance tends to increase the startup time slightly while small inductance allows 
the coil current to ramp up to higher levels before switch turn OFF [69], [70]. The 
following assumptions have been made in the analysis: 
 Steady state conditions exist. 
 The switching period is T, and the duty ratio is D, so that the switch remains open 
for time (1-D)T and closed for time DT. 
 The inductor current is continuous and always positive. 
 The capacitor is very large and the output voltage is held constant at V0. 
 All components are ideal with no voltage drops across them. 
i) Analysis when switch is in closed condition 
Fig.3.5 shows the equivalent circuit of the DC-DC boost converter during switch on time. 
 
Fig.3.5 Equivalent circuit for DC-DC boost converter during switch ON time 
During the time period DT, when the switch is closed, the inductor voltage can be written 
as 
sL L
L s
Vdi diV V L or
dt dt L
= = =
  (3.9) 
The change in inductor current is given as  
( ) SL Closed
V DTi
L
∆ =
  (3.10) 
ii) Analysis when switch is in open condition 
When the switch is open for time period (1-D)*T, the equivalent circuit is shown in 
Fig.3.6. 
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Fig.3.6 Equivalent circuit for DC-DC boost converter during switch OFF time 
Assuming that the output voltage V0 is a constant, the voltage across inductor is given as  
S OL L
L S O
V Vdi diV V V L or
dt dt L
−
= − = =
  (3.11) 
The change in inductor current while switch is open is given as 
( )(1 )( ) S OL Open
V V D Ti
L
− −∆ =
  (3.12) 
The net change in inductor current must be zero, from equations (3.10) and (3.12) 
( ) ( ) 0
1
L Closed L Open
S
O
i i
VV
D
∆ + ∆ =
=
−
  (3.13) 
The equation no. (3.13) gives the expression of the output voltage as a function of the 
duty cycle. The average current inductor is determined by considering that the power 
supplied by source must be same as power absorbed by the load. 
2
O
O
L
V
P
R
=
  (3.14) 
and    
S S S LV I V I=
  (3.15) 
Now from (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), the inductor current is obtained as 
2(1 )
S
L
L
V
I
D R
=
−
  (3.16) 
where, RL  is the load resistance. 
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Maximum and minimum inductor currents are determined as 
max 22 (1 ) 2
S SL
L
L
V V DTiI I
D R L
∆
= + = +
−
  (3.17) 
min 22 (1 ) 2
S S
L
L
V V DTiI I
D R L
∆
= − = −
−
  (3.18) 
And the minimum value of inductance, obtained from the limiting value of the current to 
ensure continuity in conduction is given as 
2
min
(1 )
2
L
s
D D RL f
−
=
  (3.19) 
where, fs is the switching frequency in hertz. 
A ripple in the output would exit whenever a capacitance is involved in the circuit. The 
voltage ripple due to the capacitor can be considered as 
O
O L s
V D
V R C f
∆
=
  (3.20) 
The size of reactive elements of boost converter can be determined from the rated 
voltage, voltage ripple and switching frequency of the converter based on the equations 
from (3.13) to (3.20) with voltage ripple < 0.1 % and switching frequency fs = 10 kHz . 
Table 3.1 Simulation parameters of fuel cell with DC-DC converter 
Parameters Values 
Voltage ripple 0.1% 
Inductance: L  6 mH 
Capacitance: C  1400 µF 
Switching frequency : sf  10 kHz 
Desired DC output voltage 200 V 
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Fig.3.7 Control strategy for fuel cell with DC-DC converter 
A block diagram for Simulink model of PI controlled DC-DC boost converter based on 
the designed parameters given in Table 3.1 is shown in Fig.3.7. The DC-DC converter is 
an integral part of fuel cell power conditioning unit. Hence , modeled PI boost converter 
has been used in SOFC based distributed generation system to maintain a constant 
voltage (200 V) output which is required as an input to inverter, irrespective of variation 
in the load and fuel cell terminal voltage. The PI controller reduces the steady-state error 
to zero. The process of sensing the control variable and measured quantities compared 
with reference signals are incorporated in Fig.3.7 [85]. The change in duty cycle for 
varying load is obtained by controlling PI parameter values suitably of voltage controller. 
The set parameters of PI controller are Kp and KI  are 0.001 and 0.15 respectively for the 
case considered. 
3.4  Design of Buck Converter (Step-Down) 
Basically, one unit of fuel cell provides a low DC voltage and high current. When N 
number of fuel cells are connected in series, the output voltage increases. So, buck 
converter is required to step down the output voltage to a desired level. 
A buck converter is a step-down DC to DC converter. Its design is similar to the step-up 
boost converter, and like the boost converter it is a Switched-Mode Power Supply that 
uses two switches (a transistor and a diode), an inductor and a capacitor. It is shown in 
Fig.3.8. 
The step-down DC–DC converter, commonly known as a buck converter consists of a 
DC input voltage source, controlled switch, diode, filter inductor, filter capacitor, and 
load resistance [86]. There are essentially two modes of operation the basis of inductor 
current. When inductor current is never zero for any period of time is called the 
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Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM), and other is Discontinuous Conduction Mode 
(DCM). 
 
Fig.3.8 Buck converter circuit diagram 
3.4.1 Working of Buck Converter 
The circuit operates in two conditions; when the switch S is closed and other when it is 
open. The switch is operated by a switching pulse. When the switch is ON/closed; diode 
is reverse biased and conducts inductor current in forward direction [87]. During this 
period a positive voltage will appear across inductor and inductor current will increase 
gradually. Output voltage and current during this period will be 
L d OV V V= −
  (3.21) 
1
L Li V dtL
= ∫
  (3.22) 
 
Fig.3.9 Inductor current of buck converter during ON and OFF periods 
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We can derive the change in inductor current as 
L d O
diV V V L
dt
= − =
  (3.23) 
d OL V Vdi
dt L
−
=
  (3.24) 
Assuming the ideal condition the inductor current will increase linearly as shown in 
Fig.3.9. So change in inductor current by time duration can be written as 
L L Ldi i i
dt t DT
∆ ∆
= =
∆
  (3.25) 
From equation (3.24) and (3.25) 
.
d O
L
V Vi DT
L
−∆ =
  (3.26) 
Now when the switch will be open diode will be forward biased and will act as short 
circuited. Now the current flow will take place through diode. The stored inductor energy 
will give Li  continues to flow. The voltage across inductor will be  
L OV V= −
  (3.27) 
L
L O
diV V L
dt
= − =
  (3.28) 
( )1
OL L LVdi i i
dt L t D T
− ∆ ∆
= = =
∆ −
  (3.29) 
( ). 1OL Vi D TL
−∆ = −
  (3.30) 
For a steady state operation change in inductor current should be zero over a period. 
Therefore sum of the equation (3.26) and (3.30), it should be zero. 
( )( ) 1 0d O OV V VDT D T
L L
− − 
+ − = 
    (3.31) 
This reduces to 
O dV DV=
  (3.32) 
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From equation (3.32) plot will be 
 
Fig.3.10 Plot of gain verses duty cycle 
3.4.2 Analysis of Buck Converter 
From equation (3.32), we can say that output voltage is depends on the duty cycle which 
can vary from zero to unity. So, it is called Step-down (Buck) converter. There are two 
mode of operation one is Continuous Current Mode (CCM) and the second is 
Discontinuous Current Mode (DCM). Buck converter to operate in CCM the parameters 
should be as given below: 
Inductor value should 
( )
min
1
2
D
L L Rf
−
> =
  (3.33) 
Capacitor value is decided by the output voltage ripples desired 
( )
2
1
8
D
C
L f r
−
=
  (3.34) 
O
O
V
r
V
∆
=
  (3.35) 
3.5 Fuel Cell Model with DC-DC Buck Converter 
Assuming that the SOFC output voltage is to be used to charge a battery stack, the 
voltage is stepped-down to low voltage using a DC-DC buck converter with the topology 
shown in Fig.3.11 [88], [83]. 
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Fig.3.11 Topology of DC-DC buck converter 
In constructing the simulink model of the converter, the inductor current iLb and capacitor 
voltage Vdc are selected as state variables. Furthermore, the input to the converter is set 
equal to the output voltage of the SOFC stack i.e. VFC. 
The voltage and current dynamics of the DC-DC buck converter 
Lb
FC L dc b dc
diV V V L V
dt
= + = +
  (3.36) 
Lb FC dc
b b
di V V
dt L L
= −
  (3.37) 
When switch is off state means ‘u’=0 
Lb dc
b
di V
dt L
= −
  (3.38) 
Let the switch in DC-DC converter be closed for time ‘u’ and open for (1-u). Therefore, 
from (3.36) and (3.38), we will get that 
1Lb
dc FC dc
b b b
di u u uV V V
dt L L L
   
−
= − + + −   
   
  (3.39) 
1Lb
FC dc
b b
di u V V
dt L L
= −
  (3.40) 
By applying KCL 
Lb Cb Rbi i i= +
  (3.41) 
dc Lb dc
b b b
dV i V
dt C R C
= −
  (3.42) 
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( ) ( )
1
1 1
dc
Lb dc
b b b
dV ui V
dt u C u R C
−
= +
− −
  (3.43) 
From the above equation of (3.40) and (3.43), the state space model for the DC-DC buck 
converter is obtained as 
( ) ( )
10
1
01 1
b LbLb
b FC
dcdc
b b b
u
L ii
L V
u VV
u C u R C
ɺ
ɺ
− 
        = +     
−         
− − 
 (3.44) 
3.6  Control Strategies 
DC-DC converter is one of the primary power-conditioning systems in a fuel cell power 
system. To get the required output voltage from DC-DC converter, closed loop control 
is essential. There are different linear and non-linear control strategies for DC-DC 
converter. The main objective of the controller is to maintain the desired output voltage 
and compensate for any disturbances.  The most widely used linear control strategy for 
DC-DC converter is voltage mode control using PI controller and one of the promising 
non-linear control strategy is Sliding Mode Control (SMC) strategy. The main 
advantage of sliding mode control is the robustness to unknown disturbances. 
3.6.1 Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) Design Methodology 
The sliding mode theory provides a method to design a controller for a system so that the 
controlled system is insensitive to parameter variations and external load disturbances 
[89]. The details of the Sliding Mode Control (SMC) method, equivalent control and 
application to converters can be found in the literature [90], [91]. The approach is 
realised by the use of a high speed switching control law which forces the trajectory of 
the system to move to a predetermined path in the state variable space called Sliding 
Surface and stays in that surface thereafter. Before the system reaches the switching 
surface, there is a control directed towards the switching surface that is called Reaching 
Mode. The regime of a control system in the sliding surface is called Sliding Mode. In 
sliding mode, a system’s response remains insensitive to certain parameters variations 
and unknown disturbances. 
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One of the main features of this method is that one only needs to drive the error to a 
switching surface, after which the system is in sliding mode and robust against modelling 
uncertainties and disturbances [92]. A sliding mode controller is a Variable Structure 
Controller (VSC). Basically, a VSC includes several different continuous functions that 
maps plant state to a control surface, and the switching among different functions is 
determined by plant state that is represented by a switching function. 
 If the following linear time invariant system state equation is given 
( ) ( ) ( )x t Ax t Bu tɺ = +
  (3.45) 
which can be rewritten as  
( ) ( , , )x t f x t uɺ =
  (3.46) 
where, x  is the state vector of the system, u is the control input and f  is the function 
vector. If the function vector f is discontinuous on a surface S(x) is called sliding surface 
in the sliding mode theory, then 
( , , ) 0( , , ) ( , , ) 0
f x t u if Sf x t u f x t u if S
+ +
− −
 >
= 
<
  (3.47) 
The system is in sliding mode if its representative point moves on the sliding surface 
S(x). The sliding surface is also called as switching function because the control action 
switches depending on its sign on the two sides of the sliding surface. The sliding mode 
exists on the manifold S(x) = 0 if for the motion in subspace S with the origin is 
asymptotically stable with the finite of convergence. 
S CAx CBuɺ = +
  (3.48) 
The equivalent control method was developed to drive the sliding mode equations in the 
manifold S(x) = 0. The solution 0S
•
=  is called equivalent control (ueq). 
( ) ( )1equ CB CAx−= −
  (3.49) 
In sliding mode theory, the control problem is to find a control input u such that the state 
vector x tracks a desired trajectory x* in the presence of uncertainties and external 
disturbance. The sliding surface may then be set to be of the form 
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*S x x= −
  (3.50) 
If the initial condition S (0) = 0 is not satisfied, then the tracking can only be achieved 
after a transient phase, called Reaching Mode. 
Since the aim is to force the system states to the sliding surface [93], the adopted control 
strategy must guarantee the system trajectory move toward and stay on the sliding 
surface from any initial condition if the following conditions meet, 
SS Sɺ η≤ −
  (3.51) 
where,η  a positive constant that guarantees the system trajectories hit the sliding surface 
in the finite time. The required sliding mode controller achieving finite time convergence 
to the sliding surface is given by 
1 0
0 0
for S
u for S
>
= 
<
  (3.52) 
3.6.2 Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) Design 
The control problem is to provide the following condition 
*lim ( )c
t
I t I
→∞
=
  (3.53) 
where, I ∗  is the reference input current. The controlled transient performance should be 
insensitive to parameter variation of the buck converter and external disturbances. 
The state equation of the buck converter can be expressed in the following matrix form 
( ) ( )
10
1
01 1
bLb Lb
b FC
dc
dc
b b b
u
Li i
L V
u VV
u C u R C
•
•
− 
           = +    
−           
− − 
 (3.54) 
The entire control structure for sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.3.12. 
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Fig.3.12 Control structure for sliding mode controller 
A sliding surface with the desired dynamics of the corresponding sliding motion need to 
be determined for the sliding mode control [94]. The dynamic error of the system is 
*( ) Lb Lbe t i i= −
  (3.55) 
Assuming the sliding line or sliding surface (S) 
S e eɺ λ= +
  (3.56) 
where, λ  is the sliding co-efficient. 
Differentiating the equation (3.55), we can rewrite the equation as follows 
( ) ( )*Lb Lbde t d i idt dt= −   (3.57) 
By substituting the equation (3.40) in (3.57) equation, we can get  
*dc
FC Lb
b b
V u
e V i
L L
ɺɺ = − + −
  (3.58) 
Again substituting the equation (3.58) in the equation (3.57), we can write the equation as 
follows 
*dc
FC Lb
b b
V uS V i e
L L
λ
•
= − + − +
  (3.59) 
When sliding mode exits then 
( )( ) 0S x S xɺ= =
  (3.60) 
*
LbI
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Putting the equation (3.60) in (3.59), we can calculate the equivalent control component 
equ
 
*b dc
eq Lb
FC b
L V
u i e
V L
λ = + − 
 
ɺ
  (3.61) 
The objective of sliding mode control is to force the system states to the sliding surface 
from any initial condition and remain on it. This is satisfied by the Lyapunov function of 
the form [95]. 
21 ( )
2
V S x=
  (3.62) 
The control input ‘u’ have to be chosen so that the time derivative of ‘V’ must be 
negative definite i.e. 0 ( ) 0V for S xɺ < ≠  to ensure the stability of the system and to make 
the surface ‘S’ attractive. 
*0 dc Lb
b
VV SS S i e
L
ɺ
ɺɺ ɺɺ λ = < = − − + 
    (3.63) 
To enforce the convergence of the sliding surface, the control signal is defined as 
sgn ( )Su K S= ±
  (3.64) 
where, K is chosen negative, and sgn (.) is sign function defined as 
( ) 1 ( ) 0sgn ( )
1 ( ) 0
if S x
S x
if S x
+ >
= 
− <
  (3.65) 
So, the total control law is  
C eq Su u u= ±
  (3.66) 
The total control law can be rewritten by putting the equation (3.61) into (3.66) 
* sgn( )b dcC Lb
FC b
L V
u i e K S
V L
λ
• 
 = + − ±
 
 
  (3.67) 
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3.6.3 FPGA Controller 
Conventionally, closed loop control of DC-DC converter is implemented using analog 
devices like op-amp or state of art PWM ICs. But the conventional analog mode control 
has some serious limitations like non-reconfigurable in nature, complex architecture and 
larger time for implementation. So scientists have shifted to digital domain to control the 
converter. With low cost digital computing device available in the market, digital control 
of DC-DC converter is one of the widely studied areas.  
In digital control, the control algorithm is implemented in any of the digital computing 
device. The most widely used digital computing device is Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA). This section implements voltage mode controller for DC-DC converter 
using FPGA. Voltage mode controller using PI controller is chosen because the control 
logic is simple and it’s easy to implement.  The PI and PWM controller when configured 
on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) improves the speed, accuracy, power, 
compactness, and cost effectiveness of the system. The block diagram of FPGA 
controller is shown in Fig.3.13. 
 
Fig.3.13 FPGA implementation of DC-DC buck converter with fuel cell 
3.6.3.1 FPGA Implementation of PI Controller 
The ideal continuous time PI controller can be expressed as [86]. 
( ) ( ) ( )P Iy t K e t K e t dt= + ∫
  (3.68) 
where y(t) is the control output, KP proportional constant, KI is the integral constant and 
e(t) is the error between the reference Vdcref  and Vdc. The s-domain expression of the 
corresponding PI controller can be written as: 
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( ) ( )IP
KY s K E s
s
 
= +     (3.69) 
Implementation equations (3.68) and (3.69) of PI controller in FPGA using VHDL needs 
to be written in discrete time form as FPGA is a digital device. 
For this purpose, we used numerical method approach [96] that is trapezoidal method 
that approximates 1
s
 by  
1 1
2 1
T z
s z
+ 
=  
−    (3.70) 
where, T is the sample time. This discrete integral term can be written as: 
( ) ( ) ( )
2I
Ty n x n K u n= +
  (3.71) 
( 1) ( ) ( )
2I
T
x n y n K u n+ = +
  (3.72) 
where, y(n) is the output, u(n) is the error input and x(n) is the state. The complete 
discrete-time expression of PI controller is written as: 
[ ]( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )
2P I
Ty n y n K u n K u n u n= − + + − +
 (3.73) 
 
Fig.3.14 RTL Schematic of PI controller 
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Fig.3.15 Test bench waveform of PI controller 
Table 3.2 Design Summary of PI controller 
Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 
No. of slices 76 4656 1% 
No. of slice flip flop 48 9312 0% 
No. of 4 input LUTs 139 9312 1% 
No. of boned IOBs 40 232 17% 
No. of GCLKs 1 24 4% 
 
3.6.4 PWM Technique 
Switch-mode DC-DC converters utilize one or more switches to transform DC from one 
level to another. In a DC-DC converter with a given input voltage, the average output 
voltage is controlled by controlling duty cycle of the switch pulse. There are two methods 
for the generation of PWM, one by switching at a constant frequency and adjusting the 
on duration of the switch to control the average output voltage. The other method; where 
both the switching frequency and the on duration of the switch are varied. Variation in 
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the switching frequency makes it difficult to filter the ripple components in the input and 
the output waveforms of the converter [97], [98].  
 
Fig.3.16 PWM duty cycle control structure 
Here we adopt, a fixed frequency PWM technique is used. The working principle of this 
technique is shown in Fig.3.16. A repetitive signal which decides the frequency of PWM 
is compared with the PI output which acts as a reference signal. When PI output is more 
than the repetitive signal, then the PWM signal is high and vice-versa. When PI output 
changes, the ON period of the PWM signal changes as shown in Fig.3.16. Hence, we can 
control the buck converter output voltages.  
3.6.4.1 FPGA Implementation of PWM Control 
The PWM signal generation is done by comparing a stable reference signal which is here 
taken from a PI controller with a repetitive saw-tooth signal. A repetitive signal is 
generated by a counter, which counts from zero to maximum value and when it reaches 
the maximum count, the counter is reset to zero again. This process is repeated 
concurrently in a process block. The frequency of the PWM signal is decided by the 
frequency of this repetitive signal. The N-bit comparator is used, which compares the 
counter count and the reference signal input. When the reference input is higher than the 
repetitive signal the output of PWM signal is low, and when the reference input is lower 
than the repetitive signal the output of PWM signal is high. In this way, the PWM signal 
is generated which drives the power switch of the converter. In the SPARTAN-3E Xilinx 
board, a 14-bit ADC is available that gives a precision of 14 bit [99]. The error input is 
fed to this ADC which gives a 14-bit digital data. The KI value used in our simulation 
model in MATLAB/SIMULINK is 500, this can be represented in 9 bit, after the addition 
and multiplication is done in the PI block; it will give a 24 bit output without any data 
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losses. So, a 24-bit counter and comparator are taken. The ADC which can give 14-bit 
data maximum at the rate of 1.5 MHz is quite sufficient for this type of application. 
 
Fig.3.17 RTL schematic of PWM controller 
 
Fig.3.18 Test bench waveform of PWM controller 
Table 3.3 Design summary of PWM controller 
Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 
No. of slice flip flops 16 9312 1% 
No. of 4 input LUTs 26 9312 1% 
No. of Occupied Slices 16 4656 1% 
No. of slices containing only related logic 16 16 100% 
Total no. of 4 input LUTs 27 9312 1% 
No. of bonded IOBs 3 232 1% 
 
3.7  Prototype Model of Controller 
We have developed a prototype model of DC-DC buck converter. It is shown in Fig.3.19. 
The buck converter is designed with L = 8 mH; C = 100 uF, and load R = 20 ohms. The 
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duty cycle of the PWM signal with constant load is 50% as shown in Fig. 3.20. We have 
tested our prototype model with resistive load only. By changing the load, current varies 
which changes the voltage. For constant voltage, the duty cycle of the PWM switching 
pulse will change accordingly. We have tested the controller performance by decreasing 
the load, gradually the current requirement increases. From the V-I characteristics curve 
of SOFC model, a decrease in the output voltage with an increase in current density is 
shown. So, for a constant output voltage, the duty cycle will increase gradually which is 
shown in Fig. 3.21. 
Voltage sensing is done by simple voltage dividing circuit which gives Vdc. This Vdc is 
subtracted from Vdcref using an op-amp subtractor circuit. This error signal e(t) = Vdcref-
Vdc is fed to the FPGA based PI+PWM controller which is synthesized in XC3S500E 
development board. It is given to ADC (Analog to Digital conversion) module of 
XC3S500E board. LTC1407A-1 ADC converter IC has been used in this board which 
gives 14-bit digital output represented in 2’s complement binary value. It has a precision 
of 14-bit. Maximum sampling rate which can be achieved is approximately 1.5 MHz 
Using PI modules, the error e(t) is minimised and PWM output is generated with its 
reference and output is taken from I/O pin F8 of XC3S500E board. 
Using opto-coupler (HCPL817), PWM signal is interfaced with the DC-DC buck 
converter. The opto-coupler provides isolation between the FPGA board and the power 
circuit.
 
 
Fig.3.19 Prototype of buck converter with FPGA based PI & PWM controller 
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Fig. 3.20 PWM switching pulse with 
constant load 
Fig. 3.21 Duty cycle change with the 
variation of load 
  
3.8  Summary 
This work proposes a comprehensive state space model for Fuel Cell Power System that 
comprises fuel cell, DC-DC buck converter and load. DC-DC converter is controlled 
using voltage mode PI control and sliding mode control. The voltage mode PI control 
scheme is implemented using FPGA. The use of FPGA simplifies the control circuit and 
adds flexibility to the system. DC-DC converter control for fuel cell power system is 
prototyped using XC3S500E development board containing a SPARTAN-3E Xilinx 
FPGA. The controller facilitates computing the pulse width and switches the MOSFET 
so that desired output voltage is obtained.  
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Chapter-4 
4. PWM-VSI CURRENT CONTROLLER FOR 
LOAD/GRID CONNECTED FUEL CELL 
4.1 Introduction 
Fuel cell generates DC output voltage which should be converted to AC by using DC-AC 
inverter. The inverter output is used for utility application as well as for distributed 
generation. This chapter, describes PWM-VSI current controller for load/grid connected 
fuel cell power system.  
Inverters can be either voltage source inverter (VSI) or current source inverter (CSI). In 
VSI, DC source has negligible impedance and terminal voltage remains constant with 
load variations [100]. Some of the practical applications of inverter are documented in 
[101]. The voltage source inverter is more convenient because it is efficient, compact, 
economical and faster device in comparison to current source inverter. Here, inverter 
output voltage is dependent on the load impedance and thus terminal voltage can change 
substantially with changes in the load [102]. 
On the basis of the output waveform, inverters can be classified as square wave or pulse-
width modulation (PWM) inverters. Square wave inverters produce a square wave AC 
voltage which is of constant magnitude. To get the sinusoidal waveform, LC filter circuit 
can be used at the output of the inverter [103]. 
Most of the current control techniques used in load/grid connected fuel cell power system 
is PWM-VSI control strategy. This thesis uses a VSI current controller technique within 
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the inverter. So, current control techniques should follow the below mentioned properties 
for efficient performance for load/grid connected fuel cell power system. 
 Better utilization of the voltage source inverter. 
 Low static and dynamic current-control errors (difference between the
 reference current and actual currents is less). 
 Wide linear modulation range. 
 Low amplitudes of lower order harmonics in output voltage to minimize the 
harmonics in output current. 
 Lower switching losses in the power transistor (voltage source inverter) 
 switches. 
 Easy implementation and less computation time.  
Fuel cell provides a DC output voltage whose magnitude is increased by a power 
electronic converter (Boost Converter). For utility and grid connected applications the 
output of boost converter is fed to DC-AC inverter. A DC-link capacitor is connected in 
the intermediate stage of DC-DC boost converter and DC-AC inverter. The DC-AC 
inverter is controlled by PWM-VSI technique. In this chapter, the following PWM-
current control techniques are discussed and implemented for load/grid connected fuel 
cell power system. 
 Fixed-HCC 
 Two-level HCC 
 Three-level HCC  
 Adaptive-HCC   
 Fuzzy-HCC 
 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC  
 Triangular Carrier Current Controller (TCCC)  
 Triangular Periodical Current Controller (TPCC)  
4.2 Modeling of PWM-VSI 
PWM-VSI can be used in both single phase and three phase mode. In this thesis, FCPS is 
developed that comprises either a single phase PWM-VSI or three-phase PWM-VSI 
depending on the system being considered. Single-phase system is implemented in both 
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simulation and hardware (Section 7.9 and 7.9.1), whereas we have only demonstrated 
extensive simulation for there-phase FCPS using three-phase PWM-VSI in Chapter 5.  
4.2.1 Modeling of Single Phase PWM-VSI 
The PWM-voltage source inverter has been modelled that comprises a single-phase AC-
voltage applied through DC-link capacitor. An inverter is normally powered from a 
battery or any kind of dc source. In our investigation we have used fuel cell (DC power 
source); a DC-link capacitor is added after the buck/boost/buck-boost converter that 
follows fuel cell stack for maintaining DC voltage. In the analysis that follows in this 
thesis, we have shown a capacitor rather than a DC source. The single-phase voltages av  
on the input side can be expressed in terms of the DC-link capacitor voltage dcV  and 
switching functions states the ON/OFF status of the devices of each leg a bS and S as 
[104]. Fig.4.1 shows the schematic of single-phase DC-AC voltage source inverter.  
 
Fig.4.1 Single-phase DC-AC voltage source inverter 
( )a a b dcv S S V= −
  (4.1)
 
The single-phase currents ai  flowing through the filter impedance ( , )c cR L  are obtained 
by solving the following equations 
( )1a a s a c c
c
di i v v R L
dt L
= = − −ɺ
  (4.2)
 
The DC-link capacitor current can be obtained in terms of phase currents ai  and the 
switching status (1 for ON-state and 0 for OFF-state) of the devices ,a bS S  
dc a a a bI i S i S= −
  (4.3) 
From this, the model equation of the DC-link capacitor voltage can be written as 
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. 1 ( )dc dc a a a b
dc
dV V i S i S
dt C
= = −
  (4.4) 
The DC-link capacitor voltage works as an energy storage element to supply real-power. 
In the steady state, the real power supplied by the source should be equal to the real-
power demand of the load. Apart from this, a small power is needed to compensate the 
losses in the fuel cell power system.  
4.2.2 Modeling of Three Phase PWM-VSI 
The PWM-voltage source inverter has been modelled that comprises a three-phase AC-
voltage applied through DC-link capacitor. The three-phase voltages ,ca cb ccv v and v  on 
the input side can be expressed in terms of the DC-link capacitor voltage dcV  and 
switching functions states the ON/OFF status of the devices of each leg ,a b cS S and S as 
[105], [106]. Fig.4.2 shows the schematic of three-phase DC-AC voltage source inverter.  
 
Fig.4.2 Three-phase DC-AC voltage source inverter 
(2 )
3
( 2 )
3
( 2 )
3
dc
ca a b c
dc
cb a b c
dc
cc a b c
V
v S S S
V
v S S S
V
v S S S
= − −
= − + −
= − − +
  (4.5) 
The three-phase currents ,ca cb cci i and i  flowing through the filter impedance ( , )c cR L  are 
obtained by solving the following equations 
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.
.
.
( ) ( ) /
( ) ( ) /
( ) ( ) /
ca
ca c c ca sa ca c
cb
cb c c cb sb cb c
ca
ca c c cc sc cc c
di
i R L i v v L
dt
di i R L i v v L
dt
di
i R L i v v L
dt
= = − + −
= = − + −
= = − + −
  (4.6) 
The DC-link capacitor current can be obtained in terms of phase currents ,ca cb cci i and i  
and the switching status (1 for ON-state and 0 for OFF-state) of the devices 
,a b cS S and S  
dc ca a cb b cc cI i S i S i S= + +
  (4.7) 
From this, the model equation of the DC-link capacitor voltage can be written as 
. 1 ( )dc dc ca a cb b cc c
dc
dV V i S i S i S
dt C
= = + +
  (4.8) 
The DC-link capacitor voltage serves as the energy storage element to supply real-power 
(to the inverter). In the steady state, the real power supplied by the source should be 
equal to the real-power demand of the load plus a small power to compensate the losses 
in the fuel cell power system.  
4.3 Fixed-Hysteresis Current Controller 
The conventional or fixed-hysteresis current control method for fuel cell power system 
can be carried out to generate the switching patterns of the inverter. Hysteresis current 
controller is widely used for single level and multilevel inverters. Researchers have 
implemented hysteresis current controller for multilevel inverter using programmable 
logic devices [107]. The hysteresis current controller can be classified as two-level and 
three-level hysteresis current controller. 
In this thesis, we have developed a simulation model of fixed hysteresis current 
controller for single phase fuel cell power system and experimentally validated the 
simulated results. The block diagram of fixed hysteresis current controller for single 
phase fuel cell power system is shown in Fig.4.3. 
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Fig.4.3 Block diagram of fixed HCC for single phase fuel cell power system 
The current error ( )e t  is the difference between the reference current ( *sai ) and the actual 
current ( sai ). If the error current exceeds the upper limit of the hysteresis band, the upper 
switch of the inverter arm is turned OFF and the lower switch is turned ON. 
4.3.1 Two-Level Hysteresis Current Controller 
Conventional hysteresis current control operates the voltage source inverter by 
comparing the current error ( )e t  against the fixed-hysteresis bands. This block diagram 
of the two-level hysteresis current controller is shown in Fig.4.4. The current error ( )e t  
is the difference between the reference current ( *sai ) and the actual current ( sai ). If the 
error current exceeds the upper limit of the hysteresis band, the upper switch of the 
inverter arm is turned OFF and the lower switch is turned ON. As a result, the current 
starts decaying [108], [109]. Fig.4.5 shows the ON and OFF switching pulses to drive the 
fuel cell power system. If the error current crosses the lower limit of the band, the lower 
switch is turned OFF and the upper switch is turned ON. As a result, the current gets 
back into the hysteresis band. Hence, the actual current is forced to track the reference 
current within the hysteresis band. 
 
Fig.4.4 Block diagram of two-level HCC 
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Fig.4.5 Two-level switching pattern 
The phase-A switching performance is defined as 
*
*
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
sa sa
sa sa
OFF if i t i t hb
S
ON if i t i t hb
 > + 
=  
< −  
  (4.9) 
Similarly, the switching performance of phase-B and phase-C devices can be derived 
using hysteresis-bandwidth hb . Since the circuit is very simple, the two-level hysteresis 
controllers are widely used for fuel cell power system applications [110]. However, it 
does not use zero voltage from the inverter DC-side, only positive and negative DC 
supply voltages are used to generate the required switching pulses. It is well known that 
the harmonic performance of two-level modulation is inferior to three-level modulation. 
The two-level modulation generates significant sideband harmonics around the switching 
frequency. To overcome the problems, the three-level hysteresis modulation is 
implemented with three-level switching process. The three-level hysteresis current 
control approach provides superior performance on harmonic perspective. 
4.3.2 Three-Level Hysteresis Current Controller 
The implementation of three-level hysteresis controller are set as upper and lower band 
overlap boundaries and displacement of small offset current. Whenever the current error 
( )e t (difference between the reference current ( *sai ) and the actual current ( sai )) crosses an 
outer hysteresis boundary, the inverter output is set to an active positive or negative 
output to force a reversal of the current error. Similarly, whenever the current error 
reaches an inner hysteresis boundary, the inverter output is set to zero condition and the 
current error will be forced to reverse direction without reaching the next outer boundary. 
If the selection of zero output does not reverse the current trajectory, it will continue 
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through the inner hysteresis boundary to the next outer boundary, where an opposite 
polarity active inverter output will be controlled and the current will reverse in any 
direction [111]. The three-level HCC based switching process is shown in Fig.4.7. This 
block diagram of the three-level hysteresis current controller is shown in Fig.4.6. The 
current error is bounded between the upper-inner and lower-outer hysteresis boundaries 
for a positive inverter output. Similarly, the current error is bounded between the lower-
inner and upper-outer hysteresis boundaries for a negative inverter output. 
 
Fig.4.6 Block diagram of three-level HCC 
 
Fig.4.7 Switching patterns of the three-level HCC 
A complete switching cycle of the two-level HCC goes from 10 t T→ → ; whereas the 
three-level HCC switching cycle goes from 1 20 Tt→ → . The switching process 
introduces a positive or negative DC-offset error in the average output current, depending 
on the polarity of the active output voltage. However, this error can be corrected by 
adding a compensation factor of half the hysteresis band offset magnitude to the phase 
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current reference. The polarity of this compensation factor is determined by the polarity 
of the most recent inverter active output. In other words, it is positive when positive 
inverter output is in use and vice-versa. The switching logic for A-phase switching 
operation of the inverter is given as [112]. The logical flow chart of three-level hysteresis 
current controller for phase ‘A’ is shown in Fig.4.8. 
 
Fig.4.8 Flow chart of three-level HCC for phase ‘A’ 
The advantages of fixed-HCC are simple design, unconditioned stability and accuracy. 
However, current control with a fixed hysteresis-band has the unsatisfactory feature of 
variable switching frequency. The slope of current waveform may vary widely and the 
peak amplitude of current waveform may exceed the hysteresis-band. Consequently, 
inverter switches will be operated at high switching frequency in order to track reference 
current. Adaptive-hysteresis current controller overcomes the fixed-HCC limitations 
[113]. This adaptive-HCC changes the bandwidth according to instantaneous current 
variation.  
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4.4 Adaptive-Hysteresis Current Controller 
 
Fig.4.9 Block diagram of an adaptive-HCC 
 
Fig.4.10 Single line switching function 
Fig.4.9 shows the block diagram of adaptive-HCC based switching pulse generator for 
PWM-voltage source inverter. The adaptive-hysteresis band controller proposed by Bose 
[114] for the machine drive system is adopted here for fuel cell power system based on 
indirect current control theory. When the current error ( )e t (difference between the 
reference current ( *sai ) and the actual current ( sai )) exceeds the upper limit of the 
adaptive-hysteresis band, the lower switch is turned ON. If the current error crosses the 
lower limit of the adaptive-hysteresis band, the upper switch is turned ON. Hence, the 
actual current is forced to track the reference current within the hysteresis-band. Fig.4.10 
shows the single line switching representation of AC-side power flow of fuel cell power 
system. The following equations can be written for the switching interval t1 and t2 [115], 
[116]. 
1 ( )sa dc s
di V v
dt L
+
= −
  (4.10) 
+
sai −
sai
*
sa
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1 ( )sa dc s
di V v
dt L
−
= − +
  (4.11) 
where, L = phase inductance, ( sai+ ) and ( sai− ) are the respective rising and falling current 
segments. 
From the geometry of Fig.4.10, the following equations can be written in the hysteresis-
band curvature with respective switching intervals  
*
1 1 2sa sa
di di
t t HB
dt dt
+
− =
  (4.12) 
*
2 2 2sa sa
di di
t t HB
dt dt
−
− = −
  (4.13) 
1 2
1
C
c
t t T f+ = =
  (4.14) 
where, 1t and 2t are the respective switching intervals, and cf  is the modulation 
frequency. Adding equation (4.12) and (4.13) 
*
1 2 1 2( ) 0sa sa sa
di di di
t t t t
dt dt dt
+ −
+ − + =
  (4.15) 
Substituting sa sa
di di
and values
dt dt
+ −
 in the equation (4.15) 
*
1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( ) 0dc s dc s saV v V v dit t t t
L L dt
− +
− − + =
  (4.16) 
Simplify and substituting 1 2
1( )
c
t t f+ =  in the equation (4.16) 
*
1 2 1 2
1( ) ( ) 0dc s sa
c
V v di
t t t t
L L f dt− − + − =
  (4.17) 
Simplify the equation (4.17) 
*
1 2( ) s sa
dc c
v diL
t t
V f L dt
 
− = + 
    (4.18) 
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Subtracting (4.13) from (4.12), we get 
*
1 2 1 2( ) 4sa sa sa
di di di
t t t t HB
dt dt dt
+ −
− − − =
  (4.19) 
Substituting sa sa
di di
and values
dt dt
+ −
 in the equation (4.19) 
*
1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( ) 4dc s dc s saV v V v dit t t t HB
L L dt
− +
+ − − =
 (4.20) 
Simplify this equation (4.20) 
*
1 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) 4dc s sa
V v di
t t t t t t HB
L L dt
+ − − − − =
  (4.21) 
Further simplify and substituting 1 2
1( )
c
t t f+ =  in the equation (4.21) 
*
1 2( ) 4dc s sa
c
V v di
t t HBf L L dt
 
− − + = 
 
  (4.22) 
Here substituting 1 2( )t t−  value in the equation (4.22) 
2
*
4dc s sa
c dc c
V v diL
HBf L V f L dt
 
− + = 
 
  (4.23) 
Simplify this equation (4.23) 
2
*1
4
dc s sa
c dc c
V v diLHB f L V f L dt
  
 = − + 
   
  (4.24) 
Further simplify the equation (4.24) 
22
2
0.25 1dc s
c dc
V vLHB mf L V L
  
= − +  
   
  (4.25) 
Here, sv  is the supply voltage, dcV  is the DC-link capacitor voltage, L  is the coupling 
inductor, and 
*
sadim
dt
=
 is the slope of the reference current signals. The hysteresis band 
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HB  can be modulated at different points of fundamental frequency to control the 
switching pulses of the inverter. The calculated hysteresis bandwidth HB  is applied to 
the switching operation of HCC. The switching operation is created by S-functions in 
MATLAB and is adopted in the Simulink model to produce gate control-switching pulses 
to drive the inverter.  
 
Fig.4.11 Block diagram of an adaptive-hysteresis bandwidth calculation 
The block diagram of the adaptive-hysteresis bandwidth calculation is shown in Fig.4.11. 
This adaptive-HCC ensures more switching power losses due to high frequency, which is 
solved by the adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. The Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC calculates the hysteresis 
bandwidth effectively with the help of fuzzy logic and reduces the switching power 
losses.  
4.5 Adaptive-Fuzzy Hysteresis Current Controller 
To improve the fuel cell inverter performance without precise knowledge of the fuel cell 
power system parameters (Interface inductor and DC-link capacitor voltage), the 
hysteresis band value can be implemented with a fuzzy logic controller [115] [117]. The 
block diagram of adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is shown in Fig.4.12. The adaptive-fuzzy-
hysteresis bandwidth is modulated as a function of slope reference current and supply 
voltage. The slope of the reference current * /sadi dt  and supply voltage sv  are used as 
inputs for fuzzy processing as shown in Fig.4.13. The adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band 
HB is the output of the fuzzy controller.  
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Fig.4.12 Block diagram of Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC 
 
Fig.4.13 Fuzzy processing 
The fuzzy logic is characterized by  
 Five-fuzzy sets (NB, NM, ZE, PM and PB) for each input (slope of the reference 
current * /sadi dt  and supply voltage sv ) and output variable (Positive Very Small 
(PVS), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Big (PB) and 
Positive Very Big (PVB)) of adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band HB  as shown in 
Fig.4.14. 
 Triangular membership function is used. 
 Mamdani-type min-operator.  
 Defuzzification using the centroid method.  
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Fig.4.14 Membership functions for the input and variables disa/dt, vsa and HB 
The fuzzy logic rules are stored as linguistic variables required by rule evaluator. The 25- 
rules are used in this adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis current controller that is given in Table 
4.1. 
  Table 4.1 Fuzzy logic rules 
 
The output of fuzzy logic controller HB (hysteresis bandwidth) is modulated at different 
points of the fundamental frequency cycle to control the switching pulses of the voltage 
source inverter. For symmetrical operation of all three-phases, the hysteresis bandwidth 
HB  is denoted as ,a b cHB HB and HB  of the same value, but having 0120  phase 
difference. The Adaptive-Fuzzy HCC based hysteresis bandwidth HB  should maintain 
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the modulation frequency cf  as quasi constant. This controller reduces the switching 
power losses and improves the PWM-VSI performances for fuel cell inverter 
significantly. 
4.6 Triangular-Carrier Current Controller 
The triangular-carrier current controller is one of the familiar methods to generate gate 
control switching pulses of the fuel cell power system. The PWM based TCCC is utilized 
independently for each phase. It directly generates the VSI-switching pulses of the three 
(A, B, C) phase system [118] . In case of A-phase, the actual source current is 
represented as sai  and reference current is represented as *sai . Similarly, B-phase and C-
phase currents are represented as *sb sbi and i  and 
*
sc sci and i  respectively. Fig.4.15 
shows the block diagram of the A-phase followed triangular-carrier current controller.  
 
Fig.4.15 Block diagram of triangular-carrier current controller 
To determine the switching transitions through the error current ( )e t  (reference current 
*
sai compared with the actual source current sai ) is amplified with proportional gain. The 
output error signal is compared with triangular carrier signal to generate the required 
switching pulses. In A-phase, if the current error signal is greater than the triangular 
carrier signal, the upper inverter switch is ON. However, if the current error signal is 
smaller than the triangular signal, the lower inverter switch is ON. Similarly, the 
switching performance of phase-B devices can be derived by comparing with triangular 
signals. Thus the switching frequency of the power transistor is equal to the frequency of 
the triangular carrier signal. The triangular-carrier controller provides best harmonic 
distortion and the current ripple lower than the other methods. However, this controller 
with proportional gain introduced for overshoot problems and it has lower bandwidth. 
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4.7 Triangular Periodical Current Controller 
The triangular-periodical current controller is used to generate the switching pulses of the 
PWM-voltage source inverter. This technique switches the power transistor of the 
inverter during the transitions of a fixed clock frequency [119].  
 
Fig.4.16 Block diagram of triangular-periodical current controller 
The triangular-periodical current controller is utilized independently for each (A, B, C) 
phase of the inverter. Fig.4.16 shows the block diagram of the triangular-periodical 
current controller. The reference current *sai  is directly compared with the actual current 
sai  to determine the error signal. The error current is compared with the triangular 
carrier signal and the output is connected to D-Latch. The D-Latch maintain at a regular 
interval Ts  synchronized with the clock of frequency equal to1/ Ts . Thus the switching 
frequency of the power transistor is equal to the clock frequency. The merit of this 
technique is that the minimum time between switching transitions which will limit to the 
period of the sampling clock. However, the actual switching frequency is not clearly 
defined and it has fixed bandwidth. 
4.8 Summary 
The PWM-current control techniques are used to generate the required PWM signals for 
voltage source inverter. The fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC, 
triangular-carrier current controller, triangular-periodical current controller, techniques 
are discussed.  
The fixed-HCC is simple in design, unconditioned in stability and easy to implement. 
However, this control scheme exhibits several unsatisfactory features such as the uneven 
switching frequency where the switching frequency varies within a particular band limit. 
Adaptive-HCC overcomes these limitations. The adaptive-HCC changes the bandwidth 
according to instantaneous current variation. However, the adaptive-HCC is having more 
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switching power losses due to high frequency switching. These problems can be solved 
by the adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. 
The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC method calculates the bandwidth using the fuzzy logic 
controller without precise knowledge of the fuel cell power system parameters. The 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC method has reduced the switching power losses and improves the 
performance of the fuel cell power system compared to other techniques. 
The TCCC technique is very simple to implement; only a fixed amplitude and frequency 
triangular-carrier signal is compared with the error current (difference between reference 
current and actual current). The TPCC uses a triangular-carrier signal comparator and a 
D flip-flop per phase. However, the TCCC, TPCC are claiming more switching power 
losses due to fixed frequency performance.  
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 Chapter-5 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
5.1 Introduction 
A fuel cell power system is considered as a backup power source for residential and 
industrial loads. Reformer model of fuel cell power system is developed by [120]. Fuel 
cell provides a low DC voltage which has to be converted to AC for different standalone 
and grid application. For conversion of DC to AC, a DC-AC inverter is used. The DC-
AC inverter requires accurate gate pulses which are generated by different control 
configurations of PWM-VSI already presented in previous chapter. Some of the well-
known control configuration of PWM-VSI current controller is summarized in Chapter 4.  
The main objective of this chapter is to simulate fuel cell based power system in different 
possible configurations. The fuel cell power system consists of fuel cell, battery, DC-DC 
converter, DC-AC inverter, load and grid.  
5.2 Configuration of Load/Grid Connected Fuel Cell Power System 
Certain critical loads need uninterrupted/continuous power. It is also desirable to provide 
continuous supply to residential/commercial/industrial loads, which is provided by a grid. 
When due to any unavoidable circumstances (like thunderstorm, cyclone, grid 
maintenance), the grid is not able to provide 24 hour supply to the load, a backup power 
is necessary. There are many renewable energy sources which provide an efficient 
backup power, but fuel cell based backup power is considered more reliable than others 
because of its numerous advantages discussed in Chapter 2. A synchronization 
mechanism helps to switch from one power supply to other. 
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When fuel cell is connected as a backup power supply, there can be different real life 
scenario like non-availability of required number of fuel cells, malfunction of fuel cell 
which will hamper the supply of backup power. Considering the above mentioned 
situation, this thesis considers three different investigations where fuel cell acts as a 
backup power supply. When there is less number of fuel cells available then the DC 
output voltage is also low, so a DC-DC boost converter is used to increase the output DC 
voltage level. This configuration is summarized in section 5.3. When there is no grid 
supply and a malfunctioned fuel cell then a battery is connected to provide backup power 
supply. This configuration is described in section 5.4. Another configuration is when 
there is sufficient number of fuel cells then the fuel cell output is no longer required to be 
stepped up and can be directly fed to the inverter through DC-link capacitor. This 
configuration is summarized in section 5.5. 
5.3 Load/Grid Connected to Fuel Cell Power System with DC-DC Converter 
This section gives a detailed description of a load/grid connected fuel cell power system 
where the fuel cell system works only as a backup power source. An ideal output voltage 
of a single fuel cell is 1.2 V DC which has to be stepped up to an appropriate level with 
the help of a DC-DC boost converter. The boost converter is controlled by a PI controller 
that is described in Chapter 3. For utility/grid supply the output DC voltage of fuel cell 
has to be fed to an inverter. A DC-link capacitor is connected in parallel to the DC bus 
side. The main objective of DC-link capacitor is to supress the ripple produced by 
switching current and voltage in DC-DC converter. The other primary motive of the DC-
link capacitor is that it decouples the DC power source from the AC power source by 
charging and discharging the difference of two currents. The inverter requires PWM 
signals to operate. To provide accurate switching pulses to the inverter, four basic 
components are necessary namely, controller, unit sine vector, reference current 
generator. The reference current extraction process is obtained through unit current 
vector and magnitude analyser. The magnitude analyser is used to estimate the required 
amplitude of load current. The maximum value of load current is multiplied with the unit 
current templates to generate the required reference current. The reference current is 
compared with actual current (from output of LC filter) to generate the PWM signals 
using fixed-HCC/adaptive-HCC techniques which is fed to the inverter gate. The inverter 
is connected with an LC filter which supresses the ripple of inverter output voltage. The 
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inverter side is connected to the grid side by an interfacing inductance. Subsequently, the 
grid is connected to the load.  
The performance of different controller based fuel cell power system is evaluated 
through Matlab/Simpower tools. Fig.5.1 shows the block diagram of the three-phase fuel 
cell power system. 
 
Fig.5.1 Block diagram of fuel cell power system 
To achieve the unit sine vector templates, the instantaneous supply voltages are sensed 
and given as 
0
0
sin( )
sin( 120 )
sin( 120 )
sa m
sb m
sc m
V V t
V V t
V V t
ω
ω
ω
=
= −
= +
  (5.1) 
where, mV - peak value of the source voltage 
 
ω = 2 fpi - fundamental angular frequency 
To generate the unit sine vector templates, three phase supply currents are considered. 
The unit sine vector templates are derived as [121]. 
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0
0
sin( )
sin ( 120 )
sin ( 120 )
sa
sa
m
sb
sb
m
sc
sc
m
V
u t
V
V
u t
V
V
u t
V
ω
ω
ω
= =
= = −
= = +
  (5.2) 
The magnitude analyser estimates the peak current maxI . This peak current multiplies 
with an output of unit sine vector to generate the required reference current. 
*
max max
* 0
max max
* 0
max max
sin( )
sin( 120 )
sin( 120 )
sa sa
sb sb
sc sc
i I u I t
i I u I t
i I u I t
ω
ω
ω
= =
= = −
= = +
  (5.3) 
By comparing the reference current with the actual current to generate the voltage source 
inverter (VSI) switching pulses using PWM current controller.  
The detailed parameter of the fuel cell power system is summarized below. In Table 5.1 
shows the fuel cell parameters. 
Table 5.1 Parameters of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) 
Absolute Temperature (T ) 12730 K 
Faraday’s Constant ( F ) 96487 C/(mol) 
Universal Gas Constant ( R ) 8314 J/(k mol K) 
Standard Reversible cell potential ( oE ) 1.2 V 
Number of cells in stack ( 0N ) 380 
Constant , (4 )or
NK F=  0.996x10
-6
 k mol/ (s A) 
Maximum fuel utilization 0.9 
Minimum fuel utilization 0.7 
Optimum fuel utilization 0.85 
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Valve molar constant for hydrogen (
2H
K ) 8.43X10-4 k mol/ (s atm) 
Valve molar constant for oxygen (
2O
K ) 2.81X 10-4 k mol /(s atm) 
Valve molar constant for water (
2H O
K ) 2.52X10-3 k mol /(s atm) 
Response time for hydrogen flow (
2H
ζ ) 26.1 s 
Response time for oxygen flow (
2O
ζ ) 2.91 s 
Response time water flow (
2H O
ζ ) 78.3 s 
Ohmic loss ( r ) 0.126 Ω 
Ratio of hydrogen to oxygen ( H Or − ) 1.145 
 
The detailed parameter of the DC-DC Boost converter is summarized Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Parameters in DC-DC boost converter 
Inductance ( L ) 2 mH 
Capacitance ( C ) 1400 µF 
Equivalent Load ( R ) 5 Ω 
Switching Frequency ( sf ) 7 kHz 
Proportional Gain ( pK ) 0.15 
Integral gain ( IK ) 0.005 
 
The detailed parameter of the DC-AC inverter is summarized Table 5.3.  
Table 5.3 System parameters (For Matlab/Simulink Simulation) 
Parameters Values 
Supply voltage/frequency 440 V / 50 Hz 
Interface Inductor ( cR cL ) 1 Ω ,1.5 mH 
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DC-Link capacitance ( DCC ) 2200 µF 
Reference voltage (
_dc refV ) 500 V 
Voltage source inverter 6 IGBTs/diodes 
In the above model, fixed-HCC and adaptive-HCC techniques are used for PWM-VSI 
controller. The switching losses are increased in the fixed-HCC due to high frequency 
operation. These techniques add high frequency ripples in the generated current. The 
current controller performance is improved by using the adaptive-HCC technique. This 
adaptive-HCC changes bandwidth according to instantaneous current variation. Fig.5.2 
illustrates the switching patterns of fixed-HCC and adaptive-HCC PWM-current 
controllers.  
 
Fig.5.2 Switching patterns of Fixed-HCC, and Adaptive-HCC techniques 
5.3.1 Simulation Results of Fuel Cell Power System using HCC and AHCC 
The load current magnitude detector and unit sine vector with HCC and AHCC PWM-
current controller is simulated under balanced load conditions. The simulated results 
indicated in Fig.5.3 and Fig.5.5 is obtained using fixed-HCC and adaptive-HCC 
technique respectively. The fixed-HCC or adaptive-HCC is used to generate the 
switching pulses to drive the fuel cell power system. In this simulation, 380 numbers of 
fuel cells are considered and these fuel cells are connected in series. The fuel cells 
provide an output voltage of 456 V DC, but due to the major losses like ohmic losses and 
minor losses like concentration losses and activation losses there is a loss of  some 
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voltage (around 56 V). So the fuel cell voltage comes down around 400 V DC. The fuel 
cell output voltage is shown in Fig.5.3 (a). To step up the fuel cell voltage upto 500 V, a 
DC-DC boost converter is used. The specification of boost converter is shown in Table 
5.2. The output of boost converter is fed to DC-AC inverter through a DC-link capacitor. 
The boost converter output is shown in Fig.5.3 (b). The inverter output is passed through 
LC filter to suppress the ripples. The LC filter is unable to suppress all the ripples of 
inverter output current. Fig.5.3 (c) shows the inverter output current. Here some amount 
of ripples is present due to grid side interfacing inductance and LC filter. The interfacing 
inductance is also useful for isolation between inverter side and load/grid side. Fig.5.3 (d) 
shows the output voltage of inverter after filter. When a major breakdown of grid occurs, 
the inverter output voltage is fed to load. Harmonics of the line current is measured for 
this particular controller and it is observed that the THD is 4.24%. 
The simulation of adaptive-HCC PWM current controller is simulated in MATLAB/ 
SIMULINK. Fig.5.5 (a) shows the fuel cell output voltage. The DC-DC boost converter 
output voltage is shown in Fig.5.5 (b). This boost converter is used to increase the fuel 
cell output (400 V DC) upto 500 V DC regulated voltage. The boost converter output is 
fed to the DC-AC inverter through DC-link capacitor. The inverter output is injected to 
LC filter to eliminate the ripples. The LC filter only suppresses the ripples of the inverter 
output voltage. But some amount of ripples are present in the inverter output current 
because the presence of interfacing inductance between inverter and load/grid. Fig.5.5 (c) 
shows the output current of inverter. The inverter output voltage after filter is sinusoidal 
in nature and it is shown in Fig.5.5 (d). The output voltage is fed to the load when the 
power failure occurs in the grid. Harmonics of the line current is measured for this 
particular controller and it is observed that the THD is 4.20%. 
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Fig.5.3 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-DC Boost converter 
output voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (Fixed-HCC) 
 
Fig. 5.4 Measured harmonics of Fixed-HCC 
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Fig.5.5 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-DC Boost converter 
output voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (A-HCC) 
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Fig. 5.6 Measured harmonics of A-HCC 
5.4 Load/Grid Connected Fuel Cell Power System with Battery 
In some realistic situations, when there is low supply of hydrogen ( 2H ) or any kind of 
malfunction of fuel cell unit then fuel cell power source can’t work as a backup supply. 
In this situation, a battery is used to resume the supply to the load. A switch is connected 
in parallel with the fuel cell unit. When fuel cell is not working then the battery is 
activated through the switch but under normal condition when fuel cell is working 
properly, the switch is off. Fig.5.7 shows the block diagram of load/grid connected fuel 
cell power system with battery.  
 
Fig.5.7 Block diagram of fuel cell power system with battery 
In this configuration, adaptive hysteresis current controller (A-HCC) is used to generate 
accurate gate signals to drive the inverter. The load current magnitude detector (Three-
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phase spectrum analyser) is used to estimate the maximum amplitude of load current
( )maxI . The maximum value of load current is multiplied with the unit current 
templates to generate the required reference current. The reference current is compared 
with actual current (from output of LC filter) to generate the PWM signals using 
Adaptive-HCC techniques which is fed to the inverter gate. 
5.4.1 Simulation Results of Fuel Cell Power System with Battery Using AHCC 
Controller 
The simulation of adaptive-HCC PWM-VSI current controller is simulated in MATLAB/ 
SIMULINK. Fig.5.8 (a) shows the fuel cell output voltage. The output voltage of battery 
which is connected in parallel with fuel cell is shown in Fig.5.8 (b). The battery output 
voltage is fed to the DC-DC boost converter when the shortage of fuel input ( )2H  to the 
fuel or permanent damage occurs in the fuel cell. The DC-DC boost converter output 
voltage is shown in Fig.5.8 (c). This boost converter is used to increase the fuel cell or 
battery output (400 V DC) upto approximately 500 V DC regulated voltage. The boost 
converter output is fed to the DC-AC inverter through DC-link capacitor. The inverter 
output is injected to LC filter to eliminate the ripples. The LC filter only suppresses the 
ripples of the inverter output voltage. But some amount of ripples are present in the 
inverter output current because the presence of interfacing inductance between inverter 
and load/grid. Fig.5.8 (d) shows the output current of inverter. The inverter output 
voltage after filter is shown in Fig.5.8 (e) which is fed to the load when the power failure 
occurs in the grid. Harmonics of the line current is measured for this particular controller 
and it is observed that the THD is 4.20%. 
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Fig.5.8 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) Battery output voltage, 
(c) DC-DC Boost converter output voltage, (d) Inverter output current and (e) Inverter 
output voltage (AHCC) 
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Fig. 5.9 Measured harmonics of A-HCC 
5.5 Load/Grid Connected Fuel Cell Power System without DC-DC Converter 
When there is sufficient number of fuel cell units, the output voltage is 500 V. In this 
particular case, there is no need of a boost converter to increase the DC level of the 
output voltage. So in this configuration, boost converter is not required. There are some 
advantages of exclusion of boost converter such as, boost converter is an additional 
hardware circuit and it needs a control algorithm to operate. When boost converter is not 
included, the hardware complexity and cost of the hardware is reduced. Fig.5.10 shows 
the block diagram of load/grid connected fuel cell power system. 
 
Fig.5.10 Block diagram of fuel cell power system without DC-DC converter 
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In this configuration, the reference current extraction process is developed from unit 
current vector along with a controller. The controller is used to estimate the maximum 
amplitude of supply current using DC-link capacitor voltage of fuel cell power system. 
The maximum value generated by the controller is multiplied by unit current vector 
templates to generate the required reference current. The reference current is compared 
with the actual current to generate the PWM signals using fuzzy-HCC/adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC/TCCC and TPCC techniques which is fed to the gate of the inverter. Different 
controller topologies such as PI, fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and PI-fuzzy logic 
controller (PI-FLC) are used to generate the maximum current from DC-link capacitor 
voltage. Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 are describing the working principles of PI and fuzzy 
logic controller.  
 
Fig.5.11 Switching patterns of (a) TCCC, (b) TPCC, (c) Fuzzy-HCC, (d) Fuzzy- 
Adaptive-HCC techniques 
In the above model fuzzy-HCC, adaptive-fuzzy-HCC, TCCC and TPCC techniques are 
used for PWM-VSI controller. The switching patterns of these techniques are shown in 
Fig.5.11. 
5.5.1 PI Controller 
The PI-controller is used to determine the reference current to control the DC-link 
capacitor voltage. The output of PI-controller is treated as the peak value of the estimated 
source current. Fig.5.12 shows the block diagram of PI-controller to determine the 
reference currents. The DC-link capacitor voltage is sensed and compared with DC 
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reference voltage. The voltage error (e (v) = Vdc-ref – Vdc) at the sampling instant is fed as 
input to the PI-controller. 
 
Fig.5.12 Block diagram of the PI-controller 
Low Pass Filter (LPF) is introduced to filter out the ripples present in the capacitor 
voltage. The transfer function of PI-controller is defined as 
( )
( )( )
I
P
u s KT S K
e s s
= = +
  (5.4) 
where, KP and KI are the proportional and integral constants. These parameters are 
determined by heuristic method. The values of KP and KI are 0.3 and 9 respectively. The 
proportional gain reduces the transient behaviour of the system and integral gain reduces 
the steady-state error.  
5.5.2 Simulation Results of Fuel Cell Power System using PI Controller with 
TPCC and TCCC Controller 
PI controller with various PWM-current controllers for fuel cell power system is 
simulated under balanced load side conditions. The simulation in Fig.5.13 and Fig.5.15 
are focused on PI with triangular periodical carrier controller (TPCC) and triangular 
carrier current controller (TCCC) technique respectively.  
In this simulation, 380 numbers of fuel cells are considered and these fuel cells are 
connected in series to make the fuel cell output voltage 400 V DC. The fuel cell output 
voltage is shown in Fig.5.13 (a). The output voltage of DC-link capacitor is fed to DC-
AC inverter. The output of DC-link capacitor voltage is shown in Fig.5.13 (b). The 
inverter output voltage is fed to LC filter to supress the ripples. The LC filter is unable to 
supress all the ripples of inverter output current. Fig.5.13 (c) shows the inverter output 
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current. Here some amount of ripples is present due to grid side interfacing inductance 
and LC filter. The interfacing inductance is also useful for isolation between inverter side 
and load/grid side. Fig.5.13 (d) shows the output voltage of inverter after filter. When a 
major breakdown of grid occurs, the inverter output voltage is fed to load. Harmonics of 
the line current is measured for this particular controller and it is observed that the THD 
is 4.38%. 
 
Fig.5.13 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (TPCC) 
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Fig. 5.14 Measured harmonics of TPCC 
 
Fig.5.15 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (TCCC) 
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Fig. 5.16 Measured harmonics of TCCC 
The fuel cell output voltage 400 V DC is shown in Fig.5.15 (a). The DC-link capacitor 
voltage output is shown in Fig.5.15 (b). The output voltage of fuel cell is fed to DC-AC 
inverter through DC-link capacitor. The inverter output voltage is fed to LC filter to 
supress the ripples but the LC filter is unable to supress all the ripples of inverter output 
current. Fig.5.15 (c) shows the inverter output current. The output voltage of inverter is 
fed to the grid. Fig.5.15 (d) shows the output voltage of inverter after filter. The TPCC/ 
TCCC is used to generate the PWM signals to drive the fuel cell power system. 
Harmonics of the line current is measured for this particular controller and it is observed 
that the THD is 4.44%. 
5.5.3 Fuzzy Logic Controller: A General Overview 
Conventional PI controller requires a mathematical model of the system, which is 
difficult to obtain under parametric variations, non-linearity and load disturbances. 
Another drawback of the conventional controller is that the proportional, integral and 
derivative gains are chosen by different tuning methods or by trial and error method. 
Recently a lot of research has been going on to improve the performance of conventional 
controller by utilizing fuzzy logic [122]. In this improved controller architecture, the 
general structure of conventional controller is retained and fuzzy logic is used to provide 
intelligence to the operation of controller. 
Fuzzy logic focuses on linguistic variable in natural language and aims to provide 
foundations for approximate reasoning with imprecise proposition. Fuzzy set theory has 
provided a mathematical strength to capture the uncertainties associated with human 
cognitive process [122]. 
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The functional architecture of a closed loop system with fuzzy logic controller is shown 
in Fig.5.17. Fuzzy logic controller comprises of three main units such as fuzzification 
unit, fuzzy inference system and defuzzification unit. Fuzzy inference system comprises 
of an inference mechanism and a rule base. There are two well-known fuzzy inference 
mechanisms namely MAMDANI and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK). The main difference 
between MAMDANI inference and TSK inference is that the consequent of MAMDANI 
inference are fuzzy proposition whereas the consequent of TSK inference are crisp 
proposition. 
 
Fig.5.17 Schematic diagram of fuzzy logic controller 
Fuzzy logic provides an inference morphology that enables approximate human 
reasoning capabilities to be applied to knowledge based systems. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules 
are expressed as 
IF {premise1} THEN {consequent1} 
IF {premise1} AND {premise2} THEN {consequent} 
A typical rule, with 2 input variables (x1 and x2) and 1 output variable (y) for 
MAMDANI fuzzy inference system is  
IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A2 THEN y is B1 
A typical rule of TSK fuzzy inference system is 
IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A2 THEN y = f(x1,x2) 
Defuzzification is a mapping form from a space of fuzzy control actions defined by fuzzy 
sets on an output universe of discourse, in to non-fuzzy (crisp) control action. There are 
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many approaches of defuzzification but center of area (COA) defuzzification is most 
popular. 
5.5.4 Fuzzy Logic Controller 
To get the reference current from DC-link capacitor voltage fuzzy logic controller is used 
[123]. The block diagram of fuzzy logic controller is shown in Fig.5.18. 
 
Fig.5.18 Block diagram of fuzzy logic controller 
Here the input variables of fuzzy logic controller are error ( ( )e n ) and change in error
( )ce n . 
where, ( ) dc ref dce n V V−= −  and ( ) ( ( ))dce n ce ndt= . 
The output variable of fuzzy logic controller is absolute value of peak reference current
maxI . 
Fig.5.19 shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for ( )e n , Fig.5.20 
shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for ( )ce n  and Fig.5.21 
shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for maxI . 
 
Fig.5.19 Input variables “e(n) ” of FLC 
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Fig.5.20 Input variables “ ce(n)” of FLC 
 
Fig.5.21 Output variable “Imax” of FLC 
The membership functions are labelled as Negative Large (NL), Negative Medium (NM), 
Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive 
Large (PL). 
After the assignment of membership functions for input and output variables, fuzzy IF-
THEN rule base is created. In this problem, MAMDANI fuzzy inference system is 
considered and the rule matrix is shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Rule matrix for MAMDANI fuzzy inference 
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The rule matrix can be interpreted as 
IF e(n) is NL AND ce(n) is NL THEN Imax is NL 
The rule matrix provides a fuzzified value of maxI  as output which has to be converted 
in to crisp value for actual implementation. The process of conversion from fuzzified 
value to crisp value is known as de-fuzzification. Here centre of area de-fuzzification 
method is used, which can be represented by  
max
min
max
min
( ).
( )
X
X
X
X
f x xdx
COA
f x dx
=
∫
∫
  (5.5) 
The output of the fuzzy controller estimates the magnitude of peak reference current
maxI . This estimated magnitude of peak-current multiplied with an output of unit sine 
vector determines the reference currents. 
5.5.5 Simulation Results for fuel Cell Power System using Fuzzy Logic Controller 
with Fixed-HCC and Adaptive-HCC 
Fuzzy logic controller with fixed-HCC/adaptive-HCC are simulated and investigated 
under balanced load side conditions. The fuzzy-HCC/adaptive-fuzzy-HCC are used to 
generate the switching pulses to drive the fuel cell power system. The simulation of 
fuzzy-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC are shown in Fig.5.22 and Fig.5.24 respectively. 
For this simulation, 380 numbers of fuel cells are considered and these fuel cells are 
connected in series to make the fuel cell output voltage 400 V DC. The fuel cell output 
voltage is shown in Fig.5.22 (a). The output voltage of fuel cell is fed to DC-AC inverter 
through a DC-link capacitor. The DC-link capacitor output voltage is shown in Fig.5.22 
(b). The inverter output voltage is fed to LC filter to supress the ripples. The LC filter is 
unable to supress all the ripples of inverter output current. Fig.5.22 (c) shows the inverter 
output current. Here some amount of ripples is present due to grid side interfacing 
inductance and LC filter. The interfacing inductance is also useful for isolation between 
inverter side and load/grid side. Fig.5.22 (d) shows the output voltage of inverter after 
filter. When a major breakdown of grid occurs, the inverter output voltage is fed to load. 
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Harmonics of the line current is measured for this particular controller and it is observed 
that the THD is 3.98%. 
 
Fig.5.22 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (Fuzzy-HCC) 
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Fig. 5.23 Measured harmonics of Fuzzy-HCC 
 
Fig.5.24 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (Fuzzy-Adaptive-
HCC) 
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Fig. 5.25 Measured harmonics of Fuzzy-adaptive-HCC 
Fig.5.24 is obtained using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC controller to generate the switching 
signals for fuel cell power system. Fig.5.24 (a) shows the fuel cell output voltage. The 
DC-link capacitor output voltage is shown in Fig.5.24 (b). This voltage output is fed to 
the DC-AC inverter. The inverter output is given as input to LC filter to eliminate the 
ripples. The LC filter only suppresses the ripples of the inverter output voltage. But some 
amount of ripples are present in the inverter output current because the presence of 
interfacing inductance between inverter and load/grid. Fig.5.24 (c) shows the output 
current of inverter. The inverter output voltage after filter is shown in Fig.5.24 (d) which 
is fed to the load when the power failure occurs in the grid. Harmonics of the line current 
is measured for this particular controller and it is observed that the THD is 3.82%. 
5.5.6 PI-Fuzzy Logic Controller 
In section 5.5 a fuzzy logic controller is implemented to calculate maxI . In this section 
the general architecture of PI controller is retained and fuzzy logic controller is used to 
improve the controller architecture to calculate maxI . This architecture is known as PI-
Fuzzy Logic Controller (PI-FLC).  
 
Fig.5.26 Block diagram of the PI with fuzzy logic controller 
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Here the input variables of fuzzy logic controller are error ( ( )e n ) and integral of error (
( )ce n ) 
where, ( ) dc ref dce n V V−= −  and ( ) ( )ce n e n= ∫ . 
The output variable of fuzzy logic controller is incremental value of peak reference 
current maxI . 
Fig.5.27 shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for ( )e n , Fig.5.28 
shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for ( )ce n  and Fig.5.29 
shows the possible assignment of fuzzy membership function for maxI . 
 
Fig.5.27 Input variables “e(n)” of PI-FLC 
 
Fig.5.28 Input variables “ce(n)” of PI-FLC 
 
Fig.5.29 Output variable “Imax” of PI-FLC 
The membership functions are labelled as Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), 
Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS), and Positive Medium (PM).  
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After the assignment of membership functions for input and output variables, fuzzy IF-
THEN rule base is created. In this problem, MAMDANI fuzzy inference system is 
considered and the rule matrix is shown in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 Rule matrix for PI-FLC using MAMDANI fuzzy inference 
 
The rule matrix can be interpreted as 
IF e(n) is NM AND ce(n) is NM THEN Imax is NM 
The rule matrix provides a fuzzified value of maxI  as output which has to be converted 
in to crisp value for actual implementation. The process of conversion from fuzzified 
value to crisp value is known as de-fuzzification. Here centre of area de-fuzzification 
method is used, which can be represented by  
max
min
max
min
( ).
( )
X
X
X
X
f x xdx
COA
f x dx
=
∫
∫
         (5.6)
 
This estimated magnitude of peak-current multiplied with an output of unit sine vector 
determines the reference currents. The reference currents are compared with actual 
source currents to generate the switching pulses using PWM-VSI current controller. 
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5.5.7 Simulation Results of Fuel Cell Power System using PI-Fuzzy Controller 
with Fixed-HCC and Adaptive-HCC 
PI-Fuzzy logic controller with various PWM-current control techniques are simulated 
and investigated under balanced load side conditions. The simulation in Fig.5.30 is 
obtained using PI-FLC with fixed HCC. For this simulation, 380 numbers of fuel cells 
are considered and these fuel cells are connected in series to make the fuel cell output 
voltage 400 V DC. The fuel cell output voltage is shown in Fig.5.30 (a).The DC-link 
capacitor output voltage (400 V DC). The output of DC-link capacitor voltage is fed to 
DC-AC inverter. The DC-link capacitor output is shown in Fig.5.30 (b). The inverter 
output voltage is fed to LC filter to supress the ripples. The LC filter is unable to supress 
all the ripples of inverter output current. Fig.5.30 (c) shows the inverter output current. 
Here some amount of ripples is present due to grid side interfacing inductance and LC 
filter. The interfacing inductance is also useful for isolation between inverter side and 
load/grid side. Fig.5.30 (d) shows the output voltage of inverter after filter. When a major 
breakdown of grid occurs, the inverter output voltage is fed to load. Harmonics of the 
line current is measured for this particular controller and it is observed that the THD is 
3.45%. 
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Fig.5.30 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (PI-Fuzzy-HCC) 
 
Fig. 5.31 Measured harmonics of PI-Fuzzy-HCC 
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The simulation in Fig.5.32 is obtained using PI-FLC with fuzzy-adaptive-HCC to 
generate the PWM signals to drive the fuel cell power system. 
 
Fig.5.32 Simulation waveform of (a) Fuel cell output voltage, (b) DC-link capacitor 
voltage, (c) Inverter output current, and (d) Inverter output voltage (PI-Adaptive-Fuzzy-
HCC) 
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Fig. 5.33 Measured harmonics of PI-Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC 
Fig.5.32 (a) shows the fuel cell output voltage. The DC-link capacitor output voltage is 
shown in Fig.5.32 (b). The DC-link capacitor output voltage is fed to the DC-AC 
inverter. The inverter output is given as input to LC filter to eliminate the ripples. The LC 
filter only suppresses the ripples of the inverter output voltage. But some amount of 
ripples are present in the inverter output current because the presence of interfacing 
inductance between inverter and load/grid. Fig.5.32 (c) shows the output current of 
inverter. The inverter output voltage after filter is shown in Fig.5.32 (d) which is fed to 
the load when the power failure occurs in the grid. Harmonics of the line current is 
measured for this particular controller and it is observed that the THD is 3.15% which is 
acceptable in terms of IEEE standard.  
Harmonic distortion of line current is measured using different control strategy. The 
comparisons of THD of line current are summarized in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 Measured THD under various PWM-VSI techniques 
PWM VSI Techniques PI Controller Fuzzy Controller PI-Fuzzy Controller 
TCCC 4.44 % - - 
TPCC 4.38 % - - 
Fixed HCC 4.24 % 3.98 % 3.45 % 
Fuzzy HCC 4.20 % 3.95 % 3.40 % 
Adaptive HCC 4.18 % 3.82 % 3.35 % 
Adaptive Fuzzy HCC 4.11 % 3.71 % 3.15 % 
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From the above table, it is seen that if adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is used, the harmonic 
distortion is around 3.15% which is the lowest among all the controllers.  
5.6 Summary 
This chapter investigates different control configurations of PWM-VSI for DC-AC 
inverter used in fuel cell power system. This chapter also gives emphasis upon two 
different real life situations like lack of sufficient number of fuel cells and shortage of 
fuel.  In first case, DC-DC boost converter is used to step-up the fuel cell voltage to a 
required level. The stepped up voltage is fed to the DC-AC inverter. Fixed-HCC and 
adaptive HCC PWM-VSI control strategy is used to acquire the required gate pulses of 
inverter. In second case, DC-DC boost converter is used to step up the fuel cell voltage 
which is eventually fed to a DC-AC inverter. Adaptive-HCC PWM-VSI control is used 
to generate required gate pulses for the inverter. In this configuration, a battery is 
connected in parallel to the fuel cell stack as a backup unit.  
 When sufficient fuel and sufficient number of fuel cells are available, the PWM-
VSI control of DC-AC inverter is performed with the help of fuzzy-hysteresis, adaptive-
hysteresis, TPCC and TCCC. Adaptive-hysteresis changes the bandwidth according to 
the instantaneous current variations, whereas adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis is used to 
compensate the uncertainty in the hysteresis band.      
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Chapter-6  
6. SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTER FOR 
SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the control and design analysis of a three-phase load/grid 
interactive fuel cell power system (FCPS) with active power filters. It also presents shunt 
active power line conditioner topology with fuel cell power system. The fuel cell based 
shunt active power filter (APF) is designed for current harmonic compensations and 
reactive power compensation in the AC power distribution system. It is used in low 
power (<100 kVA), medium power (100 kVA-10 MVA) and high power (>10 MVA) 
applications. It consists of power circuit and the control unit.  
The developed fuel cell model is connected to the DC-side of the voltage source inverter 
for interfacing with the grid. The inverter normally injects the power generated from the 
fuel cell to the grid as and when required and also can act as active power filter to 
compensate load current harmonics and load reactive power demand if desired. 
The design of fuel cell based shunt active power line conditioner comprises of power 
transistor, DC- link capacitor, interface inductor parameters and control unit [124]. The 
control unit is implemented through the reference current extraction method and the 
PWM-current control technique. In recent years, the digital controllers for APLC are 
implemented using Microprocessor/DSP/FPGA for real time operations [125], [126]. 
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Shunt active power filter is controlled using PI controller [127] and fuzzy logic controller 
[128]. 
6.2  APLC Techniques for Fuel Cell 
The fuel cell based shunt active power stage is a bi-directional current converter that 
consists of switching network and a filter component. Each of the switches in the 
switching network is IGBTs with anti-parallel diodes to allow current flow in both 
directions. The APLC is developed with PWM based current source inverter or voltage 
source inverter. The current source inverter behaves as non-sinusoidal current source to 
compensate the harmonic current which is generated by the non-linear load. The voltage 
source inverter is more convenient because it is efficient, compact, economical and faster 
device in comparison to current source inverter.  
The output of the inverter is connected to the utility/grid through an interfacing inductor 
for compensating the harmonic current. The fuel cell interactive shunt APF can inject 
fuel cell power into distribution line to support reactive power compensation and filter 
harmonic currents caused by nonlinear load. It is connected in parallel with nonlinear 
loads to compensate the harmonic currents. The APF injects a compensating current (in 
opposite phase) identical with the harmonic current to compensate the harmonic current. 
Therefore, the net current drawn from the distribution network at the point of common 
coupling (PCC) will be a sinusoidal current of only fundamental frequency. 
6.2.1 Shunt APLC Configurations 
The active power line conditioner system can be classified as 
 Single-phase system 
 Three-phase system 
 Three-phase three-wire system 
 Three-phase four-wire system 
6.2.1.1 Single-Phase System 
Harmonics present in single-phase system is eliminated by using active power line 
conditioner. The widespread use of computers, printers and electronic equipment, in 
offices and household appliances create harmonic related problems in distributed power 
system and it can be solved by single-phase active power line conditioner [129]. The 
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single-phase fuel cell based shunt APLC is implemented using voltage source inverter. It 
consists of two-leg, four-switching power transistor with a DC-link capacitor. The 
schematic diagram is shown in Fig.6.1. The inverter is connected in parallel with loads to 
PCC through interface inductor. The single-phase fuel cell based shunt APLC 
compensates current harmonics by injecting equal and opposite harmonic compensation 
current. As a result, the compensated current becomes sinusoidal and it is in phase with 
the voltage. 
 
Fig.6.1 Single-phase shunt active power line conditioner system 
6.2.1.2 Three-Phase Three-Wire System 
Fig.6.2 shows the two-level PWM-voltage source inverter which includes three-phase, 
three-wire fuel cell based shunt active power line conditioner system. The PWM-VSI 
consists of six-power transistors with DC-link capacitor. It is connected with the PCC 
through interface inductor. The interface inductor suppresses the higher order harmonic 
components caused by the switching operation of the power transistors. Reduction of 
current harmonics present in the distribution line is achieved by injecting equal and 
opposite amount of compensating current at the PCC [129] , [70]. 
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Fig.6.2 Three-phase three-wire shunt active power line conditioner system 
6.2.2 Principle of Fuel Cell Based Shunt APLC System 
The basic principle of active power line conditioner was proposed during 1970s. 
However, the actual design of active power line conditioner was proposed by Gyugyi and 
Strycula in 1976 [130]. The fuel cell based shunt APLC often refers to the compensation 
in the current harmonics and reactive-power. Fig.6.3 shows the schematic diagram of the 
fuel cell based shunt active power line conditioner. The shunt active power line 
conditioner compensates current harmonics by injecting equal-and-opposite harmonic 
components. This principle is applicable to any type of non-linear load that creates 
harmonics. 
A shunt active power filter is connected in parallel with the non-linear load to detect its 
reactive power and harmonic current to the system for compensating current. The shunt 
active power filter consists of an inductance Lc and a resistance Rc per phase on the AC-
side of three-phase IGBT bridge current controlled voltage source inverter (CC-VSI) 
with a DC-link capacitor Cdc [131] , [132].  
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Fig.6.3 Schematic diagram of shunt APLC system 
6.2.2.1 Characteristics of Harmonics 
Harmonic distortion is observed in both the voltage and current waveform. Most of the 
current distortion is generated by electronic loads or non-linear loads. These non-linear 
loads might be single phase or three-phase. The electronic loads generate positive and 
negative sequence as well as zero sequence harmonic currents. The Fourier series 
represents an effective way to study and analyse the harmonic distortion [133].  
0
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0
1
( ) [ cos( ) sin( )]
sin( )
h h
h
h h
h
f t a a h t b h t
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=
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= + +
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(6.1)
 
where,  
( )f t - periodic function of frequency f  
2 fω pi= - angular frequency period 
21 fT pi ω= =  - time period 
hc -
thh harmonic of amplitude 
hf - harmonic frequency and hψ - phase 
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 The Fourier series coefficients are given by 
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The distorted periodic current or voltage waveform expanded into a Fourier series is 
expressed as follows 
1
( ) cos( )h h
h
I t I h tω ϕ
∞
=
= +∑         (6.6) 
1
( ) cos( )h h
h
V t V h tω θ
∞
=
= +∑         (6.7) 
where, 
hI - 
thh  harmonic peak current, hφ  is the thh harmonic current phase 
hV - thh  harmonic peak voltage, hθ  is the thh harmonic voltage phase 
ω - angular frequency 2 fω pi= , f is the fundamental frequency 
6.2.2.2 Characteristics of Harmonic Compensation 
From the grid, the instantaneous supply voltage sV is written as 
( ) sins smV t V tω=          (6.8) 
The instantaneous source current sI is represented as  
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( ) ( ) ( )s L cI t I t I t= −          (6.9) 
The non-linear load current LI comprises the fundamental and the harmonic current 
components, which is represented as [134]. 
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In equation (6.10), there are three terms 
1 1
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    (6.11) 
The instantaneous load power is computed from the supply voltage and load current. The 
load power calculation is given as  
[ ]21 1 1 1
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 (6.12) 
From the above equation, the load power has fundamental or active power ( )fP t , 
reactive power ( )rP t  and harmonic power ( )hP t .  
The real (fundamental) power is extracted from the total load power and it is given as 
2
1 1( ) sin ( )*cos ( )* ( )f sm s sP t V I t V t I tω ϕ= =      (6.13) 
If the active power line conditioner provides the total reactive and harmonic power, the 
source current ( )sI t will be in phase with the supply voltage and should be sinusoidal.  
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The source currents after compensation can be expressed as 
1 1( ) ( ) / ( ) cos sin( ) sin( )s f s smI t P t V t I t I tϕ ω ω= = =      (6.14) 
where, 1 1cos sin( )smI I tϕ ω= - peak value of the source current  
There are also some switching losses in the voltage source inverter, and hence the utility 
must supply small overhead for the capacitor leakage and inverter switching losses in 
addition to the real power of the load. The total peak current supplied by the source is  
sp sm slI I I= +          (6.15) 
where, 
1 1cossp slI I Iϕ= +  peak value of the extracted reference current,  
slI - switching loss current.  
If the active power line conditioner provides the total reactive and harmonic power; then
( )sI t will be in phase with supply voltage and close to sinusoidal waveform. In this case, 
the active power line conditioner must provide the following compensation current 
( ) ( ) ( )c L sI t I t I t= −          (6.16) 
Hence, for accurate and instantaneous compensation of reactive and harmonic currents, it 
is necessary to estimate the fundamental component of the load current.  
6.3  Synchronous Reference Frame Theory 
The conventional and modified-synchronous reference frame (SRF) based shunt active 
power line conditioner system is modelled and evaluated through MATLAB/ Simpower 
tools. The model consists of three-phase voltage source inverter and connected through 
the interface inductor in parallel with rectifier load as shown in Fig.6.4. 
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Fig.6.4 Complete schematic diagram of shunt active power filter for fuel cell 
The APLC controller uses the conventional/modified-SRF with PWM-VSI current 
control techniques. The conventional or modified-SRF is used to extract the required 
reference currents from the distorted load currents. The reference currents are compared 
with actual currents to generate the switching pulses using PWM-VSI current controller 
(Adaptive-HCC techniques) to drive the active power line conditioner. The APLC 
provides the essential compensating current to compensate current harmonics and 
reactive-power in the connected system.  
The time domain based synchronous reference frame theory is utilized to extract the 
reference current from the distorted line current. The SRF control strategy operates in 
steady-state as well as in dynamic-state to control the active power line conditioner in 
real-time application. Another important characteristic of SRF theory is the simplicity of 
the calculations, which involves only algebraic calculation [135]. There are two-types of 
SRF control methods derived; (i) conventional-SRF and (ii) modified-SRF. 
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6.3.1 Conventional-SRF 
The basic structure of SRF method consists of PLL-circuit for vector orientation and PI-
controller for DC-link capacitor voltage regulator. Fig.6.5 shows the block diagram of the 
conventional-SRF method. The three-phase load currents , ,la lb lci i i  in stationary 
coordinates are converted into the two-phase direct axis ( )d  and quadratic axis ( )q
rotating coordinates currents d qi i−  as 
2 2
sin sin sin
3 32
3 2 2
cos cos cos
3 3
la
d
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q
lc
i
i
i
i
i
pi piθ θ θ
pi piθ θ θ
    
− +              =          
− +      
    
    (6.17) 
The reference frame is rotating synchronously with fundamental currents. Therefore, 
time variant currents with fundamental frequencies are constant after transformation. 
Thus, currents are separating simultaneously (to DC and AC components). The d -axis 
current components are used for harmonic eliminations and q axis current components 
are used for reactive-power compensations. The d q−  transformation output signals 
depend on the load current and the performance of the phase locked loop [136]. 
 
Fig.6.5 Block diagram of the conventional-SRF method 
The PLL-circuit is providing the vectorized fundamental frequency ( sinθ  and cosθ ) for 
synchronization. The d qi i−  currents are passed through a low pass filter to filter the 
higher order harmonic components and permit fundamental frequency components. The 
PI-controller is used to eliminate the steady state error of the DC-component and 
maintains the DC-capacitance voltage of the inverter. The proportional and integral gains 
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determine the dynamic response and settling time of the DC-bus capacitor voltage 
respectively [137]. The desired reference current ( a b c− −  stationary frame) is 
calculated from d qi i−  rotating frame using inverse transformation, 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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* 2 2
3 3
* 2 2
3 3
sin cos
sin cos
sin cos
sa
d
sb
q
sc
i
i
i
i
i
pi pi
pi pi
θ θ
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  
    
   = − −  
    
   + +   
      (6.18) 
The extracted reference current is compared with actual currents and hence generates the 
required switching pulses for the inverter using PWM-VSI current controller. However, 
the conventional-SRF control strategy requires a PLL-circuit based on the supply 
voltage. But the design of a high performance PLL-circuit is difficult, when various non-
idealities like multiple zero crossing are occurring in the supply voltage. A simple and 
efficient method is used to calculate the unit vector, which is incorporated with the 
modified- SRF method. 
6.3.2 Modified-SRF 
The block diagram of modified-SRF structure is shown in Fig.6.6. The modified-SRF 
method consist of simplified unit vector generation for vector orientation, DC-link 
capacitor voltage regulator and stationary-rotating synchronous frames to extract the 
reference current.  
 
Fig.6.6 Block diagram of the modified - SRF method 
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6.3.2.1 Unit Vector Generation 
To generate the unit sine vector templates, the instantaneous supply voltages are sensed 
and given as  
( )
( )
sin( )
sin 120
sin 120
sa sm
sb sm
sc sm
V V t
V V t
V V t
ω
ω
ω
=
= −
= +

         
(6.19) 
where,  
smV - peak value of the source voltage,  
2 fω pi= - fundamental angular frequency. 
The simple and efficient unit vector generator is used for vector orientation. Fig.6.7 
shows the block diagram of a unit vector generation method. To generate the 
synchronization vector the instantaneous supply voltages are sensed and computed. The 
instantaneous three-phase source voltages are transformed into the two-phase stationary 
α β−  voltages using Clarke transformation given in equation (6.20).  
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Similarly, the instantaneous space vector current(s) is transformed into the α β−  
coordinate current(s) by Clarke transformation that is given as 
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      (6.21) 
The orthogonal coordinates of voltage vα and current iα on α -axis, and v and iβ β  on 
β -axis respectively. 
Transforming equation (6.19) to α β−  plane using equation (6.20) and simplifying,  
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The α β−  voltages are filtered using first order digital low pass filter whose frequency 
is ω  (at fundamental frequency). After filtering, the percentage of hth order harmonics of 
the sensed supply voltage are reduced by a factor of 22 / ( 1)h + . It cancels the higher 
order harmonics, notches and high frequency noise. The estimated magnitude of the 
space vector generated is as follows [138]. 
2 2(s s s sV V v jv v vαβ α β α β= = + = +
 
      (6.23) 
From the derivation in equation (6.23), it is evident that the unit vectors can be generated 
by transforming the supply voltage to α β−  plane and dividing the α β−  components 
by the magnitude of the space vector. Hence, the unit vector generation is defined as  
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This unit vector generation method results in elimination of supply harmonics, high 
frequency noise and notches in the distribution of supply voltages.  
 
Fig.6.7 Block diagram of the unit vector generation 
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6.3.3 Case-1 Conventional-SRF 
Given figures in below shows the adaptive hysteresis current controller (AHCC) 
techniques under diode-rectifier load with the steady-state condition. The DC-link 
capacitor voltage is shown in Fig.6.8. Fig.6.9 shows the source current before 
compensation. It indicates the source current contains fundamental and harmonic current 
components. To compensate harmonic current components, the APLC supplies the 
compensating current as shown in Fig.6.10. Consequently, the harmonic current 
compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite harmonic components. Fig.6.11 
shows the source current after compensation. It indicates the source current after the 
compensation becomes sinusoidal. 
 
Fig.6.8 DC-link capacitor voltage 
 
Fig.6.9 Source current before compensation 
 
Fig.6.10 Compensation current 
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Fig.6.11 Source current after compensation 
6.3.4 Case-2 Modified-SRF 
Mentioned figures in below are obtained using modified-SRF with adaptive-HCC 
(AHCC) based shunt APLC system under steady-state. Fig.6.12 shows the instantaneous 
supply voltages and indicates the three-phase voltages are balanced. Fig.6.13 shows the 
source currents before compensation that contains fundamental and harmonic 
components due to thyristor-rectifier load.  
 
Fig.6.12 Supply voltages 
 
Fig.6.13 Source current before compensation 
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Fig.6.14 Compensation current 
 
Fig.6.15 Source current after compensation 
The APLC provides the necessary compensating currents as shown in Fig.6.14; it 
compensates harmonic current components by injecting equal and opposite harmonic 
components. The APLC operates as current source injecting the harmonic current 
components generated by the load but phase shifted by 1800. As a result, components of 
harmonic currents in the load currents are cancelled by the effect of the APLC. Fig.6.15 
shows the source currents after compensation and indicates the source currents after 
compensation are sinusoidal and in-phase with the supply voltages. 
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Fig. 6.16 Comparative study of THD of different techniques 
(a) SRF without APLC, (b) SRF with APLC, (c) Modified SRF without APLC, (d) 
Modified SRF with APLC 
 
Fig. 6.16 shows the comparative analysis of THD of different techniques. Without APLC 
the THD of line currents (with diode load) is 26.66%. When SRF with AHCC based 
APLC technique is used to compensate the harmonics the THD is reduced to 3.92% and 
when Modified SRF with AHCC based APLC technique is used, the THD of line current 
is measured as 3.74% which is better in accordance with the IEEE-519 standards. The 
detailed comparative analysis of active power, reactive power, THD is summarized in 
Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Comparative study between SRF and Modified SRF with AHCC (Diode load) 
AHCC 
Controller Without APLC With APLC 
 
SRF 
 
 
P = 8.99 kW 
Q = 239 VAR 
THD = 26.66% 
P = 9.22 kW 
Q = 104 VAR 
THD = 3.92%  
 
Modified SRF 
P = 9.32 kW 
Q = 102 VAR 
THD = 3.74% 
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The simulated results indicate that the conventional and modified SRF with AHCC 
technique based APLC supresses the reactive power and improves the power quality. 
From the above discussion it is observed that modified SRF with AHCC technique based 
APLC is superior than SRF with AHCC technique based APLC in terms of THD, active 
and reactive power.  
6.4  Summary 
This chapter presents the modelling and control of fuel cell with shunt active power filter. 
It presents the analysis of grid connection of fuel cell in conjunction with shunt active 
power filter under condition of varying load demand. The entire model of fuel cell with 
shunt active power filter is developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation results 
shows that the voltage source inverter injects active power at the point of common 
coupling (PCC) and compensates load reactive power. It maintains a sinusoidal current 
from/to grid. A common inverter is utilised to inject power generated to the grid and 
improve the power quality at point of common coupling. The simulation results give the 
better performance of SAPF for change in non-linear loads by using shunt active power 
filter. Any standard method available in the literature can be utilized for extracting 
fundamental component; however we have restricted our discussion to SRF and modified 
SRF methods only. The simulated results indicate conventional and modified SRF with 
AHCC technique based APLC supresses the reactive power and improves the power 
quality.  
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Chapter-7 
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
ANALYSIS 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter confers about the hardware set-up and experimental verification of single 
phase fuel cell power system (FCPS). The objective of the hardware set-up is to 
demonstrate the working of load connected single phase fuel cell power system. The 
performance of the load connected FCPS depends on (i) reference current generation 
technique and ii) PWM-VSI current controller. Different PWM current control methods 
are available to generate the switching pulses to the inverter. Out of different PWM 
current control methods, Hysteresis current controller (HCC) is used for experimental 
validation of FCPS performance. 
7.2 Description of Hardware Modules 
The block diagram of the FCPS (Fuel Cell Power System) experimental set up is shown 
in Fig.7.1. The single phase power quantities (voltages and currents) are converted to low 
voltage signals using Hall Effect voltage and current transducers. Hall Effect sensor 
voltage and current output used by control algorithm, which generates the VSI (voltage 
source inverter) switching pulses. These pulses are passed through blanking circuit to 
include a dead time in order to prevent the short circuit of the DC-link capacitor through 
switches in the same VSI leg. The blanking circuit output pulses are given to the VSI 
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through opto-isolator circuit to isolate the high power network and the signal conditional 
circuits. The major components of the experimental set-up are given as follows: 
 Fuel Cell Emulator 
 Voltage Source Inverter 
 Transducer Circuit (Voltage and current transducer) 
 Synchronisation Circuit 
 Peak Detector Circuit 
 HCC Technique for VSI in Fuel Cell Power System 
 Blanking Circuit 
 Opto-isolation Circuit 
 Power Supply Modules 
The design details and entire hardware development of above mentioned circuits are 
represented in the following subsections. 
 
Fig.7.1 Block diagram representation of experimental set-up for fuel cell power system 
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Fig.7.2 Photograph of complete hardware setup for fuel cell power system 
7.2.1 Fuel Cell Emulator 
 
Fig.7.3 Fuel cell emulator equivalent circuit 
The fuel cell emulator is used in place of actual fuel cell. The circuit diagram of fuel cell 
emulator is shown in Fig.7.3. The emulator replicates the solid oxide fuel cell and open 
circuit voltage (E) is generated using variable DC power supply. The fuel cell emulator 
also represents losses of actual fuel cell like ohmic, concentration over potential and 
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activation over potential. The value of emulator parameters like activation resistance 
(Ract) and concentration resistance (Rconc) is taken as 33 Ω each. The capacitor (C) is 
designed by using the two electrolyte capacitor (4700 µF) connected in parallel. The 
resistance (ROhmic) is assumed to be equal to the internal resistance of the multiple DC 
power supply. 
The output of fuel cell voltage VFC is given by: 
FC cell cell act conc ohmicV N E E V V V= = − − −
  (7.1) 
where, VFC is the fuel cell output voltage; E is the open circuit voltage, Vact, Vconc, and 
Vohmic are the activation, concentration and ohmic over potential of the fuel cell 
respectively. The detailed descriptions of all the voltage losses are given in Chapter-2. 
Relationship between the voltage and current in the fuel cell can be modelled [139], 
[140] as 
ln lnFC L FCFC FC ohmic
o L
I I IV E AT BT I R
I I
   
−
= − − −   
    (7.2) 
Where, IFC is the fuel cell output current, I0 is the exchange current, IL is the limiting 
current, Rohmic is the ohmic resistance of the fuel cell and A,B are activation and 
concentration co-efficient respectively. Furthermore E, A, and B are dependent on the 
operating temperature of the fuel cell whereas the ohmic resistance (Rohmic) of the fuel 
cell depends on its own characteristics. The photograph of the fuel cell emulator is shown 
in Fig.7.4. 
 
Fig.7.4 Photograph of fuel cell emulator 
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7.2.2 Voltage Source Inverter 
The voltage source inverter generates required voltage and current as dictated by the load 
with the help of control circuit. A typical VSI consists of suitably connected power 
electronic switches (IGBT, MOSFET, GTO-based thyristor etc.) with anti-parallel diodes 
and DC voltage sources. The VSI is chosen based on the application. The design of 
interface inductance (Lf), DC-link capacitors (Cdc) is important issue and described in 
[141]. Fig.7.5 shows the circuit diagram of VSI with single phase bridge configuration. 
 
Fig.7.5 Single phase power circuit of the voltage source inverter 
7.2.3 Transducer Circuit 
The power quantities are sensed and transformed to low voltage signals using the Hall 
Effect voltage and current transducers. The Hall Effect transducer also provides isolation 
between the power network and signal conditioning circuits. The Hall Effect voltage 
sensor LEM LV 25-P and current sensor LEM LA 55-P are used in this work to convert 
the power level voltage (154 V) and current quantities to low-level analog signals in the 
±2 V peak to peak range. 
7.2.3.1 Design of Voltage Transducer Circuit 
The circuit diagram of the Hall Effect voltage transducer is shown in Fig.7.6.  
 
Fig.7.6 Schematic of the Hall Effect voltage transducer circuit 
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In this present experimental set-up, the power voltage is scaled down from the ±154 V 
range to the ±2 V range. The input resistance Ri is selected such that the output resistance 
falls in the range of 100-350 Ω as specified by the data sheet of the transducer [142]. For 
Vi = 154 V and Ri  = 43 kΩ, the input current Ii is calculated as: 
154 3.58
43
i
i
i
V
I mA
R
= = =
  (7.3) 
The conversion ratio (CRv) for this Hall Effect transducer is 2500:1000. So, the output 
current is I0 is found as  
( ) 3.58 2.5 8.95o i vI I CR mA= = × =
  (7.4) 
The output measuring resistance is calculated so as to obtain 2 V at the output 
corresponding to an input of 154 V. Then, we get  
3
2 223
8.95 10
o
vo
o
V
R
I −
= = = Ω
×   (7.5) 
 
Fig.7.7 Photograph of voltage sensor and current sensor 
7.2.3.2 Design of Current Transducer Circuit 
The circuit diagram for the Hall Effect current transducer is shown in Fig.7.8. Here a 
current of ±10 A in the power network is converted to voltage signal of ±2 V. The 
number of primary turns (NP) on current transducer (as shown in Fig.7.8) is chosen such 
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that the output resistance falls in the range of 15-160 Ω as specified by the data sheet of 
the current transducer [143]. The conversion ratio (CRi) for this Hall Effect transducer is 
1:1000. For NP = 9 and the primary current Ii = 10 A, the output current is obtained as 
follows: 
p i
o
i
N I
I
CR
=   (7.6) 
9 10 0.09
1000o
I A×= =
  (7.7) 
The output resistance is adjusted to obtain 2 V at output, corresponding to an input of 10 
A. So, we get 
2 22
0.09
o
vo
o
V
R
I
= = = Ω
  (7.8) 
 
 Fig.7.8 Schematic of the Hall Effect current transducer circuit 
7.3 Synchronizing Circuit 
The peak detector circuit will get current and voltage values from Hall Effect 
transducers. As, grid consists of many disturbances like harmonics, voltage fluctuations. 
To eliminate such disturbances we used synchronisation circuit that can extract the 
fundamental signal from the grid. This is achieved by OP-AMP (TL081)-based circuit 
[144] shown in Fig.7.12. It is the combination of a low-pass filter and a phase detector. A 
second order low-pass Butter-worth filter is designed for a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz. 
The phase shift introduced by the low-pass filter is corrected using the phase corrector by 
adjusting the control resistance Rc. The signal is passed through the unit sine vector 
circuit to generate the pulse having amplitude is 1 V shown in Fig.7.9. The output of unit 
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sine vector is multiplied with peak detector circuit output to give the reference current 
shown in Fig.7.10. The comparison between reference current and source current is 
shown in Fig.7.11.  
 
Fig.7.9 Unit sine vector 
 
Fig.7.10 Reference current 
 
Fig.7.11 Comparison between reference and source current 
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Fig.7.12 Diagram of synchronization circuit 
7.4 Peak Detector Circuit 
The peak current detector circuit is shown in Fig.7.13. The peak current is obtained 
through current transducer by using peak detector circuit. The output of the peak detector 
circuit is used to derive the reference for the source current. The reference current 
waveform for the source is obtained through multiplication of peak detector output (K) 
with sin(ωt). The source voltage is first stepped down using a Hall Effect transducer and 
is than scaled down to obtained sin(ωt) signal using scale changer. Therefore we get a 
signal sin(ωt). This signal is multiplied using AD-633 with peak detector output. So that 
reference is generated.  
 
Fig.7.13 Peak detector circuit 
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7.5 HCC Technique for VSI in Fuel Cell Power System 
The HCC technique is used to generate the control signal. The circuit is shown in 
Fig.7.15. The purpose of this circuit is to modulate the current in PWM-VSI. The task of 
the controller is computing the current error and to generate switching signals for the 
inverter so as to regulate the error within the hysteresis band. The blanking circuit uses 
this signal to generate switching signals for all four switches. It is ensured that the 
outgoing switches are turned off first. The incoming switches are then turned on. 
Therefore, a change from 0 to 1 in the 7400 output is delayed by 3 µs where as a change 
from 1 to 0 in the 74F74 output is passed immediately. This is achieved via monostable 
multivibrator SN74123 and AND gate 7408. It is to be noted that this 3 µs delay is 
sufficient to ensure that IGBTs are turned off. This is a mandatory requirement in PWM-
VSI. Otherwise two switches in the same leg will be turned on resulting shorting of the 
DC voltage.  
 
Fig.7.14 Photograph of Hysteresis Current Controller (HCC) circuit 
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Fig.7.15 Hysteresis Current Controller (HCC) circuit 
The reference current that is to be tracked is obtained from the controller circuit. Op-
Amp based adder and subtraction circuit generate upper and lower hysteresis band. A 
Hall-Effect current sensor is used for the measurement of actual source current. This 
signal is then compared with the reference source already generated. Based on the error 
signal a particular switch pair is fired and the other pair is turned OFF. It may be noted 
that when there is no need for changing the status of the switches the RS latch holds the 
old status. The photograph of hysteresis current controller is shown in Fig.7.14. 
7.6 Blanking Circuit 
The hysteresis current controller generates the switching pulses for the VSI. These pulses 
are not directly given to the IGBT switches in order to prevent the short circuit of the 
DC-link capacitor during the turning ON and OFF of both the switches in the same leg. 
So, a dead time is provided between the turning ON and OFF of the switches in the same 
leg. The blanking circuit is shown in Fig.7.16 used for this purpose. Its inputs are the 
switching pulses aS  and aS  generated from the hysteresis current controller (HCC) 
circuit. The integrated circuit 74SN123 has two identical units of mono-stable 
multivibrator and the detailed circuit diagram for single identical channel of the blanking 
circuit is shown in Fig.7.18. This unit generates a shot pulse 
___
aS shot  with duration of dt . 
The gate signal aG  is generated by ANDing ___ ____
a shot a shot
S and S  using IC7408 and passing 
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this signal through a buffer (CD4050) and a transistor (CL100). Similarly, the 
complementary gate signal 
aG  can be obtained. The blanking output of first and second 
channel and third and fourth channel is shown in Fig.7.17. It presents the inclusion of the 
dead band in the gate signal aG and aG . 
 
Fig.7.16 Schematic diagram of blanking circuit 
 
Fig.7.17 Delay waveform of blanking circuit 
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Fig.7.18 Monostable multivibrator circuit connection diagram 
7.6.1 Design of the External Resistance and Capacitor 
The expression for finding the delay duration ( )dt  of the mono-stable multi-vibrator 
output pulse width in nanoseconds from the data sheet is given as [145]. 
6 0.05 0.45 11.6d ext ext ext extt C R C R= + + +   (7.9) 
where, Rext and Cext are the external resistance and capacitance in kΩ and pF respectively. 
In this work, the values of external resistance and capacitance are Rext = 18 kΩ and Cext = 
470 pF respectively. 
 
Fig.7.19 Photograph of blanking circuit 
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7.7 Optoisolation Circuit 
The pulse width modulation (PWM) signals available from the blanking circuit cannot be 
directly applied to gates of the IGBT switches which are a part of the high-power 
network. So, high speed opto-couplers (TLP-250) with isolated DC power supplies are 
used for providing isolation between the logic control circuit and the power network. The 
internal and external circuit details of the opto-coupler are shown in Fig.7.20. 
 
Fig.7.20 An Opto-coupler circuit 
7.8 Power Supply Modules 
Experimental setup requires regulated variable DC power supplies. To make the 
experimental setup more reliable and flexible, separate transformers and power supplies 
are used to power the individual module.  
To generate a ±15 V bipolar DC regulated supply, a 230/18-0-18 V centre tapped step-
down transformer of 500 mA rating is used is shown in Fig.7.21. A full bridge rectifier 
diode rectifier (D1-D4, using IN 4007) is used to convert AC to DC. Two identical 
electrolyte capacitors (Cdc) of value 2200 µF are used to smoothen the output voltage. A 
local ground (gnd) is created by connecting the centre tap of the transformer and mid-
point of the capacitors. The unregulated DC voltage is taken as input to the voltage 
regulator ICs, 7815 and 7915, to produce regulated DC output voltages of +15 V and -15 
V, respectively. The +5 V supply can be generated using a fixed voltage regulator IC 
7805. 
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Fig.7.21 DC regulated power supply 
7.9 Simulation Results 
The block diagram of single phase fuel cell power system is shown Fig.7.22. 
 
Fig.7.22 Block diagram of single phase fuel cell power system 
For simulation of the above system, following parameters are considered. 
1. Supply  voltage  230 V 
2. Frequency   50 Hz 
3. Interfacing inductance 1.8 mH 
4. Capacitance   2200 µF 
The waveform of the instantaneous single-phase balance supply voltage is shown in 
Fig.7.23 (a) and source current in Fig.7.23 (b).The simulation waveform of single phase 
inverter output is shown in Fig.7.23 (c) . 
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Fig.7.23 Simulation wave forms of (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents, and (c) 
Inverter output voltages 
The hysteresis current controller (HCC), as discussed in section 7.5 is simulated for 
single phase fuel cell. For the experimental verification of HCC is described in section 
7.9.1 with identical parameters. 
7.9.1 Experimental Results 
The prototype model of fuel cell power system consists of four-IGBT-SKM75GB063D, 
DC-link capacitor 6800 µF and an inductor (5 mH). The single phase supply voltages, 
load currents and DC voltage signals are sensed and computed, which are main inputs of 
the controller. Fig.7.22 shows the schematic diagram of the fuel cell power system using 
hysteresis current controller technique. The HCC technique is used to generate the 
switching pulses of the voltage source inverter. The required switching pulses are 
provided to the IGBT inverter via compactRIO through the gate driver circuits. The 
performance of the fuel cell power system has been experimented under the linear load. 
Initially, voltage source inverter acts as rectifier to charge the DC-link capacitor voltage 
through pre-charger circuit. When the DC voltage is equal to the supply voltage that is 
considered as a floating mode, the inverter will be in the ON-state. 
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Fig.7.24 shows the experimental wave form of single-phase supply voltages of the fuel 
cell power system. These wave forms indicate that the supply voltages (Vs = 150 V) are 
almost sinusoidal. The inverter output waveform before filter is shown in Fig.7.25. 
Fig.7.26 shows the source currents of fuel cell power system. The direct current control 
HCC technique is employed for generating gate control switching pulses to drive the fuel 
cell power system. The DC-link capacitor voltage is shown in Fig.7.27. 
 
Fig.7.24 Waveforms of supply voltages 
 
Fig.7.25 Inverter output before filter 
 
Fig.7.26 Source current 
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Fig.7.27 DC-link capacitor voltage 
7.10 Field Programmable Gate Array 
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit which can be re-
configured by a designer according to design specification. The FPGA configuration is 
generally specified using a Hardware Description Language (HDL). The advantages of 
FPGA over Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) are 
 ASICs are designed for a specific application using CAD tools. Developing an 
ASIC takes more time and is expensive.  
 It is not possible to correct the errors of ASIC after fabrications.  
 FPGA can be re-configured according to design specification. 
 The design and prototype time of FPGA is less as compared to ASIC.  
FPGA contains programmable logic components called logic blocks and a hierarchy of 
reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to be weird together. Logic blocks can 
be configured to perform complex combinational and sequential functions. In most 
FPGAs, the logic blocks also include memory elements which can be flip-flop or more 
complete blocks of memory. 
7.10.1 Structure of Field Programmable Gate Array 
FPGA architecture consists of an array block, called configurable logic block (CLB), 
input/output pads and routing channels of same width.  
Configurable logic Block (CLB): 
CLB is the basic component of FPGA and it is used to implement a user specific 
combinational and sequential logic. A CLB contains a cluster of basic logic element 
(BLEs) connected through a local routing network. Each BLE contains a 4 input look up 
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table (LUT-4) and a Flip-Flop [146]. Modern FPGAs contain typically 4 to 10 BLEs in a 
single cluster. 
 
Fig.7.28 Configurable logic block (CLB) 
Fig.7.28 shows the basic schematic of CLB. 
Interconnects: 
The interconnection resources allow the implementation of an entire digital system by 
connecting various individual circuits (subsystems) that have been implemented on 
different CLBs in an FPGA. The interconnect resources in a typical FPGA can be 
classified as  
(1) General Purpose Interconnects: Signal between CLBs and input output blocks can be 
routed through switch matrices as they travel along the horizontal and vertical 
interconnect lines.  
(2) Direct Interconnects: Adjacent CLBs are interconnected directly.  
(3) Long Lines: Long lines provide for high fan out, low-skew distribution of signals that 
must travel relatively long distances. They span the entire length or width of the 
interconnect area. 
FPGA interconnects are normally un-segmented (each wiring segment spans only one 
logic block before it terminates in a switch box). A switch box is a switching matrix that 
contains programmable interconnections to all the wiring segments that terminate inside 
it. By turning on some of the programmable switches within a switch box, longer paths 
can be constructed. 
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IOB: 
Input/output blocks provide an interface between the FPGA and the real world signal. 
Fig.7.29 shows a simplified IOB. Each IOB can be used as an input and output depending 
on the state of the output enable (OE). IOBs are bi-directional and they act as output 
when OE is high and input when OE is low. The OE bit can be programmed statically or 
set to the output of a CLB. IOBs contain D-Flip-Flops for latching the input and output 
signals.  
 
Fig.7.29 Input/output block 
FPGA has a distributed configuration memory. The memory locations are distributed 
over the chip and need to be loaded to configure the FPGA. Special I/O pins that are not 
configurable by the user are used to load the program to the memory. 
7.10.2 Programming of Field Programmable Gate Array 
Synthesis tools provided by FPGA vendor, translate the HDL (Hardware Description 
Language) code into bit stream, which is downloaded to the configuration memory of the 
FPGA. But recent trends also offer the possibility to use high level languages like C, C++ 
and System C. Further, there are library based solutions which are optimized for a 
specific device. 
Hardware description language: HDL is the most common approach to program an 
FPGA. There are two major languages, VHDL and Verilog. VHDL was developed in the 
1980s by the Department of Defence. It is essentially as subset of ADA with extensions 
for describing hardware. Verilog was originally C like programming language to model 
hardware and later it became an IEEE standard like VHDL. 
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High level language: System C, Handel-C and even generic C++ can be used for FPGA 
programming. Tools are available from various vendors like Celoxica, Synopsys, which 
supports high-level languages. MATLAB with Accelchip plug-in generates bit-stream for 
specific target boards from Xilinx and Altera.   
Library-based solutions: FPGA manufacturer Xilinx and Altera offer parameterized 
macros to generate code for common blocks such as arithmetic functions or specialized 
memories. The output of the macros is HDL code that can be included in the developers’ 
synthesis process. This reduces the development time. 
Graphical tool based design: MATLAB/Xilinx and LABVIEW are providing high level 
logical blocks for designing high performance digital controller. These tools provide 
automatic synthesis and translate the code in to bit stream which is implemented to the 
configuration memory of the FPGA board.  
The major function of a real time control system is to sense the measurement signals with 
the help of transducer from the physical world and give it to the controller to compute 
necessary control signals. The control signal is sent to the physical world to perform 
necessary control action. For a distributed control, input and output are sensed remotely 
from physical world with the help of remote I/O modules and the data is sent to real time 
controller via a TCP/IP connection. The real time controller computes the control law 
and sends the control signal via TCP/IP to the physical world. Though FPGA is widely 
used for digital control applications, it is not used for distribute control applications 
because the lack of TCP/IP connectivity. 
National Instruments compactRIO is an ideal hardware which can perform distributed 
control applications. It includes a computer controller running the LABVIEW real‐time 
operating system, and an FPGA that interfaces with the real‐time computer to control 
various modules installed in the chassis. The chassis communicates with a host computer 
via TCP/IP. The detailed description of structure and functionality of cRIO-9014 is given 
in section 7.11. 
7.11 CompactRIO-9014 
National Instruments (NI) compactRIO is a small rugged industrial data acquisition and 
control system powered by Reconfigurable Input-Output (RIO). NI compactRIO 
incorporates a real-time processor and reconfigurable FPGA for reliable stand-alone 
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embedded or distributed applications. CompactRIO systems are developed using 
LABVIEW, the LABVIEW Real-Time (RT) Module and the LABVIEW FPGA Module 
[147] . CompactRIO comprises of following modules: 
 4 or 8-slots reconfigurable chassis 
 Power supply  
 Real time embedded processor 
 Swappable industrial I/O modules 
Block diagram of programmable controller is shown in Fig.7.30. 
 
Fig.7.30 Block diagram of programmable controller 
7.11.1 Reconfigurable Chassis 
The reconfigurable chassis, as shown in Fig.7.31, is the heart of NI compactRIO 
embedded systems. The reconfigurable chassis features the same rugged metal 
construction that characterizes the entire compactRIO platform. 
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Fig.7.31 The reconfigurable chassis 
7.11.2 Power Supply 
CompactRIO-9014 consists of a power supply module which provides DC output of (24 
V, 5 A) to the real time embedded processor and input output modules. 
7.11.3 Real Time Embedded Processor 
CompactRIO combines a low-power consumption real-time embedded processor with a 
high-performance RIO FPGA chip. A local peripheral control interface (PCI) bus 
connection provides a high-performance interface between the RIO FPGA and the real-
time processor. The cRIO core has built-in data transfer mechanisms to pass data to the 
embedded processor for real-time analysis, post-processing, data logging, or 
communication to a networked host computer. The RIO FPGA chip is connected to the 
I/O modules in a star topology, for direct access to each module. Fig.7.32 depicts a cRIO 
real-time processor. 
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Fig.7.32 Real time processor 
7.11.4 Input/output Modules 
Each compactRIO I/O module contains built-in signal conditioning and screw terminal, 
BNC or D-Sub connectors. By integrating the connector junction box into the modules, 
the compactRIO system significantly reduces the space requirements and cost of field 
wiring. A variety of I/O types are available including ±10 V simultaneously sampling 
analog inputs/outputs, 24 V industrial digital I/O with up to 1 A current drive. Because 
the modules contain built-in signal conditioning for extended voltage ranges or industrial 
signal types [147]. Such an I/O module is shown in Fig.7.33. 
 
Fig.7.33 An I/O module 
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NI 9201: An 8-channel Analog Input Module  
NI 9201 has ten detachable screw-terminal connectors. Each channel has an AI terminal 
for analog input, COM, the common terminal or pin, is internally connected to the 
isolated ground reference of the module [148]. 
Some of the main features of NI 9201 are listed below 
 8 analog inputs, ±10 V input range  
 500 kS/s aggregate sampling rate  
 12-bit resolution, single-ended inputs, screw terminal or D-Sub connectors  
 Hot-swappable operation; overvoltage protection; isolation  
 - 40 to 70 °C operating range  
NI 9263: A 4-channel Analog Voltage Output Module  
NI 9263 has four analog output channels and each channel has an analog output terminal, 
AO. NI 9263 also has common terminals, COM, that is internally connected to the 
isolated ground reference of the module [149]. 
Some of its characteristics are mentioned below: 
 4 simultaneously updated analog outputs, 100 kS/s  
 16-bit resolution  
 Hot-swappable operation  
 - 40 to 70 °C operating range  
In this thesis, hysteresis current controller (HCC) and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC (AFHCC) is 
developed using cRIO-9014 and Xilinx System Generator respectively. Section 7.12 
discusses HCC design using cRIO-9014 and section 7.13 presents AFHCC design using 
Xilinx System Generator. Earlier in Chapter 3 we have demonstrated the use of FPGA 
for PWM and PI controllers. Use of FPGA reduces the circuit size to a great extent 
besides providing flexibility for modification and further development. 
7.12 Hysteresis Current Control using cRIO 
In section 7.5 analog design of HCC is discussed. An analog design of controller has 
some serious limitations. One of the major limitations of analog design of controller is 
that the structure and control law is fixed in nature. The other limitation is that the analog 
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design has complex circuit connections; it takes time for design and prototyping which 
adds to the cost of the system. Because of the advancement of digital technology, now 
day’s different digital controllers are used for digital control of power electronics and 
drives applications. Digital controller provides flexibility in design and it takes less time 
for design and prototyping.  
In recent time, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is emerging as one of the front 
runners in programmable logic component based devices. FPGA is a matrix of 
configurable logic blocks (CLBs) which are interconnected and it is re-programmable. 
FPGA can design specific hardware architecture, according to the control objective. This 
approach reduces the execution time.  
In this experimental set up, single phase load connected fuel cell power system is 
developed. CompactRIO-9014 is used to implement HCC which provides accurate pulse 
width modulation signals to drive the DC/AC inverter. Fig.7.34 shows the schematic 
diagram of fuel cell power system using cRIO-9014 and Fig.7.35 shows the experimental 
setup of fuel cell power system using cRIO-9014.  
 
Fig.7.34 Schematic diagram for fuel cell power system 
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Fig.7.35 Experimental set-up for fuel cell power system 
The compactRIO embedded system features a 200 MHz processor that executes the 
LABVIEW Real-Time applications. The controller features a 10/100 Mb/s Ethernet port, 
a real-time clock and watchdog timers. The cRIO-9014 is provided 9 V to 35 V DC, 20 
W supply input. 
CompactRIO starts a LABVIEW Real-Time Module executable when powered on. The 
executable contains the LABVIEW FPGA Module code. The LABVIEW Real-Time 
Module executable waits for an incoming TCP/IP connection from the host in order to 
pass control messages. The cRIO establishes a second TCP/IP connection for transferring 
data back to the host when the host initiates an acquisition. The USER1 LED remains lit 
until the acquisition finishes or an error occurs after establishing a connection with a host 
system. 
 
Fig.7.36 CompactRIO interfacing with host computer 
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This section describes the design and implementation of HCC using cRIO-9014. Fig.7.36 
shows the block diagram of control architecture. Table 7.1 describes the cRIO modules 
used in this experiment.  
Table 7.1 CompactRIO module descriptions 
Slot Module type Description 
 NI cRIO-9014 Real‐Time Controller with 128 MB DRAM, 2 GB Storage 
3 NI 9201 8-channel Analog Input Module 
6 NI 9263 4‐Channel, 100 kS/s, 16‐bit, ±10 V, Analog Output Module 
 
Fig.7.37 shows the experimental waveform of output voltage of a single-phase fuel cell 
power system. This output waveform indicates that the supply voltages are almost 
sinusoidal of frequency 50 Hz. Fig.7.38 shows the dead band waveform of hysteresis 
current controller. The delay time between two different pulses is 3 µs. The direct current 
control HCC technique is designed in cRIO for generating gate control switching signals 
to drive the fuel cell power system. The inverter output voltage waveform is shown in 
Fig.7.39. The PI controller is also designed in cRIO to control the DC-link capacitor 
voltage. The DC-link capacitor voltage is shown in Fig.7.40. 
 
Fig.7.37 Waveforms of supply voltages 
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Fig.7.38 Delay waveform of blanking circuit 
 
Fig.7.39 Inverter output before filter 
 
Fig.7.40 DC-link capacitor voltage 
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Fig. 7.41 CompactRIO as controller 
 
Fig.7.42 Front panel of Hysteresis Current Controller (HCC) parameters 
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We have designed the hysteresis current controller (HCC) in LABVIEW platform. The 
design parameters of the HCC controller are shown in Fig.7.42. 
 
Fig.7.43 Switching patterns of Hysteresis Current Controller (HCC) technique 
The front panel of the HCC technique is shown in Fig.7.43. The direct current control 
HCC technique is designed in LABVIEW for generating gate switching signals to drive 
the fuel cell power system. 
The PI controller for DC-link capacitor voltage of front panel is shown in Fig.7.44. The 
proportional and integral gain is chosen 1 and 1.66797 respectively. 
 
Fig.7.44 PI controller parameters with PWM signals for boost converter 
7.13 Xilinx System Generator (FPGA) Controller Design 
MATLAB/SIMULINK software package provides a powerful high level modelling 
environment for people who are involved in system modelling and simulations. Xilinx 
System Generator Tool developed MATLAB/SIMULINK package is widely used for 
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algorithm development and verification purposes in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and 
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). System Generator Tool allows an abstraction 
level algorithm development while keeping the traditional block sets. At the same time 
automatically translating designs into hardware implementations that are faithful, 
synthesizable and efficient. 
The three-phase PWM DC-AC inverter is driven by voltage source inverter (VSI) is 
analysed by using a MATLAB/SIMULINK model. The control signals for the VSI in the 
related model are generated by Xilinx FPGA chip. MATLAB/SIMULINK package plug-
in with Xilinx System Generator Tool provides facility to generate bit stream for target 
board. Control algorithm developed using Xilinx System Generator Tool can be 
conveniently used with traditional Simulink block sets can be translated to the VHDL. 
The bit-stream can be generated using synthesis tools. 
The performance of the FPGA controller based fuel cell power system is verified through 
System Generator/Xilinx platform. The Xilinx/System Generator is a tool that allows 
high-level tool for designing high-performance systems to implement on FPGA 
processor. A close interconnection with the MATLAB/SIMULINK software makes the 
implementation of complex hardware designs an easy task. All of the down-stream 
FPGA implementation steps including synthesis and place and route are automatically 
performed to generate an FPGA programming file. To design and dump on FPGA using 
the Simulink/Xilinx simulation model, the Gateway In and Gateway Out define the 
boundary of the FPGA. Fig.7.45 shows the block diagram of the AHCC Controller 
design using Xilinx blockset/Matlab. The following steps are carried out to design the 
FPGA controller: 
Gateway-In: The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique is designed using the Simulink/Xilinx 
Blockset. The three-phase supply voltages, source currents and the DC-link capacitor 
voltage are sensed, which are the inputs of the controller. These sensed signals are sent 
through the Xilinx gateway-in, which converts integer, double and fixed-point to Xilinx 
fixed-point. 
Gateway-Out: The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC generates switching pulses as a fixed point that 
converts into Simulink fixed point through Gateway-out. The entire controller is 
computed and design using Xilinx block-set for FPGA implementation. 
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System Generator: Once the controller design is completed, the hardware 
implementation file is generated using System Generator token properties editor. One 
option is to select HDL Netlist which allows the FPGA implementation steps of RTL 
synthesis and place and route to be performed interactively using tool specific user 
interfaces. Alternatively, you can select Bit-stream as the Compilation target and System 
Generator will automatically perform all implementations. The generated VHDL code is 
implemented in the FPGA kit. The FPGA processor provides the switching pulses to 
drive the voltage source inverter through proper interfacing circuits (protection circuits 
and gate driver circuits). 
 
Fig.7.45 Controller design using Xilinx blockset/Matlab 
Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC: The 10-bit reference currents are compared with the 10-bit 
digitized actual currents ( , )sa sb sci i and i  to generate switching pulses using the adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC. The adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis bandwidth can be modulated as a function of 
slope reference * /sadi dt  current and supply voltage sv  which are used as inputs for 
fuzzy processing. The adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band HB  is the output of the fuzzy 
controller. This fuzzy logic controller is programmed in the S-function code and can be 
made as an adaptive-fuzzy block using the Mcode block. Similarly, the variable HCC is 
created by S-functions in MATLAB to produce gate control-pulses to drive the VSI.  
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7.13.1 FPGA Implementation 
The digital controller is tested and implemented in FPGA hardware by using the 
following two methods; i) Hardware co-simulation and ii) Xilinx ISE-iMPACT. 
7.13.1.1 Hardware Co-Simulation 
The system generator allows for hardware co-simulation interfaces that make it possible 
to integrate an FPGA processor directly into MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation. The 
system generator is a system level modelling tool that facilities digital hardware design 
and provides high-level abstractions that are automatically compiled into an FPGA 
board. This tool provides access to underlying FPGA resources through lower level 
abstractions, allowing the user to implement highly efficient designs. Programming an 
FPGA board using the system generator the following steps are followed 
 Design the suitable control method using Xilinx block-set as a Simulink model. 
The Xilinx block-set allows constructing bit-accuracy and cycle-accurate models 
of an FPGA circuit. 
 The code generator has “hardware co-simulation” compilation targets (HDL 
Netlist target) that automatically create a bit-stream file. 
 After creating the bit-stream, the system generator automatically integrates an 
FPGA hardware platform configured with this bit-stream back into Simulink as a 
run time block. 
The digital control method is simulated with hardware co-simulation; results for the 
compiled digital control part are executed and implemented in the FPGA target device. 
This performs the compiled part to be tested in actual hardware and can speed up 
simulation dramatically. 
7.13.1.2 Xilinx ISE-iMPACT 
The VHDL program code is generated by the system generator after the verification and 
simulation of the controller design. The VHDL program is synthesized using Xilinx-ISE 
10.1 software. The ISETM (Integrated Software Environment) based FPGA design flow 
comprises the following steps: 
 Design Entry 
 Design Synthesis 
 Design Implementation 
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 Design Verification 
 Xilinx® device programming. 
The Xilinx device programming uses iMPACT to create a BIT file for debugging and 
downloads it into the target device XILINX/ SPARTAN-3E FPGA. 
Once the program is configured to FPGA kit, it acts as adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based FPGA 
controller and generates gate control switching pulses. These pulses are connected to 
opto-isolator circuit for preventing the ground sharing between the FPGA-processor and 
power converter. The output of the opto-isolator is connected through the driver circuit to 
each switching device for controlling the fuel cell power system. 
7.13.2 Results and Analysis 
The input signals
,
( , , , , , )sa sb sc dc sa sb sci i i v v v v  are converted to fixed point for digital-
design. The required switching pulses 1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , )s s s s s s are generated from the 
digitized adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique. The entire control algorithm is designed using 
Xilinx-block set and VHDL code is generated using system generator. The VHDL code 
is tested and compiled in the Xilinx-ISE 10.1 project navigator. The HDL code of 
analysis, synthesis and RTL schematic view is executed as shown in Fig.7.46. 
 
Fig.7.46 View of the RTL schematic 
The three-phase supply voltages ( , )sa sb scv v and v , source currents ( , )sa sb sci i and i  and 
the DC-link capacitor voltage ( )dcV  are sensed, which are the main inputs of the digital 
controller. These sensed analog signals are converted to fixed-point using Xilinx gateway 
in. Fig.7.47 shows the input signals, which are converted to fixed point for digital-design. 
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Fig.7.47 VHDL simulation result (input signals) 
The six-channel gate control switching pulses are generated using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. 
The VHDL program is generated by the system generator using Simulink platform. 
Fig.7.48 shows, six-gate switching pulses and clock signals to drive the fuel cell power 
system inverter. 
 
Fig.7.48 Six-channel gate driver switching pulses using VHDL code 
The MATLAB/SIMULINK based system generator provides the interface with Xilinx-
Spartan-3E board in Xilinx-iMPACT interface through USB cable. The USB cable is 
able to program the FPGA with 12-MHz speed. The compilation target automatically 
creates a bit-stream file and dumps it to FPGA board. This system clock frequency is set 
at 50 MHz at pin location C9 of the internal FPGA board. Fig.7.49 shows the photograph 
of Xilinx/Spatran-3E FPGA implementation using Xilinx ISE tool. The proposed 
controller design is simulated and compilation portion is tested successfully through the 
FPGA kit in real time environment.  
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Fig.7.49 Photograph of Xilinx/Spatran-3E FPGA implementation 
Remarks: The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC control algorithm is designed and implemented in 
the FPGA-kit using Xilinx ISE. The controller is modeled using the Xilinx Blockset and 
tested through the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The Matlab/Xilinx tool leads in 
high-level logical blocks for designing high-performance digital systems. From the 
Simulink, VHDL code is generated for this particular controller using System Generator. 
The VHDL code is verified and synthesized in the Xilinx ISE 10.1 Platform. After 
synthesizing the code, the programming bit file is generated and configured on the target 
FPGA device. The FPGA provides the switching pulses to drive the PWM-voltage source 
inverter through gate driver circuits.  
7.14 Summary 
The following conclusions can be drawn out of this chapter: - 
 The single-phase fuel cell system with HCC controller is experimentally 
validated.  
 Hardware setup with hysteresis current controller is demonstrated. The result 
obtained from the experimental set up is presented.  
 HCC technique reduces the switching power loses without compromising on 
performance. 
 HCC technique for single phase fuel cell power system is implemented using 
National Instruments compactRIO-9014 and results are presented. 
 FPGA based Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC (AFHCC) controller for three-phase fuel cell 
power system is designed and experimentally validated and results are presented.
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Chapter-8 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusions 
The main objective of thesis is to develop a load/grid connected fuel cell power system 
which can be used for backup power supply. Digital control scheme of DC-DC converter 
and DC-AC inverter has been developed and the extensive simulation results are 
validated through experimental setup.  
The general conclusions are drawn from the thesis 
  Fuel Cell Modelling: Mathematical modelling of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is 
developed which considers different types of losses. Electrical characteristics 
(output voltage, efficiency, and power density and voltage losses) of SOFC are 
simulated through MATLAB. 
 FPGA Control of DC-DC Converter: A DC-DC boost converter is developed to 
step up the output DC voltage of SOFC. Conventional PI controller and Sliding 
Mode Control (SMC) scheme has been designed for DC-DC converter. 
Conventionally the control circuit of DC-DC converter is implemented using 
analog components but due to the non-re-configurability nature of the analog 
control, it is not reliable in nature. So the control circuit of power converter is 
implemented using FPGA. FPGA is an ideal choice of digital computing device 
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because it’s modular in nature and can be re-configured in real time. FPGA 
implementation of PI controller is designed and experimentally validated.  
 PWM-VSI Control Schemes: The fuel cell power system is implemented with 
PWM-current controlled voltage source inverter. Different control schemes 
(TCCC, TPCC and Fixed-HCC, Fuzzy-HCC, Adaptive-HCC and Adaptive-
Fuzzy-HCC) of PWM-VSI are summarized.  
 Fuel Cell as Back-up Power Unit: As fuel cell provides backup power, there can 
be numerous real life scenarios such as non-availability of required number of 
fuel cell units, malfunction of fuel cell etc. This thesis considers the above 
mentioned scenarios. When the required numbers of fuel cells are not available, 
DC-DC converter is used to step up the output voltage of fuel cell. When there is 
a malfunction in fuel cell or shortage of hydrogen then a battery is used to provide 
backup power. The fuel cell power system is simulated through 
MATLAB/SIMULINK with different conditions.  
In a first case, the DC-AC inverter is controlled using fixed-HCC and adaptive 
HCC. When there is any kind of malfunction of fuel cell then battery is connected 
to provide backup power supply. In this case, adaptive hysteresis controller is 
used for DC-AC inverter. When there is sufficient number of fuel cells is 
available then DC-AC inverter is controlled using fuzzy-HCC, Adaptive-fuzzy 
HCC, TCCC and TPCC.  
The harmonics of line currents are analysed and it’s found that Adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC technique reduces the switching losses and improves the fuel cell power 
system performance in comparisons with the TCCC, TPCC, fixed-HCC and the 
Adaptive-HCC. The measured total harmonic distortion of the source currents is 
in the compliance with IEEE 519 and IEC 61000-3 harmonic standards. 
 Fuel Cell Based Shunt APF: The fuel cell power system based on shunt active 
power filter (APF) is designed for compensation of current harmonic and reactive 
power compensation in the AC power distribution system. APF based fuel cell 
reduces the real power flow from grid side, which eventually reduces the power 
rating of inverter. 
 Experimental Validation: The prototype model of single phase fuel cell power 
system with hysteresis current control (HCC) technique is developed. FPGA 
implementation of HCC is done using NI-cRIO-9014. Three phase model of fuel 
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cell power system is developed using adaptive-HCC using Xilinx/System 
Generator. The adaptive-HCC PWM-VSI control algorithm is designed and 
implemented in the FPGA-kit using Xilinx ISE. First, the controller is modeled 
using Xilinx Blockset. From the Simulink, VHDL code is generated for this 
particular controller using System Generator. The VHDL code is verified and 
synthesized in the Xilinx ISE 10.1. After synthesising the code, the programming 
bit file is generated and configured on the target device. The FPGA provides the 
switching pulses to drive the PWM-VSI inverter through gate driver circuits. 
8.2 Scope for Future Work  
Some suggested new directions of research in the area of fuel cell based power system 
are summarized in this section.  
 To improve the power quality of fuel cell power system by using dynamic voltage 
restorer (DVR). 
 To meet the higher power requirements, a modular and multilevel inverter can be 
used. 
 New control scheme for power electronic interface of FCPS system using soft 
computing technique can be developed by utility interactive operation. 
 A complete FPGA based controller for fuel cell power system can be developed 
that would add flexibility for controller design. This would significantly reduce 
hardware requirement and it can further be extended to ASIC development. 
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APPENDIX-A 
System Parameters  
Table A.1 List of parameters used in experimentation for single phase fuel cell power 
system 
Parameters Experimental Values 
Supply voltage/ 
frequency 
154 V / 50 Hz 
Resistor (RL) and 
Inductor (LL) 
15 W CFL Bulb 
Interface inductor (Rc, 
Lc) 
5  mH 
DC-link capacitance 
(Cdc) 
6800 µF 
Reference voltage 
(Vdcref) 
13 V 
Voltage source inverter 
SKM75GB063D IGBT module, 
TLP-250 for Gate driver circuit, 
Amplifier circuit, Separate Power supply for 
driver circuit. 
Sensors 
LEM make LV25-P for phase voltage, LA55-
P for current transducer. 
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APPENDIX-B 
NI cRIO-9014 
Table B.1 Processor Datasheet 
Network 
Network Interface 10 Base T and 100 Base TX Ethernet 
Compatibility IEEE 802.3 
Communication Rates 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, auto-negotiated 
Maximum Cabling Distance 100 m/segment 
SMB Connector 
Output Characteristics 
Logic High 3.3 V 
Logic Low 0 V 
Driver Type CMOS 
Sink/Source Current ± 50 mA 
3-state output leakage current ± 5 µA 
Input Characteristics 
Maximum Input level -500 mV 
Maximum input low level 990 mV 
Minimum input high level 
 
2.31 V 
Maximum input level 5.5 V 
Input capacitance 2.5 pF 
Resistive strapping 1 kΩ to 3.3 V 
USB Port 
Maximum data rate 12 Mb/s 
Maximum current 500 mA 
 
Memory 
 
cRIO-9014 2 GB 
 
DRAM 
 
cRIO-9014 
 
128 MB 
Internal Real-Time Clock 
 
Recommended power supply 48 W secondary, 18 V DC to 24 V DC 
 
Power Consumption 
Controller only 6 W 
Controller supplying power to 
eight CompactRIO modules  20 W 
Power Supply 
       On Power 9 to 35 W 
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After power up 6 to 35 V 
Safety Voltages 
 
V-to-C 35 V max 
 
Table B.2 Input Modules NI 9201 
Module Terminal Signal 
 
 
0 AI0 
1 AI1 
2 AI2 
3 AI3 
4 AI4 
5 AI5 
6 AI6 
7 AI7 
8 NO CONNECTION 
9 COM 
 
Table B.3 Output Module NI 9263 
Module Terminal Signal 
 
 
 
0 AO0 
1 COM 
2 AO1 
3 COM 
4 AO2 
5 COM 
6 AO3 
7 COM 
8 NO CONNECTION 
9 COM 
 
 
